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Résumé 

Dans cette thèse, composée de trois essais, nous utilisons la théorie de la viabilité 

pour aborder les problèmes de restauration des sols soumis à certaines contraintes 

environnementales et socio-économiques telles que l'atteinte d'une qualité du sol 

acceptable sur le plan environnemental et la garantie de revenus acceptables pour 

les agriculteurs. Notre objectif est d'étudier ces problèmes dans différents cadres qui 

prennent en compte certains des facteurs les plus influents tels que les incertitudes 

(incertitudes climatiques) et les pratiques agricoles (la parcellation) afin de mieux 

comprendre comment les systèmes agronomiques réagissent à ces facteurs et dans 

quelle mesure ils y sont sensibles. Et ce, afin d'avoir une idée plus précise des 

stratégies pouvant être mises en place pour atteindre les objectifs de restauration et 

de préservation des sols. Dans le premier essai, intitulé "A Survey of Applications 

of Viability Theory to the Sustainable Exploitation of Renewable Resources ", 

nous fournissons une revue complète de la littérature sur les applications de la 

théor"ie de la v'iabûdé aux problèmes de gestion durable des ressources renouvelables, 

y compris les écosystèmes et les populations tels que les pêcheries et les espèces 

non marines, l'environnement ( avec un accent sur le changement climatique et la 

concentration des GES) et d'autres ressources telles que les forêts et le sol. 

Dans le deuxième essai, intitulé "Viability of Agroecological Systems Under 



Climatic Uncertainty", nous exarrnnons le problème de l'exploitation durable 

d'une seule ferme, tant du point de vue physique (qualité du sol) qu'économique 

(revenus des agriculteurs) tout eu tenant compte des incertitudes induites par les 

événements climatiques majeurs (ouragans). Compte tenu de certaines contraintes 

économiques et de qualité des sols, et en prenaut en compte la survenance possible 

d'événements climatiques, nous souhaitons déterminer quelles sont les rotations de 

cultures viables à privilégier sur un horizon de planification prédéfini, quelle est la 

sensibilité de ces solutions par rapport aux valeurs des paramètres, et quels systèmes 

ou secteurs agricoles sont les plus vulnérables face aux incertitudes climatiques? 

Dans le troisième essai, intitulé "Viability of a Multi-Parcel Agroecological 

System", nous traitous de la gestion à long terme des exploitations agricoles et nous 

examinons les avantages potentiels que pourrait offrir la parcellatiou. Étant donnée 

une exploitation agricole d'une certaine taille et un horizon de temps déterminé, 

nous voulons déterminer les choix de cultures que l'agriculteur pourrait faire afin 

d'atteindre simultanément des objectifs de durabilité écologique (qualité du sol) 

et écouomiq ue (revenu). Nous considérons une série de cas représentant différeuts 

systèmes agricoles pratiqués dans les Antilles frarn;aises, et analysons leur impact 

sur la qualité des sols et le bieu-être économique de l'agriculteur. En outre, nous 

effectuons une analyse de sensibilité approfondie pour évaluer l'impact des principaux 

paramètres sur les résultats, à savoir, la qualité initiale du sol, l'horizon temporel et 

les différents coûts. 

Mots clés: Théorie de la viabilité; Agriculture; Incertitude climatique; Multi-Parcelle; 

Durabilité; Ressources renouvelables. 

Méthodes de recherche: Programmation mathématique; Théorie de la viabilité. 
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Abstract 

In this thesis, cornposed of three essays, we use viability theory (VT) to address soil 

restoration problerns subject to some euvironrnental and socio-econornic constraints 

such as reaching an environrnentally acceptable quality of the soil and ensuring 

acceptable incarnes for the farrners. Our objective is to study these problerns in 

different frarneworks that take into account sorne of the most important factors 

that influence thern such as uncertainties (clirnatic uncertainties) and farrn practices 

(parcellation) in order to gain insight into how the agronomie systems react to these 

factors and to what extent they are sensitive to thern and thus have a more precise 

idea of the strategies that can be put in place to achieve the objectives of soi! 

restoration and preservation. 

ln the first essay titled "A Survey of Applications of Viability Theory 

to the Sustainable Exploitation of Renewable Resources" we provide a 

cornprehensive review of the literature on applications of viability theory to the 

sustainable management of renewable resources including ecosysterns and populations 

such as fisheries and non-marine species, the environrnent (with a focus ou clirnate 

change and GHG concentration), and other resources (e.g., forests and soil). 

In the second essay titled "Viability of Agroecological Systems Under 

Climatic Uncertainty", we consider the problern of the long-terrn sustainable 
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operation of a single farrn, from both the physical (soil quality) and econornic (farmer's 

revenues) perspectives while taking into account uncertainties induced by major 

clirnatic events (hurricanes). Given some econornic and soil quality constraints, and 

taking into account the possible occurrence of clirnatic events, we are interested in 

finding out what are the viable crop rotations to grow over a predefined planning 

horizon, how sensitive are these solutions with respect to pararneter values, and 

which farrning systems or sectors are the rnost vulnerable to clirnatic uncertainties. 

ln the third essay, titled "Viability of a Multi-Parcel Agroecological System", 

we deal with long-tenn management of farrns and we examine the potential advantages 

that could be offered by parcellation given a fann of a predeterrnined size and a 

planning horizon, we aim to determine what choices should the farmer make in 

order to simultaneously achieve ecological (soil's quality) and econornic (revenue) 

sustainability objectives. VVe consider a series of cases representiug different farrning 

systems practiced in the French West lndies, and analyze their impact on soil quality 

and economic well-being of the farrner. Also, we conduct au extensive sensitivity 

analysis to assess the impact of main pararneters on the results, namely, initial soil 

quality, planning horizon and different costs. 

Key Words: Viability Theory; Agriculture; Climatic Uncertainty; Multi-parcel; 

Sustainability; Renewable resources. 

Research methods: Mathernatical programmation; Viability Theory. 
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General Introduction 

It is not new that societies care about their environment and resources and take 

actions to protect them. 1 \iVhat is however of recent vintage is the awareness that 

(i) irnmoderate hurnan activity, e.g., burning fossil fuels, over fishing or excessive

deforestation, have direct undesirable consequences, such as loss of biodiversity and 

deterioration in environrnental quality, and (ii) sorne concerted actions are urgently 

needed to preserve these resources. A pivotal date in first gaining this awareness 

was probably the publication of Limds of Growth in 1972 (Meadows et al. [121), a 

study that triggered fervent debate and stroked the popular imagination, since some 

of the sirnulated growth scenarios predicted the collapse of the global system. Later 

in the sarne decade, it was argued that economic developrnent could be sustained 

indefinitely, but only if it were to take into account its ultimate interaction with the 

natural environment. This marked the ad vent of the concept of ecological management, 

which paved the way for the notion of s·ustainable development, which was coined 

by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 

(IUCN) in 1980; see (Allen et al. [li). Since then the idea of sustainable developrnent 

very quickly gained in popularity among scientists, decision rnakers and activists. 

Gradually, with more and more evidence supporting the need to protect natural 

1 The following website offers an environmental history timeline with a list of events and actions 

related to environmental protection: http: / / environmentalhistory. org 



resources, actions are starting to be taken for better and more sustainable management 

of all natural resources includiug soil. 

It is self-evident to state that agricultural land is essential to life and a valuable 

resource for most, if not all, countries. Still, its importance seems to only be noticed 

when productivity declines and our food security is at stake. It is well-established 

now that soil has beeu poorly protected and overexploited for decades, which has 

resulted in its deterioration worldwide. 

One of the most important human-induced factor of soil's deterioration is modern 

agriculture and farrning. Indeed, to rneet an ever growing demaud, agronomie 

systems have had to drastically change during last decades and rnigrated to agricultural 

practices based on chernical fertilization of soil and intensive and specialized farming 

practices. This has increased soi! productivity in the short terni, but iu the long 

term has caused serious ecological drawbacks ( degradation of soil quality, pollution 

of water and air, loss of biodiversity, erosiou, etc.) and even reversed the trend of 

the agricultural productivity. 

In contrast with the traditional agricultural systems based on natural fertilization and 

diversified crops production, the modern agriculture relies on intensive single crop 

production that progressively degrades the soil quality and reduces its productivity 

by changing its physical, chemical and biological composition. lndeed, fertilization 

and low-quality irrigation water alters the soil's chemical makeup. Further, plowing, 

tillage, removal of vegetative cover, and overgrazing make soil more vulnerable to 

wind and water erosion, and intensive and specialized cultivation exhausts sorne 

rninerals and water from the soil and damages its rnicrofauna (Blanco and Lal [7]). 

Modern agricultural systems have since fallen in a vicious cycle, where increasing 

chernical fertilizers are used to cornpensate for the loss of productivity, causing more 
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damage to the soil and the environment (pollution of water and air) (Trautmann 

et al. [14], Conway [101). 

Given the state of affairs we just described, it becomes urgent to take actions 

to replace actual agricultural practices by more eco-responsible ones based on crop 

rotations and mixed crop-livestock associations that are healthier for the soil. We 

need to establish an agroecological transition that would, in the medium terrn, allow 

to return to more environmentally friendly agricultural practices and to restore soil 

quality to an acceptable level, while taking into account the socio-economic aspects 

related to the sector. lmplementing eco-responsible agricultural practices, based on 

crop rotations and mixed crop-livestock associations that are less harmful for the soil, 

is one way to achieve resource (soil) sustainability (Altieri [2], Kremen et al. [11]). 

At a macro level, this transition is a long-term process that must take populations' 

food needs and farming profitability into account. Such a transition is particularly 

needed in island regions, given the importance of agriculture to their economies 

(Angeon et al. [3]). 

ln this thesis, we are precisely interested in soil restoration problems subject to 

some environrnental and socio-economic constraints such as reaching an environmentally 

acceptable quality of the soil and ensuring acceptable incomes for the farrners. Our 

objective is to study these problems in different frameworks that take into account 

some of the most important factors that influence thern such as dimatic uncertainties 

and farm practices (parcellation) in order to gain insight into how the agronomie 

systems react to these factors and to what extent they are sensitive to them and 

thus have a more precise idea of the strategies that can be put in place to achieve 

the objectives of soil restoration and preservation. 
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To do so, we adopt viability theory (Aubin [41) as our rnethodological framework. 

In a uutshell, a viability problern involves a <lynamical system whose evolution 

depends on state and control variables, and possibly of some raudorn events. Given 

a set of constraints and initial state of the system, one looks for viable solutions, 

that is, evolutions ( or trajectories) of these variables that satisfy these constraints. 

Given our problern statement, VT seems a very relevant choice especially that it was 

successfully applied in rnany fields, including econornics (Aubin [5]), finance (Aubin 

et al. [61), <lernography and geuetics (Bonneuil and Saint-Pierre [81 and [9]), aerospace 

(Tornlin et al. [13]) and in renewable resources management, which is our topic. 

'Ne start by surveying the literature in the field to get an idea of what has 

alrea<ly been <loue since, to the best of our knowle<lge, no such literature review 

existed yet. Then, we look at the soi! restoration problern in a stochastic framework 

by iutroducing clirnatic uncertainty. Finally, we look at the potential a<lvantages 

that could be brought by parcellation in a deterministic framework. 

More specifically, in the first essay titled "A Survey of Applications of Viability 

Theory to the Sustainable Exploitation of Renewable Resources" we provide 

a comprehensive review of the literature on applications of viability theory to the 

sustainable management of renewable resources including ecosysterns and populations 

such as fisheries and non-marine species, the environment (with a focus 011 climate 

change and GHG concentration), and other resources (e.g., forests and soil). 

In the second essay title<l "Viability of Agroecological Systems U nder 

Climatic Uncertainty", we a<lopt a micro point of view and consider the problem 

of the long-term sustainable operation of a single fann, frorn both the physical (soil 

quality) and econornic (farrner's revenues) perspectives while takiug into account 
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uncertainties induced by major clirnatic events (hurricanes). Given some econornic 

and soil quality constraints, and taking into account the possible occurrence of 

climatic events, we are interested in finding out what are the viable crop rotations 

to grow over a predefined planning horizon, how sensitive are these solutions with 

respect to pararneter values, and which farrning systems or sectors are the rnost 

vulnerable to clirnatic uncertainties? Our empirical stucly concerns the archipelago 

of Guadeloupe, located in the French West lndies. 

lu the third essay, titled "Viability of a Multi-Parcel Agroecological System", 

we cleal with long-terrn management of farrns and we examine the potential advantages 

that could be of
f

ered by parcellation. Given a farrn of a predetermined size and a 

planning horizon, we aim at deterrnining what choices should the farrner rnake in 

order to simultaneously achieve an ecological (soil's quality) and econornic (revenue) 

sustainability objectives. \Ve consider a series of cases representing clifferent farrniug 

systems practiced in the French West Indies and analyze their impact on soi! quality 

and econornic well-being of the farmer. Also, we concluct an extensive sensitivity 

analysis to assess the impact of main parameters on the results, narnely, initial soil 

quality, planning horizon and dif
f

erent costs. Our contribution is at three levels. 

First, we develop a new multi-parcel rnodel that provides additional flexibility in the 

search for sustainable solutions. Second, we design a nove! algorithrnic approach 

for cornputing viable solutions. F inally, we contribute ernpirically by answering 

questions that are on the agenda of farrners ancl decision rnakers in the French West 

Inc.lies. 
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Chapter 1 

A Survey of Applications of Viability 

Theory to the Sustainable 

Exploitation of Renewable Resources * 

Abstract 

In this paper, we survey the literature applying viability theory to the sustainable 

management of renewable resources. After a refresher on the main concepts of 

viability theory, we provide a general map of the contributions and next discuss 

thern by area of application, including ecosysterns and population biology, climate 

change, forestry and others. 'Ne conclude by painting out issues that deserve more 

attention and should be part of a research agenda. 

Key Words: Viability theory; Sustainability; Renewable resources; Fisheries; 

Climate change; Forests. 

*. This paper is published in Ecological Economies 



Introduction 

It is not new that societies care about their euvironment and resources and take 

actions to protect thern. l \,Vhat is however of recent vintage is the awareness that 

(i) irnrnoderate hurnau activity, e.g., burning fossil fuels, over fishing or excessive

deforestation, have direct undesirable consequences, such as loss of biodiversity and 

deterioration in environrnental quality, and (ii) sorne concerted actious are urgently 

needed to preserve these resources. A pivotai date in first gaining this awareness 

was probably the publication of Lirnits of Growth in 1972 (Meadows et al. [1011), a 

study that triggered fervent debate and stroked the popular imagination, since sorne 

of the sirnulated growth scenarios predicted the collapse of the global system. Later 

in the same decade, it was argued that economic developrnent could be sustained 

iudefiuitely, but only if it were to take into account its ultirnate interaction with the 

natural environrnent. This rnarked the ad veut of the concept of ecoloyical management, 

which paved the way for the notion of s·u ·tainable development, which was coined 

by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 

(IUCN) in 1980; see Allen et al. [2j. Although at that time a preci ·e defiriition of 

sustaiuable developrnent was lacking, the idea itself very quickly gained in popularity 

aruong scientists, decisiou makers and activists. 2 A second notable date is the 

publication in 1987 of the Brundtland Report, which provided a unifying definition 

of sustainable developmeut: 

"Sustainable development is developrnent that rneets the needs of the 

present without cornprornising the ability of future generations to rneet 

LThe following website offer an environmental history timeline with a list of events and actions 
related to environmental protection: http: 11 envirorunentalhistory. org 

2For a list of some definitions of sustainable development u ed between 1980 and 1988, see the
Appendix in Pezzey [107J. 
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their own needs."(Brundtland et al. [431) 

This definition has since been adopted by all stakeholders, although refinernents 

have occasionally been considered, irnplicitly or explicitly, in sorne studies (see for 

exarnple Pezzey [107], Neurnayer [105], Real [82] and Klauer [85] for an overview 

of some characterizations and operationalizations of sustainability that have been 

proposed). For example, Fleurbaey [75] proposed to define sustainability in terrns 

of leaving the possibility for future generations to sustain certain define<l targets. 

Martinet et al. [96] defined sustainability as a cornbination of biological, econornic and 

social constraints which need to be met. Baurngartner and Quaas [17] couceptualized 

strong sustainability under uncertainty as ecological-economic viability. Durand 

et al. [67] and Doyen and Martinet [62] considered the notion of intergenerational 

equity in defining sustainability. 

This paper provides a comprehensive rev1ew of the literature on applications 

of viabûity theory to the sustainable management of renewable resources induding 

ecosysterns and populations such as fisheries and non-marine species, the environrnent 

(with a focus on clirnate change and GHG concentration), and other resources 

(e.g., forests and soil). In a nutshell, "Viability theory is an area of rnathernatics 

that studies the evolution of dynarnical systems under constraints on the system's 

state and control (Aubin [7], Aubin et al. [14]). It was developed to forrnalize 

problerns arising in the study of various natural and social phenornena, and has close 

ties with the theories of optimal control and set-valued analysis." 3 As in optimal 

control, the basic ingredients of viability theory (VT) are control and state variables, 

and a dynamical system whose evolution is governed by differential (or difference) 

equations, which are fonctions of the state and control variables and sorne pararneters. 

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viability_theory 
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The system evolution can be deterministic or not, and is subject to sorne ( viability) 

constraints. A notable c.lifference with optimal control is the absence of au objective 

functional to be optirnized. As we will see, rnaiu abjects of viability theory are 

sets, hence the link made above to set-valued analysis. The theory was initiated by 

Jean-Pierre Aubin in the late 1970s and the fundarnental results established in the 

1980s (see Haddad [781). 

Ill Aubin [61, viability theory is described as a mathernatical theory based on three 

main features, narnely: (i) non-deterrniuism of evolutions; (ii) viability constraints; 

and (iii) iuertia principle. The two first features concern the state trajectory of 

the studied system aud reflect the fact that a system can evolve in many different 

and possibly unpredictable ways depen<ling on its initial state, its past evolution, 

the environrnent iu which it evolves or anything else (non deterrninisrn), and also 

the fact that, for rnauy reasons, the evolution of a system is restraiued by some 

constraints that must be satisfied at each instant of time 4
. These are the two 

fouu<ling pillars of viability theory models.:; The last feature (iuertia principle) 

concems the coutrol variables and stipulates that these contrais are changed ouly 

when require<l for rnaintaining viability. To fin<l a viable solution ( or a set of viable 

solutions), VT follows a backward (or inverse) rnetho<l, that is, starting from a set 

of given viability constraints, one looks for the set of initial states from which the 

system eau be indefinitely viable. 

. 
4 When the mode! is stochastic, satisfying the constraint at each instant of time has to be 

interpreted in a stochastic or robust-control sense 
5 Besides, Aubin et al. [14] present this theory as a mathematical translation of Jacques Monod's 

Chance and Necessity ([102]) in which there appears a quotation from Democritus stating that 
"the whole universe is but the fruit of two qualities, chance and necessity." Chance refers to the 
non-determinism of trajectories, and necessity expresses the need to meet certain conditions or 
criteria, which results in viability constraints. 
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Viability theory was successfully applied in many fields, including econorrucs 

(Aubin [8]), finance (Aubin et al. [13]), dernography and genetics (Bonneuil and 

Saint-Pierre [36] and [38]), aerospace (Tomlin et al. [126]) and in renewable resources 

management, which is our topic. Other approaches than VT are of course available to 

deterrnine sustainable exploitation of a renewable resource, in particular the so-called 

pol-icy optirnization and policy eval'uat·ion (Weyant et al. [130]). ln the former, as the 

narne suggests, one defines an objective function that typically measures the relevant 

costs and benefits of possible decisions, and the optirnization is carriecl out subject 

to a series of constraints. ln policy evaluation, some feasible scenarios are assessed 

and eventually the best one is selected. \Vhile these apµroaches have olwious merits, 

they often involve trade-offs between the different environrnental, econornic and social 

facets of sustainability, which rnay not be desirable. As mentioned above, there 

is no (intertemporal) objective to be oµtirnized in a VT model, and sustainability 

is addressed through the viability constraints. Therefore, a VT mode! avoids the 

contentious issue of weighting different sustainability facets, or rnaking trade-offs 

between short- and long-terrn considerations. \Vriting clown an interternporal objective 

requires an assessrnent of future options. ln a VT rnodel, such knowledge of the 

future is not mandatory because the choice of contrais at any given initial time is not 

final, and can be adapted to eventual changes in the systern's environrnent (Aubin 

[5]). However, unless the rnodel is every simple, the viable controls or strategies 

cannot be obtained in closed form but only be nurnerically aµproxirnated. This 

is sornehow similar to what is clone in the policy g-uidance approach (PGA), which 

was recently proposed and has been referred to by different narnes in different areas, 

e.g., tolerable window approach in clirnate change and GHG management ([121], [41],

[42] and [127]), pop-ulation viabildy analysis in conservation biology ([19], [74], [71],

[39], [20], [122] and [181) or safe rninirn-urn standards in fisheries ([27], [28] and [301)-
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lndeed, the basic idea behind the PGA is to rnaintain the system as long as possible 

within sorne predefined bounds (De Lara and Doyen [541). Finally, we note that 

determining feedback control rnaps when solving a VT model is similar to what is 

done when solving a dynarnic optirnization problern using dynarnic progrnrnrning. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide a short 

refresher on viability theory. ln Section 3, we show how viability theory is used to 

address sustainable developrnent problerns, and give a general rnap of the contributions. 

lu Section 4, we review the applications of viability theory to the management of 

renewable resources, which is the main block of interest. ln Section 5, we briefly 

conclude. A table surnmarizing all reviewed papers is given in the Appendix. 

1.1 A refresher oh viability theory 

ln this section, we recall some concepts of viability theory that are useful for appreciating 

its applications in reuewable resources. For a rigorous introduction to viability 

theory, the interested reader rnay consult the books by Aubin (1991), Aubin [6], 

Aubin et al. [14], Aubin [7] and De Lara and Doyen [54]. 

We shall distinguish iu the sequel between deterministic viability and stodrnstic 

viability. Although in both settings the main questions are the same, e.g., how to 

remain viable, to reach a target or to restore viability if lost during the process, the 

concepts and techniques used to answer these questions will be differeut, at least to 

a certain extent. 

Denote by x (t) the state of a system of interest at time t E [O, +oo), and let 
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X C IR'.n be the state space. The evolution of the state is described by 

{ x'(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) 
F 

u(t) E U(x(t)) 
(1.1) 

where u ( ·) is the control variable and U ( x( t)) is the set of admissible controls at 

tirne t, which depends on the state of the system at that tirne. We shall refer to F 

as the controlled-evolution system. 

At each time t and starting from any state x, the system can follow different 

trajectories depending on the applied control 11 and other pararneters. \Ve denote by 

S the set of all solutions of the system (1.1) and S(.r) C S the set of all admissible 

trajectories starting from :c and governed by (1.1), that is, 

S(x) = {x(·)lx(O) = x and (1.1) satisfied}. 

Where .T(-) are absolutely continuous fonctions. 

Let J< C X be the set of ( viability) constraints. ln its simplest expression, this 

set would involve lower and upper bounds on the state variables, i.e., 

f( - .l, E XI . ' 

- ! . �
l S X1 S X1 l 

±n S Xn S Xn 

but of course, in geueral, the constraints can be more complex, i.e., of the form: 

Let Cc K be a target. 

! 91(x) 2'. 0 l 
[( = XE XI : 

9m(x) 2'. 0 
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1. 1. 1 Viability kernel

The viability kernel i::; a cornerstone of viability theory. To define it, we first need 

to recall what is meant by a viable trajectory. A trajectory of the system is saiù to 

be viable 011 a tirne interval if it satisfies the viability constraint::; at each moment of 

this time interval. A mathernatical definition follows. 

Definition 1 (Viable trajectory). A trnjectory .r( ·) is said ta be viable ·in K on the 

time interval [ü, T) (T :::::; +oo) if 

Vt E [O,T) ,x(t) E J<. 

The set of all viable trnjectories in I< on [O, T) (T :::::; +oo) is 

V(I<) = {x(,) E S!Vt E [O, T) ,x(l) E K}. 

\\'e ::;hall later ou give an overview of the viability constraint::; that have been 

consiùered in the co11text of the sustaiuable exploitation of renewable resources, and 

the list of these con::;trnint::; in ead1 contribution. 

The viability kernel is the ::;et of all initial ::;tate::; from which at least one viable 

trajectory starts. 

Definition 2 (Viability kernel). The viability kemcl of I< fa.,· the system F is the 

set 

ViabF(K) = {xo E I<l:3 x(-) E S(xo) such thal 'ï/t 2 0, x(t) E K}. 
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The viability kernel is a tool that allows us to check whether a system is viable, 

and in particular if the current state (as initial state) is viable. If the current state 

does not belong to the viability kernel , then a first conclusion is that the system is 

not sustainable. A natural follow-up question is then: can viability be restored? \Ve 

will corne back to this below. 

A more restrictive notion is the invariance kernel, which corresponds to the set 

of ail initial states such that ail trajectories starting from these states are viable. 

Definition 3 (Invariance kernel). The invariance kernel of I< for the system F is 

the set 

InvF(I<) = {xo E I<IV x(-) E S(xo),\lt � O,x(t) E I<}. 

Clearly, the invariance kernel is a subset of the viability kernel. 

1.1.2 Capture basin 

ln some problerns, the airn is to reach a target in finite tirne rather than to maintain 

the state in a viable set at each instant of tirne. ln this case, the relevant concept is 

the capture basin, and the following three definitions are the corresponding alternatives 

to the above three definitions. 
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In presence of a target, we will be interested by the so-called "capturiug trajectories 

" rather than viable oues. A trajectory of the system captures a target if it permanently 

satisfies the viability constraints before reaching the target in finite tirne. 

Definition 4 ( Capturing trajectory). The trajectory x( ·) capt'Ures the target C if 

:3 T < +ooj\ft E [ü, T), x(t) E K & x(T) E C. 

The set of all capt·uring trajectories of C is 

K.(K, C) = {x(.)l:3 T < +oo such that x(.) E V(K) on [ü, T] and x(T) E C}. 

The alternative notion to the viability kernel when a target is involved is the 

capture basin, which is the set of all initial states from which at least one capturing 

trajectory starts. 

Definition 5 (Capture basin). The capt-ure basin of C for system Fis the set 

CaptF(!<, C) = {xo E Kj:3 (x(·), T) E S(xo) x IR.+ 

such that \ft E [O, T], x(t) E K and x(T) E C}. 

Finally, equivalently to the notion of the invariance kernel, we define the absorption 

basin of a target, which corresponds to the set of all initial states such that all
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trajectories starting frorn these states capture the target. 

Definition 6 (Absorption basin). The absorption basin of C for system F ·is the set 

AbsF(!<, C) = {xo E I</\lx(·) E S(x0). :3 T::; +oo

stLch that \lt E [O. T], x(t) E J( and x(T) E C}. 

vVe note that the absorption basin is a subset of the capture basin. 

1.1.3 Restoring viability 

As allude<l to above, it may well be the case that viability is not at han<l, which 

occurs when, e.g., the viability kernel is empty or the initial state of the system is 

uot viable. lu such cases, 011e rnay wonder how much time will elapse before the 

constraints are violated, whether the system 's viability is compromised <lefiuitively 

and, if it is possible to restore it, how eau it be restored and how long will it take? 

The exit function and the crisis function [64j are the starting points for such an 

analysis. The exit fonctio11 measures the maximum time duriug which the system 

evolution can satisfy the constraints. The crisis fonction measures the minimum time 

that an evolution starting frorn a given state spe11ds outside the viability keruel. 

Definition 7 (Exit fonction). The exit function associates to a state x E X its 

maximum exit time Tg(x) 
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Tg X 4 IR+ U { +oo }, 

x H T1,(x) = sup inf { t 2 Ojx(t) r/:. !<}. 
x(.)ES(x) 

Definition 8 (Crisis functiou). The crisis function associates ta a state x E X üs 

rninirrmrn crisis t'ime Cg(x·) : 

IR+ u { +oo }, 

x H CJ<(x) = inf À1(t 2 Ojx(t) r/:. I
<

), 
x(.)ES(x) 

where Àt is the Leùesg'Ue rneas'Ure. 

One eau easily <le<luce that a viable state will have au infinite exit time aud a 

crisis time equal to zero, white a non-viable one will have a finite exit time an<l 

positive ( fini te or not) crisis tirne. 

To restore viability, we eau for examµle aµply the viaùilüy nmltiplier to chauge the 

iuitial <lynamics, use reset rnapping (impulse contrais) to change the iuitial conditions 

of the system, aud other metho<ls. For more details, see Aubin et al. [14], chaµter 

12. 

1.1.4 N on-deterministic viability 

Iu many problems, the evolution of the system of interest rnay <lepen<l ou some 

uncertain parameters. In such cases, the dyuamics of the system will involve some 

raudom variables describing the uncertainty. System F (1.1) then becomes 
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{ 
x'(t) = J(x(t). 1t(t). () 

F 

1t(t) E U(x(t)) 
(1.2) 

where ( is a vector of random variables representing the different uucertainties

considered in the rnodel and each following a probability distributiou that can be

known or unknown.

Stochastic viability or robust viability can be used to deal with such contexts. In

the stochastic viability frarnework, the assurnption is that the uncertain events obey

a probability law, which is inferred from sorne historical observations, experiences,

etc. Here, the satisfaction of the viability coustraints is stated in terrns of a given

confidence level. (Of course, one can con<luct a sensitivity analysis that varies this

level.) Robust viability is a special case of stochastic viability in the sense that the

confidence level is set at 100%, i.e., the constraints must be satisfie<l whatever the

uncertainties. This approach is related to the concept of arnbig'Uity and is preferred

when the probability law of the uncertaiu eveut is unknown, or the <lecision maker

is seeking a strategy against the worst-case scenario. Bath approaches have been

considered in rnany other areas and are by no rneans limited to viability theory.

However what is particular here is the adaptation of the above <lefinitions to a

non-detenninistic setting. To illustrate, the next two definitions give the viability

kernel in the context of stochastic and robust approaches.

Definition 9 (Stochastic viability kernel). The stochastic viability kernel of K 'Under

system F (1. 2) to the confidence level of m% is the set

Viab';(K) = { x0 E Kl:3 x(.) E S(xo) wch that \/t � 0, lP'(x(t) E K) � 1;0},
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wher·e JPl( x( t) E E<) ·is the prnbabildy of n:alization of the event .r( t) E J<. 

Definition 10 (Robust viability kernel). The rob'Ust viabildy kernel of enviromnent 

[( ·under system F ( 1. 2) is the set 

ViabJ(J<) = {:ro E Kl:3-x(.) E S(.ro) such lhat Vt 2:'. O,P(x(t) E f<) = 1}. 

1.2 Applications of viability theory 

Devisiug a VT model to study the sustainability of a system esseutially iuvolves the 

following iuputs: 

A description of the dynamical system. The ingredients here are state rnriables 

( e.g., stock of fish, size of a forest, pollution stock, population), control variables 

( e.g., fishing effort; deforestation and reforestation efforts; ernissions; birth, 

death and migration rates), some uncontrollable factors ( weather, epidernics, 

state of the ecouorny, etc.), and their interrelatiouships. 

An operationalization of sustainability. In the coutext of renewable resources, 

and as implied by the definitiou in the Brundtland Report, environmental, 

economic and social variables are needed to construct the validity of sustainable 

management ( or exploitation of a resource). Practically speaking, the sustaiuable 

domain is described by a series of ( viability) constrnints that are imposed on the 

state variables ( aud possibly on their velocities), on the control variables, and 

on sorne joint constrnints involving both types of variables. The satisfaction of 

the constraints is one way of haudling the multi-criteria feature of sustainability, 

without, however, having to aggregate these facets into one index. 
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Depending on the context, the output is the viability kernel or the capture basin, 

or their more restrictive versions, that is, the invariance kernel or the absorption 

basin. Also, we obtain the controls that must be exerted to remaiu in one of these 

sets. These contrais are interpreted as policy guidance. 

We make the followiug rernarks: 

1. Sustainability must in sorne way refer to intergenerational equity to account for

the principle state<l in the Brun<ltlau<l Report, namely, of meeting "the needs

of the present without cornpromisiug the ability of future geueratious to rneet

their own uee<ls." This intergeueratioual equity is inherently preserved in VT

because the coustraiuts must be satisfie<l at each instant of tirne, iu<lependently

of which generatiou is living at that instant, which means that ail generations

are treated equally.

2. Irreversibility is au important notion when it cornes to rnauagiug sorne types

of renewable resources like animais or atrnosphere for which overexploitation

can lead to the point of non return, e.g., extinction of species or irreversible

changes in a dirnate system. VT is particularly efficient for rnanagiug this type

of problerns. In<lee<l, the risk of falling into an irreversible situation can be

rnonitored through the crisis fonction or can be totally avoide<l using adequate

viability constraints .

3. As VT procee<ls nurnerically, the fuuctious describing the dynarnical system

and the constraiuts can be of any forrn. This huge flexibility cornes at the

cost that the controls needing to be exerted to remain viable can only rarely

be describe<l in dosed form.
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4. A VT model can have as many control variables as the situation dictates. The

nurnber of state variables is not restricted in theory, but in practice, it is very

hard to go beyond a four-dirnensional state. ln fact, in applications of VT

to renewable resources, the dimension of the state space is generally less thau

three. Of course, sorne rnodels with high dimensions exist; see, e.g., Cissé

et al. [50] and [51], Gourguet et al. [76] and [77], Mouysset et al. [103] and

Hardy et al. [79]. ln these references, the authors typically avoid the nurnerical

cornplexity by choosing to identify only sorne viable states and trajectories

instead of ideutifying the whole viability kernel. Iote that all other alternative

rnethodologies that involve dynarnic optirnization also suffer frorn this curse of

dirnensionali ty.

ln this paper we reviewed the literature applying VT to the sustainable management 

of renewable resources. '
v

Ve adopted the following "algorithrn" to select the list of 

papers to be induded in our survey: 

Step 1: We searched Google and three databases (ScienceDirect, SpringerLink and 

Wiley Online Library) using several cornbinations of keywords. "Viability 

theory" as the main key word cornbined with one or more secondary keywords, 

·i.e., "Renewable resource",_ "Sustainability", "Fishery", "Population", "Forest",

"Clirnate" and "Agriculture". The searches were done in English and French,

without exduding any types of documents or years. 'vVe retained only peer-reviewed

papers (published, onliue, accepted or in proceedings). 6

Step 2: The bibliography in each of retained papers in Step 1 was exarnined to 

check if we did not miss any paper, and indeed few were discovered here. 

6 To be very rigorous, two Ph.D. thesis are also included. 
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Step 3: Each paper was scanned to verify that it does fit our topic, that is, applications 

of viability theory to management of renewable resources. This means that the 

paper must be methodologically and topic relevant. 

Step 4: The list of papers resulting from above was sent to eight active researchers 

in the field asking them to add any reference that we could have missed. Only 

few additions were made. 

Table 1.1 reports the uumber of papers applying VT to renewable resources by 

area. The main takeaway is that ecosysterns and population biology are by far the 

most studied areas, with fisheries accounting for almost half of all applications of VT 

to renewable resources (49%). 

Table 1.1: Viability theory applications by area 

Ecosystems and population biology: 
Fisheries 
Other non-marine species 

Farming and agro-ecology 
Climate change 
Forests 
Renewable resources (general) 
Other 

N umber of articles % 

38 49 

14 18 

9 11 

6 8 

4 5 

3 4 

4 5 

From Table 1.2, we learn that most rnodels have infinite time horizons, that 

discrete-time models are slightly more popular then continuous-time models and 

that two-thirds of publications assumed a deterministic world. Stochastic viability 

is used slightly more often than robust viability when uncertainty is considered. 

From Table 1.3, we notice that most articles involve a practical numerical application, 

with 49% using empirically estimated values from real situations. The other studies 
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Table 1.2: Type of mode! 

% 

Discrete time mode! 53 

Continuous time mode! 4 7 

Infinite time horizon 61 

Finite time horizon 39 

Deterministic viability 66 

Stochastic viability 20 

Robust viability 14 

either give a numerical illustration using some suitable values or do not provide any 

numerical exarnples. 

Table 1.3: Type of nurnerical application or illustration 

% 

Practical application 49 

Arbitrary values 28 

No numerical result reported 23 

As Figure 1.1 shows, early publications applying viability theory on sustainable 

management of renewable resources problerns started in 1991. The publications were 

then few ,  irregular and restrained to applications in fisheries and population biology 

until 2004 where we observe a significant increase in the nurnber and rhythm of 

publications over tirne as well as a diversification of topics addressed with applications 

on farrning and agro-ecological problerns, on dirnate change and on management of 

reuewable resources in general. Applications on forestry started to appear only since 

2011. 

Fin ail y, we note that of the 78 papers selected for this survey, 42 ( or 54 % ) were 

published during the period from 2010 to 2015. 
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Figure 1.1: Publications applying VT on renewable resources management problems 
over time 

1.2.1 Viability studies in ecosystems and population biology 

Early c.:ontributions of viability theory in renewable resources are related to ecosystems 

and population biology; see Kfivan ([88], [89], [90]) and Bonneuil [31]. Kfivan was 

mainly interested in the following question: "How can we modify a dynamical system 

to make it viable, (i.e., having solutions that do satisfy the constraints), knowing the 

dynamical behavior of the system without the state constraint?" ([88]). Bonneuil's 

contribution, in [31], was to revisit the Malthus-Boserup explanatory framework of 

population biology using the point of view of viability theory. 

\Vithin this group of studies, fishery is by far the rnost popular topic. One 

possible explanation for this is that optimal-control models, whic.:h share a nurnber of 

comrnonalities with VT rnodels, were already widely used in fisheries, and therefore, 
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the transition frorn one rnethodological framework to the other was sornewhat easy. 

In their survey on the assessment of econornic viability in small-scale fisheries, Schuhbauer 

and Surnaila [120] point out that viability theory is a popular rnethodology in thü, 

area. 7 

\,Vhatever the precise objective being pursued, e.g., protection of an endangered 

species or preservation of biodiversity, this literature will typically have a population 

state space X C ]Rn where n � 1 is the nurnber of different species considered, or 

age classes in the case of age-structured populations, and x(t) = (xi(t))i=I,n is the 

biornass or stock level of each species i E { 1, ... , n} at tirne t. Of course, other state 

variables rnay be considered, such as biodiversity or econornic indicators. In the 

continuous-tirne case, the evolution of the (population) state variables is described 

by the following system of differential equations: 

x'(t) J(x(t), u(t)), 

u(t) E U(x(t)), 

where fonction f captures the evolutionary characteristics of each species ( e.g., 

reproduction and fertility, natural rnortality) as well as the interactions with other 

species (e.g., predation, rnutualisrn, etc.). 

The literature can be divided along different lines. One is rnulti-species studies 

(e.g., Béné and Doyen [23], De Lara and Martinet [55], Martinet et al. [97], Gourguet 

et al. [76], Lercari and Arreguin-Sânchez [91], Krawczyk et al. [87], Mullon et al. 

[104], Doyen et al. [66], Maynou [100], Martinet and Blanchard [95], Hardy et al. 

7 Although there is an overlap between Schuhbauer and Sumaila [120] and our survey (19 fishery 
papers are comrpon and we cover 21 additional papers), we note that Schuhbauer and Sumaila [120J 
survey is topic driven, that is, small-scale fisheries, whereas ours focuses on applications of VT to 
all renewable resources. 
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[79], Mouysset et al. [103], Cissé et al. [50] and [51]) versus single-species studies 

(e.g., Chavas [49], Doyen and Béné [61], Eisenack et al. [70], Péreau et al. [106], 

De Lara et al. [58], Ferchichi et al. [73], Sanogo et al. [119], Curtin and Martinet 

[52], Alais et al. [1]) or age structured population studies (e.g., De Lara et al. 

[56], De Lara and Martinet [55], Doyen et al. [65], Gourguet et al. [76], Curtin 

and Martinet [52], Maynou [100], De Lara et al. [58], Alais et al. [1], De Lara 

et al. [57], Chavas [49]) or even sex-structured population studies ( e.g., Gourguet 

et al. [77], Ferchichi et al. [73]). In a multi-species context, the focus is on marine 

(and sometimes non-marine) ecosystems and food webs. The resulting models 

are, generally speaking, more complex than in single-species models, as all relevant 

interactions between the different species must be taken into account. Each control 

variable may concern one or many of these species, and all of them may be involved in 

the econornic or environmental viability constraints. In the single-species category, 

only one resource stock is considered, and the (often implicit) assumption is that 

the effect of the other species on this stock is captured by the rnortality and fertility 

parameters, while the effect of variations in the considered species on the others can 

be captured through sorne biodiversity indicators. 

A second distinction can be made between studies that consider hurnan intervention 

(Béné and Doyen [22], Cissé et al. [50] and Eisenack et al. [70]), and those that do 

not (see, e.g., Bonneuil [33], Kfivan [88], Kfivan [89], Bonneuil and Müllers [35], 

Kfivan and Colombo [90], Bonneuil [31], Rougé et al. [113], Bonneuil and Saint-Pierre 

[37], Aubin and Saint-Pierre [11]). When hurnan action is absent, the long-terrn 

evolution of the system will depend only on inter-species interactions and possibly 

sorne unforeseen events, and can then be considered a benchrnark for assessing the 

impact of human intervention. 

A third distinction is between deterrninistic rnodels and those where some form of 
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uncertainty is considered. In population-biology and fisheries models, this uncertainty 

can be of a biological nature, for instance uncertainties in the population's rate of 

reproduction, inter-species relationships and rate of predation, or the initial biomass 

stock size; see, e.g., Regnier and De Lara [111], Chapel et al. [48] and Kfivan and 

Colombo [90]. It can also be related to the environrnent, e.g., the uncertainty related 

to climate change or the effect of pollution on the species; see, e.g., Doyen et al. 

[66], Kfivan [89] and Martinet et al. [98]. Finally, the uncertainty can be related to 

market conditions ( dernand and price) or to the evolution of technology; see, e.g., 

Gourguet et al. [76]. 

Although this literature is dense, it is interesting to note that the different 

contributions share a lot of cornrnon features when it cornes to selecting the control 

and state variables and defining the viability constraints. With the following list of 

variables and constraints, we account for a large extent of what has been considered 

in this literature: 

State variables: The rnost comrnon variables are (i) the biornass stock of the 

species; and (ii) sorne biodiversity indicators. See, e.g., Doyen and Béné [61], 

Hardy et al. [79], Cisse et al. [51] and De Lara et al. [59]. 

Control variables: The most frequently considered variables are (i) the harvest 

level (e.g., De Lara et al. [56], Béné and Doyen [22], Doyen and Béné [611, 

De Lara et al. [57] and Curtin and Martinet [52]); and (ii) the catching effort 

(e.g., Doyen et al. [66], De Lara and Martinet [55] and De Lara et al. [58]). 

Viability constraints: Ecological viability constraints are sornehow linked to the 

principles of population viability analysis (PVA), which foc us on extinction 

processes of populations and seek to avoid irreversible situations and extinction 
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of species un der uncertainty. In VT, the ecological viability constraints translate 

the same objective of preserving species, that is, they typically refer to the 

non-extinction of specie8 (e.g.,. Bonneuil [331), minimum biomass stock of the 

resources ( used by a large majority of studies), or minimum levels for some 

biodiversity indicators (Doyen et al. [66], Hardy et al. [79], Cisse et al. [51], 

Béné and Doyen [23] and Cissé et al. [501). Economie viability constraints 

include the satisfaction of demand or guaranteeing food security (Eisenack 

et al. [70], Cissé et al. [50], Hardy et al. [79], Regnier and De Lara [111], Hardy 

et al. [80], Thébaud et al. [123], Cisse et al. [51] and De Lara et al. [571), or 

minimum revenue or productivity level ( e.g., Doyen et al. [ 66], Meadows et al. 

[101], Béné and Doyen [22] and Doyen et al. [651). Social constraints are rarely 

addressed, but still, a few examples are available, e.g., limiting the number 

of layoffs per period, which in a fishery context requires to lower-bound the 

fteet size (Meadows et al. [1011) or maintaining a minimum level of activity for 

fishermen (Lercari and Arreguin-Sanchez [91], Martinet et al. [97], Sanogo et al. 

[118], Péreau et al. [106], Sanogo et al. [119], Krawczyk et al. [87], Ferchichi 

et al. [73] and Alais et al. [1]). 

1.2.2 Viability studies in forestry 

For the Food and Agriculture Organization, "[Forests] are to provide renewable raw 

materials and energy, maintain biological diversity, mitigate climate change, protect 

land and water resources, provide recreation facilities, improve air quality and help 

alleviate poverty" (see Global Forest Reso'Urces Assessrnent 2005 [1091). The world's 

forests cover nearly one-third of the Earth's surface, but are shrinking at an alarming 

rate, with an area equivalent to the size of Costa Rica being deforested every year 
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(FAO 2010 [72]). The main reason for deforestation is agriculture, which brings 

revenues but by the same token elirninates some of the benefits listed above. 

A viability model for forestry essentially airns at preservmg the forest while 

baJancing its competing uses. In the few available studies, the state variable is 

typically the forest's size (Bernard and Martin [25] an<l Andrés-Domenech et al. 

[41) or the number of trees (Mathias et al. [991), although other variables have also 

been considered, such as forest bio<liversity indicators or the size of the population 

whose life quality depends on the forest and their wealth or the stock of timber 

(Mathias et al. [99], Bernard and Martin [25] an<l Andrés-Domenech et al. [4]). 

Examples of control variables are forestation and <leforestation rates, frequency of 

these activities, monetary transfers to forest owners to incentivize thern to protect 

their forests, or measures to control the size of a population living around the forest 

(as suggeste<l in Andrés-Domenech et al. [4], Bernard and Martin [25], Mathias et al. 

[99]). Environrnental viability constraints include irnposing a minimum forest size 

(Andrés-Dornenech et al. [3], Iathias et al. [99] and Andrés-Domenech et al. [41), 

minimum level of biodiversity, maximum level of deforestation or constraints related 

to the composition of the forest in terrns of species or age of the trees ( Mathias 

et al. [ 99]). Typical economic constraints are the satisfaction of the demand for 

timber (Andrés-Dornenech et al. [3] and Andrés-Domenech et al. [4]) and a minimum 

revenue from forest exploitation (Andrés-Domenech et al. [3], Mathias et al. [99] and 

Andrés-Dornenech et al. [41). 
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1.2.3 Viability studies in farming and agro-ecological 

management 

The applications in agro-ecological and farming problems mostly relate to herd

and grazing-management systems (Tichit et al. [124], Baumgiirtner and Quaas [17], 

Sabatier et al. [114], Sabatier et al. [115], Tichit et al. [125], Martin et al. [94] and 

Sabatier et al. [1161). The state variables are the grass biomass or height (as in 

Baurngiirtner and Quaas [17], Sabatier et al. [114], Sabatier et al. [115], Tichit et al. 

[125], Martin et al. [94] and Sabatier et al. [1161), the herd composition or size(Tichit 

et al. [124] and Baurngiirtner and Quaas [171) or the abundance of sorne protected 

wildlife leaving in the grassland (Mouys:,et et al. [103], Sabatier et al. [114], Tichit 

et al. [125] and Sabatier et al. [115]). The control variables are grazing frequency 

and inten:,ity (Tichit et al. [125], Baumgiirtner and Quaas [17], Sabatier et al. [114], 

Martin et al. [94], Sabatier et al. [115] and Sabatier et al. [1161) or breed composition 

within the herd:, (Tichit et al. [1241). Exarnples of viability constraint:, include the 

preservation of the grassland ( as in Baurngiirtner and Quaa:, [17] and Martin et al. 

[94]), the satisfaction of cattle feeding requirements (like in Sabatier et al. [114], 

Sabatier et al. [115], Tichit et al. [125] and Sabatier et al. [1161), the guarantee of a 

minimum income to the farrners (Tichit et al. [124], Sabatier et al. [115], Mouysset 

et al. [103], Baumgiirtner and Quaas [17], Martin et al. [94] and Sabatier et al. [116]), 

rnaintain acceptable level of biodiversity (Mouysset et al. [103]) and protect wildlife 

leaving or breeding in the grassland (Tichit et al. [125], Mouysset et al. [103], Sabatier 

et al. [114] and Sabatier et al. [115]). 

Few rnodels dealt with agriculture and cropping. For exarnple, Mouysset et al. 

[103] uses incentives to encourage certain crop and grass activities as control variables

and Durand et al. [68] addresses soil preservation problerns through agricultural 
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based models. lu the latter, the soil quality (state variable) is measure<l by a 

composite index involving physical, d1ernical an<l biological characteristics. The 

control variables refer to the choice of activities (agriculture, cattle breading, etc.), 

the sequence of plantation, the type of agricultural practices ( tra<litional or intensive), 

the investrnent in green technologies, etc. In the same reference ([68]), the main 

ecological viability constraint is a lower bound on soil quality, and the econornic 

constraiuts are related to the cash balance, the total revenue from agricultural 

activity, or investrnents. 

In this fanning and agro-ecology category, the principal types of uncertainty that 

have been considered are related to clirnatic risk (Tichit et al. [124], Baurngi:irtner 

and Quaas [17], Mouysset et al. [103J an<l Sabatier et al. [1161) or to uncertainty 

about pararneter values (Sabatier et al. [1141). 

1.2.4 Viability studies 1n climate change and GHG 

management 

The Earth's atrnosphere ( or more cornmonly air) is compose<l of different gases whose 

concentration deterrnines its efficiency to properly cornplete its tasks, e.g., warming 

the Earth's surface through the greenhouse effect, protection frorn solar au<l cosmic 

radiations, regulation of the day /night ternperature. 8 This rneans that the Earth's

atmosphere eau be consi<lere<l as a natural resource that is essential for life and 

hurnan activities, which provi<les a rationale to include in our survey VT studies 

that dealt with climate change. 

Schernatically, the main question when it comes to dirnate change and GHG 

management is how to lirnit the rise iu ternperature to below a giveu threshold (two 

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmosphere_of_Earth 
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degrees is the most cited number) by a certain date (the end of the century). The 

assumption is that surpassing two degrees will lead to a long series of problems such 

as loss of biodiversity, rise in the sea level, and droughts, with considerable negative 

impacts on all living species and their ecosystems. Any attempt to answer this 

question requires that a dynamical system be defined that adequately describes the 

evolution of the environment as a fonction of some control variables and uncontrollable 

factors. It then suffices to introduce relevant constraints to have a viability model. 

Actually, this viability theory philosophy is embedded in the Tolerable Window 

Approach proposed in the nineties by the German advisory council on global change 

(Scientific Advisory Council on Global Change [1211), even though the viability study 

per se only began to appear ten years la ter. 

In the few published papers that use the tools of viability theory, the state 

variables are the same as those used in other methodological frameworks, namely, 

GHG concentration (Bernardo and Saint-Pierre [26], Aubin et al. [12], Von Bloh et al. 

[128], Andrés-Dornenech et al. [3] and Aubin [91), mean global temperature (Bernardo 

and Saint-Pierre [261) and, a novelty, emission flows (Aubin [9] and Andrés-Domenech 

et al. [31). The rationale behind seeing emissions flows as a state variable rather than 

a control variable lies in the fact that emissions are a by-product of the production 

of goods and services, and thus, modifying emissions cannot be easily feasible for 

technological or economic reasons. However, their rate of change can be controllable. 

Commonly considered control variables include GHG-emissions ( or -abatement) 

rates (Bernardo and Saint-Pierre [26] and Aubin et al. [121), investments in green 

technologies, or intensity of industrial activities (Aubin [91) and emission rights 

allocations (Aubin et al. [151). In models where forests are included as carbon sinks 

that reduce GHG concentrations in the atmosphere, deforestation and reforestation 
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rates are abo retained as decision variables (Andrés-Dornenech et al. [3]). Control 

variables are often lower- and/ or upper-bounded to account for sorne hard technological 

and econornic constraints. For instance, one should not decrease ernissions beyond a 

certain level to avoid massive short-terrn econornic losses or because it is impossible 

to take too rnany cars off the road overnight. 

It is uot surprising that environrnental viability coustraints take the forrn of an 

upper bouncl on GHG concentrations in the atrnosphere (Bernardo and Saint-Pierre 

[26], Aubin et al. [12] and Andrés-Dornenech et al. [3]) or an upper bouncl on 

the global mean ternperature (Bernardo and Saint-Pierre [26]). Popular economic 

viability constraints are either limits irnposed on the cost that can be borne when 

changing ernissions levels, which can be operationalized by an upper bound on the 

velocity of the cumulative emissions, or they eau constrain the minimum revenues 

from industrial activities responsible for GHG ernissions to be no lower than a given 

vital threshold (see, e.g., Bernardo and Saint-Pierre [26], Andrés-Domenech et al. 

[31). 

Finally, we observe that, with few exceptions (see, e.g., Aubin et al. [15]), uot 

much has been done to incorporate uncertainty in VT clirnate rnodels. 

1.2.5 Other applications 

lu this rniscellaneous category of applications of VT, we have contributions dealing 

with water resources (Martin [93], Rougé et al. [1121 and Alais et al. [l]) and

ecotourisrn-based systems (Wei et al. [129]). 

Martin [93] considered a lake eutrophication deterrninistic rnoclel, where the 

quantity of phosphorus in water (state variable) results from sorne hurnan activities. 

Rougé et al. [112] extend the mode! to account for uncertainty, which is related to the 
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capacity of soil storage. Alais et al. [l] considered a hydroelectric dam management 

problem under uncertainty. In addition to the satisfaction of economic profitability 

constraint, a tourism-based constraint, which depends on the water storage level 

during the tourism season, was introduced. 

Finally, Wei et al. [129] proposed a VT model aiming at finding an acceptable 

balance between the protection of the environment and the economic benefits from 

tourism activities. 

1.3 Concluding remarks 

We surveyed in this paper the applications of viability theory to the sustainable 

exploitation of renewable resources, i.e., population biology and ecosystems ( fisheries 

and other species), climate change, farming, forests and other resources. We wish to 

conclude by pointing out some issues and topics that deserve some attention from 

researchers. 

Gaps and promising developments: One conclusion of our survey is that VT is a 

useful methodological framework to study sustainability of renewable resources 

and that many gaps still need to be filled. In particular, forest, soil, and 

climate-change VT models are still at their infancy, and there is clearly a 

need to expand their scope and to test them empirically. To give a hint, VT 

applications to sustainable management of forests have often ignored number 

of important aspects such as biodiversity and recreational services that forests 

offer to society. Correcting this specification bias ( to use the language of 

econometrics), would most likely lead to different exploitation policies. Similarly, 

the first attempts to apply VT to soil management and agriculture have made 
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sorne sirnplifying assurnptions, which is typical in early stages of any research 

prograrn, such as considering only one parcel at a time or assuming deterrninistic 

crops yields. Multi-µarcel models would allow farrners to assess the value of 

a diversified agriculture and also to hedge sorne risks. One expects different 

qualitative (and of course quantitative) insights frorn multi-parcel rnodels than 

frorn one-µarcel models. Even in the highly researched area of fisheries where 

a lot has already been achieved, we still need to irnprove our models to better 

account for the impact of clirnate uncertainties on fisheries and also of rnulti-species 

interactions. Finally, we believe that VT can be part of a research prograrn 

dealing with environrnent and climate change. lndeed, VT offers the tools 

to adequately forrnulate what is tolerable or sustainable and the impact of 

violating sorne constraints. Further, sorne clearly relevant interactions between 

systems such as forests and clirnate change, soil preservation and protection of 

sorne animal sµecies, etc., have not yet attracted the attention they deserve. 

Finally, w:e mention the challenging need to account for spatial issues that pop 

up each tirne the control exerted in a region affects the viability of the species 

(birds, fish, etc.) in another region. The few available contributions, see, e.g., 

Mouysset et al. [103], Thébaud et al. [123] and Jerry and Cartigny [83] are a 

good place to look for a start. 

Computation (algorithms): A series of algorithrns for solving a viability problem, 

e.g., deterrnining its viability kernel, are available; see, e.g., Saint-Pierre [117],

Bonneuil [34], Deffuant et al. [60], Aubin et al. [14], Krawczyk and Pharo [86] 

and Maidens et al. [92]. Except in sorne special cases, all these algorithms are 

subject to the curse of dirnensionality. (The size of the state space matters here, 

rarely the nurnber of control variables is an issue.) Facing this problem, the 
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strategy in the applied literature was to limit the number of state variables to 

less than three or four ( of course some applications included more than that). 

Developing efficient algorithms using machine learning techniques, see, e.g., 

Deffuant et al. [60], Chapel et al. [48], and approxirnate dynamic programrning, 

see, e.g., Bertsekas [29], Powell [108], will allow dealing with practical problerns 

in higher dimensions and improving computational time. 

Computation ( users): One reason why sorne methods ( think of statistical methods 

and linear prograrnrning) are more used than others is clearly the availability 

of (friendly users) software. An economist or an ecologist looking for a viable 

solution to his/her system will be very much reluctant to jump in the area unless 

he/she could easily have access, if not to a fully canned software, to at least 

sorne prograrns written in, e.g., Matlab, Python or in other widely available 

cornputational environrnent. This is to say that popularity of viability theory is 

bounded to increase with the availability of cornputational tools. In some sense, 

we launch a call to the community to share its resources in order to converge 

in the long terni to developing a platforrn for solving viability problerns that 

could be accessible to researchers ( and eventually) practitioners in this area. 

Viability and strategic interactions: We mentioned before that viability theory 

offers a frarnework that accornmodates for the presence of more than one 

stakeholder and more than one objective. This works quite well as long as 

these stakeholders can "coordinate" in some sense when drawing the list of 

viability constraints and they are not playing strategically. In rnany situations, 

the resource considered is of open access, that is, more than one agent can 

exploit the stock of resources, e.g., exploitation of high-sea fisheries and the 

environrnent. Here, coordination is rnuch harder to achieve because the players 
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are seeking their individual interests and cornpeting. Sorne atternpts have 

been made to account for both viability and strategic issues. For instance, 

Doyen and Péreau [63] proposed a rnodel combi11ing coalitional garnes and 

viability approach to study a renewable resource harvest system involving 

multiple agents. A certain forrn of cornmitrnent from the coalition's rnembers 

is supposed since the aim of the latter is to sustain the global rent rather than 

optirnize it and the possibility of a negative individual re11t within the coalition 

is not discarded. A sirnilar work has been done in Hardy et al. [80] in the 

context of srnall scale fisheries management. Another exarnple is Péreau et al. 

[106], where a forrn of strategic choice is considered in a transferable quota 

system, in the presence of an authority deciding on the initial allocation of 

harvesting quotas. More generally, the question is whether viability theory 

can help in addressing problerns involving strategic interactions. If a regulator 

can impose that the dynamical system describing the evolution of the resource 

remai11s viable, then the answer is yes. The resulting noncooperative game 

is then played à la Rosen (1965), that is, the players are subject to coupling 

constraints and a generalized ( or normalized) Nash equilibriurn is sought. For 

an introduction to coupling constraint noncooperative games, see, e.g., Haurie 

et al. [81]. Further, it is worth rnentioning that sorne rnathernatical analysis a11d 

nurnerical rnetho<ls links have been established between zero-surn two-player 

differential garnes and viability theory, see, e.g., Cardaliaguet et al. [46, 471, 

Cardaliaguet and Plaskacz [45J. 
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Appendix 

l.A Summary table 

In the following table we present a brief summary of the papers reviewed in this 

survey. The papers in the table are first sorted according to the domain of application 

and next ordered by publication year. 

The first column gives the reference, and the second column provides information 

about the following elernents: 

1. The studied model or problem and its characteristics.

2. The viability theory tools used, with some details on their use.

3. Information about the numerical applications, if any.

The third and fourth columns give the state and control variables, while the fifth 

column displays the list of viability constraints. Each one of these constraints is 

tagged with a specific sign according to its type: "@" for environmental constraints, 

"$" for economic constraints and"# " for social ones. Combinations of these symbols 

are used to mark constraints of more than one type (for example "$# " designates 

socio-economic constraints). lt is important to mention that there are some physical 

constraints (like non negativity of a physical stock, carrying capacities, etc.) that 
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are used iu sorne studies but are not listed in this table because they are obvious 

constraints and are explicitly or implicitly considered in all concerned studies. 

The information about the rnodel's horizon (fini te, infini te) and tirne ( discrete, 

coutinuous) appears in the sixth column. The last colurnn iudicates if uncertainty 

has been considered in the rnodel, and eveutually the approach used (robust or 

stochastic). 

To simplify the table, the abbreviations listed below are used: 

VT: Viability theory. 

VK: Viability kernel. 

S VK: Stochastic viability kernel. 

RVK: Robust viability kernel. 

VD: Viability dornain. 

VP: Viability probability. 

CB: Capture basin. 

IK: Invariance kernel. 

TCF: Tirne of crisis fonction. 

IF: Inertia functiou. 

RA: Robust approach. 

SA: Stochastic approach. 

RS: Regulated system. 

SS: Stabilized system. 

A: Numerical application. 

UB: Upper bound. 

LB: Lower bound. 

ULB: Upper and Lower bounds. 

C/D: Continuous / Discrete (tirne). 

F / oo: Finite / Infinite (time). 
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Ref Details 

[12] · l)GHG accumulation rno<lel.
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variables 

Contrai 

variables 
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Viability constraints T U 
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-Emission rights @ UB on global ernissions level. C RA 

allocations. @ UB on each polluter's allowe<l F 

ernission level. 

$LB on each polluter's ernission 

right. 

$UB on each polluter's ernission 

rate growth. 
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[26] 1) Climate change µroblem. -CO2 -Anthropogenic @ UB on CO2 concentration. 

2015 2) Proposes VT based concentration. CO2 ernission. @ UB on global ternperature. 

@ UB on cumulative ernissions. rneasurement tools and climate -Global mean

indicators and uses VK and temµerature. 

associated feedbacks to study -Cumulative

the sustainability of the system CO2 emission. 

and the viable management 

strategies. 

3) NA on estirnated pararneters'

values. 

$ULB on state variables' 

velocities. 

$ULB on the ernission level. 

Forest protection 
[44] 1) Single agent savanna -Density of -Grazing @ ULB on the density of trees. 

2011 management µroblern. trees in the pressure (More $ULB on grazing pressure. 

2) Uses VK to study the savanna.

viability and resilience of the 

model. 

3) NA on estimates µarameters'

values. 

grazmg - less $UB on 

grass 

trees). 

more variation. 

grazing pressure 

C No 

00 

C No 

00 
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[25] l) Forest urbanisatiou -Sizc of built -Urbaniziug

2013 management problcrn. area. 

2) Uses VK an<l associatc<l -Population

fee<lbacks to stu<ly the system's s1ze. 

effort. 

-Externat

workers 

sustaiuability conditions au<l -Total wcalth proportion .

best managcmeut strategies. of 

Also shows the importance of population. 

monetary transfers to achieve 

viability. 

3) NA on the rain forest iu

the corri<lor of Fianarautsoa 

(Ma<lagascar). 

the -Mouetary

transfcrs. 

-Dernographic

growth rate. 

@ LB on forest size (UB on built C No 

area). 

$LB 011 capital/ capita value. 

$Increasing in<livi<lual wealth 

over time. 

$ULB on the contrai variables. 

# LB on population size. 

00
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[4] 1) Single agent single species -Size of for est -Forestation. $Non decreasing per capita level D No 

2014 forest management system. area. 

2) Uses VK to show the -Population

unsustainability of the current size. 

state and practices in the -Physical

Androy forest and to derive capital 

sorne possible ways to recover zebu. 

sustainability. 

3) NA on the Androy forest m

Madagascar. 

-Births rate. of consurnption. 

-Per capital $Non decreasing absolute and 

consurnption. 

-Deforestation

relative levels of capital. 

$# Covering population's basic 

of rate for need of wood at any tirne. 

agriculture. 

-Deforestation

rate for wood. 

-Deforestation

rate for cattle 

breeding. 

-Monetary

transfers. 

00 



c.n 
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[99] 1) Single agent single species -Number of -Intensity an<l @ ULB on trees quantity in each C No 

2015. forest management system. trees in bath frequency of stratum. 

2) Discusses the efficiency of strata of the harvesting @ ULB on per hectare <lea<lwoo<l 

<lifferent forest management forest. 

strategies (boun<ls' values in -Volume

the constraints) using VK an<l <lea<lwoo<l. 

woo<l in upper quantity. 

of stratum an<l tree $ULB on tirnber stock level. 

recruitrnent m 

the correspon<ling values of the -Timber stock. lower stratum.

flexibility in<licator. 

3) NA on the univen-age<l silver

fir forest in "Quatre montagnes" 

(France). 

-Dea<l woo<l

retention 

volume. 

Fisheries 

00 
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-Export flow $Positive profit. [22] 1) Single agent single species -Storage

2000 fishery subject to resource an<l volume of (Fishing flow). $Catches boun<le<l by <lernan<l. 

$LB on storage level. market seasonal oscillation. the harveste<l 

2) Uses VK to stu<ly the resource. $Limited storage capacity. 

role of storage regulation 

lil maintaining the system's 

viability. 

3) NA on the French Guyana

shrimp fishery. 

[24] 1) Single species single agent -Biomass stock -Time variation @ LB on biornass stock level.

C No 

CX) 

C No 

2001 bio-economic marine system. level. of fishing efforts $ULB on fishing effort level. oo 

2) Uses VK and associated -Fishing effort. (Velocity of the $Positive global and net benefit

fee<lbacks 

overexploitation 

to identify 

situations 

preventing regulation controls. 

Uses also TCF to study the 

reversibility of overexploitation 

situations. 

3) No NA.

fishing effort). at any tirne. 



r 

[61] 1) Single agent single renewable -Biomass stock -Harvest rate. @ LB on biomass stock level. D RA 

2003 resource protette<l area. level. (X) 

2) Uses IK to iatu<ly the efficiency

of marine reserves in protecting 

resources an<l its sensitivity to 

uncertainty. 

3) NA on chosen parameter

values. 
[69] 1) Co-manage<l single species -Biomass -Catch @ LB on biomass stock level. C No 

2003 fishery. stock. recornrnendation. $# LB on total harvest (for (X) 

c.n 

2) Uses VT rno<lelling approach1:--.:) -Capital acceptable ernployrnent level, 

cornbine<l to a qualitative accumulate<l food safety an<l econornic 

approach to stu<ly the in the fishery. profitability). 

sustainability of the system. 

3) No NA.
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[104] 1) Single agent rnulti-species -Biomass of -global rnortality @ ULB on each species biomass D RA

2004 marine ecosystem. each species. and interspecies level. CX) 

2) Uses VK calculated on consumption as 

different scenanos (with or regulons. 

without exploitation) to study -Catches as

the sustainability of the system. control variable

3) NA on the Benguela (scenarios with

ecosystern. exploitation).
[53] -Explains how viability theory X X X X X 

2005 eau be applied to study the

sustainabili ty of ecosystern 

based fisheries. 
[70] 1) Co-rnanaged single species -Bio mass stock -Catches @ LB on biornass stock level. C No 

2006 fishery ( one decision rnaker). 

2) Uses VD to study the

sustainability of the system and

the efficiency of three control

strategies.

3) No NA.

level recornrnendation. $# LB on total harvest (Food oo 

safety). 



[56] 1) Single agent single species age -Vector of -Fishing @ LB on spawning-stock D No 

2007 · structured fishery. ab un dance of rnortality biomass. 00 

2) Uses VD to study the the stock at multiplier. @ UB on fishing mortality over 

efficiency of the spawning-stock each age. predeterrnined age range. 

biornass and fishing rnortality as 

indicators of sustainability in the 

precautionary approach. 

3) NA on the northern hake and

Bay of Biscay anchovy. 

[66] 1) Single agent exploited -Biornass -Harves ting @ Preservation of all the spaces. D SA 
c.n 
,1::.. 2007 food-web with marine reserves. stock for each effort for each @ LB on a biodiversity indicator F 

2) Uses VK to study the species. species. value. 

influence of protected areas -State of the $LB on utility frorn catd1es. 

upon environrnental and habitat. 

econornic sustainability of 

the system. 

3) NA on the Aboré coral reef

reserve in New CaJedonia. 



C)1 
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[101] 1) Single agent single species -Biornass stock -Fleet size and @ LB on biornass stock. D No 

2007 fishery. 

2) Uses VK to identify the

viable states of the system and 

the TCF to study the recovery 

possibilities of the non-viable 

ones. 

3) NA on the bay of Biscay

Nephrops fishery. 

level. fishing effort . $LB on per vessel benefice. 

# LB on the fleet size. 

# UB on size changing speed 

( velocity of fleet size) 

00 

[48] 1) Single agent rnulti-species -Biornass stock -Yields on @ ULB on biornass stock levels. C RA 

2008 ecosystern fishery. level of each harvested fish $LB on the yield. 

2) Uses VK to study the effect species.

of fishing sorne species of fish 

and deterrnines sustainable yield 

policies. 

3) NA on the southern Benguela

ecosystern. 

(Pelagic fish and 

Dernersal fish). 

00 
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@ LB on abundance level of D SA [55] 1) Single agent rnulti-species -Biornass stock -Harvesting

2009 age structured fishery with one of each species effort for mature hakes fish. F

exploited species and one non (Nephrps and Nephrops fish. 

exploited one. hakes) at 

2) Uses VK and associated different ages.

feedbacks to deterrnine the 

fishing strategies maxmnsmg 

the viability probability. 

3) NA on the nephrops-hake

fisheries on the Bay of Biscay. 
[95] 1) Single agent rnulti-species -Biornass of -Fishing effort. 

2009 exploited ecosystern with one the 

exploited spedes (Shrirnp) stock. 

and one non exploited species 

(Frigate bird feeding on fishery 

discards). 

2) Uses VK to study the

sustainability of the system. 

3) NA on the French Guiana

shrirnp fishery. 

shrirnp 

$Profitability of the fishery. 

@ LB on fishing discards level D No 

(To feed and conserve the Frigate oo 

bird population). 

$LB on catches level per unit of 

effort. 
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[21] l)Multi-agent

2009 fishery. 

rnulti-species -Biornass stock -Fishing effort. 

of the different 

2) Uses VT rno<lelling cornbined spec1es.

with simulation to compare 

<lifferent fishing scenarios. 

3) NA on chosen pararneter

values. 
[91] 1) Single agent rnulti-species -Biornass levels -Fishing effort.

2009 fisheries. of the different 

2) Uses VT rno<lelling combine<l spec1es.

with simulation to stu<ly the 

sustainability of the system 

and <letermine viable harvesting 

strategies. 

3) NA on the Northern Gulf of

California ecosystern. 

@ Preservation of all species. D No 

$Profitability of the fishing oo 

activity for all the fishers. 

@ UB on ecosystem <leterioration C No 

level. 

@ LB on biornass recovery level 

for endangered species. 

$Profitability of the fisheries. 

# Maintain fisherrnen jobs. 

# Respect the government 

regulation plans of fisheries. 

00 



c.n

(X) 

[97] 

2010 

1) Single agent single species -Biomass

fishery. (Flcet cornpose<l of stock of 

multiple vcssels: single <lecisiou cxploite<l 

rnakcr). rcsource. 

2) Uses VK to stu<ly the -Flcct size.

sustaiuability of the system ami

TCF to <letermine acceptable

recovery paths from no11-viable

statcs.

3) NA on the Bay of Biscay

11ephrops fishery.

the 

-Fishing effort. @ LB on biornass level. 

-Changes iu the $LB on profit per vesse!.

fieet size. #LB on the fleet size.

[83] 1) Two 1110dds for single spccies -Stock level of -Harvestiug @ LB 011 stock levcl. 

2010 single agent fishery oue with tlie rcsource effort iu the 11011 $LB on fisherrnen i11corne. 

a11d the other without protccte<l in cadi area protecte<l areas. 

area. cousidered m 

2) Uses the VK to study the the model.

sustaiuability of the systems i11

or<ler to i11vestigate the beuefits

of protccted areas.

3) No NA.

D No 

00 

C No 

00 
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[58] 1) Single agent single species age -Abundance of -Fishing effort.

2011 structured monotone harvest population at 

fishery. 

2) Uses VK to study the

sustainability of the system. 

3) NA on two Chilean fisheries

(Sea bass and Alfonsino). 

different ages. 

[84] 1) Two single agent single -Density of fish -Investment

2012 species commercial fishing population. 

models (with and the other -Capital

withou t a price state variable). investment 

2) Uses VK to study the m

sustainability of the systems and activity. 

deterrnine the best exploitation -Price

strategies ( cornbinations of 

resource stock, price, capital 

and investment). 

3) No NA.

fishing 

rate. 

@ LB on spawning stock biomass D No 

of the resource. 

$LB on yield frorn fishing. 

@ LB on resource stock level. 

$LB on catches level. 

$LB on capital investrnent 

00 

C No 

00 
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[65] 1) Multi-agent rnulti-species age -Abun<lance of -Fishing @ LB on abunc.lance level of each D SA 

2012 structure<l fishery. the species at rnortality species at each age. 

2) Uses the SVK to <leterrnine <lifferent ages. associate<l $LB on each fleet incarne. 

the exploitation 

maxmuzmg the 

strategies 

viability 

probability of the fishery. 

3) NA on the nephrops an<l hake

fisheries in the IJay of Biscay 

(France). 
[118] 1) Two-agent siugle species -Biomass

with the fleets 

(Target species 

for each fleet). 

of -variation rate of @ LB on biomass stock level. 

2012 fishery. the exploite<l fishing effort of $LB on each fleet income. 

2) Uses VK tu stu<ly the resource.

sustainalJility of the system. 

3) No NA.

the two fleets. $# ULB on the fishing efforts. 

(investrnents) 

F

C No 

(X) 
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[106] 1) Multi-agent single species -Biomass level -Total allowable @ LB on biomass level.

2012 transferable quota based of the resource. catches ( the sum $Profitability of the fishery. 

management fishery. 

2) Uses VK to study the

sustainability of the system 

with asymmetric agents. 

3) NA on the Bay of Biscay

nephrops fishery. 

of all the quotas # LB on the number of active 

attributed to the fishers. 

agents). 

[59] 1) Single agent rnulti-species -Biomass level -Harvesting @ LB on each species biornass. 

2012 ecosystem based fishery. 

2) Uses VK to study the

sustainability of the system. 

3) NA on the Hake-Anchovy

couple lil the Peruvian 

U pwelling ecosystem. 

of each species. effort for ead1 $LB on catch levels (yield). 

species. 

D No 

00 

D No 

00 
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[50] 1) Multi-fteet multisµccies -Biornass of -Fishing effort of @ LB on the Sµecies richness 

2013 ecosystem base<l management each species. each fteet. in<licator (SR) (bio<liversity 

fishery. level). 

2) Uses VT rno<lelling approach @ LB on the troµhic manne 

combine<l with simulation to in<lex in<licator (MTI) ( total 

evaluate the sustainability of a biornass lev el). 

set of management strategies. @ LB on the Simpson <liversity 

3) NA on the coastal fishery of in<lex(SI). 

Fr-ench Guiana. $LB on harvest (foo<l security). 

$Positive profit for each fteet. 

[76] 1) Multi-agent 111ulti-species age -Abu11<lance of -Fishing efforts @ LB on species abun<la11ce

2013 stru<.:ture<l fishery. the species at multipliers levels. 

2) Uses VK to compare <lif
f

ere11t ages. 

the efficiency of <liffere11t 

management strategies lll 

sustainability. 

3) NA on the <lemersal fishery

in the Bay of Biscay. 

( allocation 

the vessels). 

of $Positive profit for each vessel. 

D No 

F 

D SA 

F 
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[52] 1) Single species age structure<l -Biomass stock -Annual total $LB on each country's profit. D No 

2013 regulate<l transboun<lary fishery of fish at each catches for each # Fairness between the countries oo 

(2 countries with <lifferent age. 

technology). 

2) Uses VK to stu<ly the

sustainability of the system an<l 

assess the viable management 

strategies. 

3) NA on the France-Spain Bay

of Biscay anchovy fishery. 
[119] 1) Single agent single species -Biornass

2013 fishery. stock. 

2) Uses VK to stu<ly the -Available

viability of the system an<l assess catching ef
f

ort. 

the sustainable management 

options. 

3) No NA.

age class of fish in the quota allocation. 

an<l the fishing 

quota allocation. 

-Investrnents @ LB on biornass stock level. C No 

rate in catching # ULB on catching efl:ort levels. oo 

efforts. 
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[87] l) M ulti-agents rnultisµecies -Bio mass

2013 by-catch fishery. stock. 

2) Uses VK to study the -Catching

sustainability of the system. ef
f

ort 

3) NA on chosen data.

-The catching @ LB on biornass level. C No 

effort variation. $Positive profits for the fishery's oo 

fteets. 

# ULB on catching efforts. 

[79] 1) Multi-agcnt rnultispecies -The biomass -Vector of fishing @ LB on "Sµecies richness" D No

2013 small scale fishery. stock of each efforts allocated and "Simpson index" ecological oo 

2) Uses VT rnoùelling combiued spec1es.

with simulation to iùeuLify 

the systern's sustainability 

couùitions. 

3) NA on the Solomon islanùs'

small scale fisheries. 

to each fteet. inùicators (bioùiversity). 

$# Food anù cash security. 



Ol 
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[80] 

2013 

1) Multi-agent single spec1es

artisanal fishery. 

2) Uses TCF to study the

resilience of the system in case of 

cooperation or non-cooperation 

between the agents. 

3) NA on the Salomon Islands'

small scale fisheries. 

-Biomass stock

of the resource. 

-The number

of fishermen. 

[73] 1) Single species hermaphrodite -Resource

-Fishing effort $# LB on each agent catches

allocation (food security and acceptable 

among the cash income for each agent). 

agents. 

-Fishing effort @ LB on fernale <lensity. 

2014 rnaturity stage structured density at for each class of $LB on fisherrnen revenue. 

population fishery (3 stages: each rnaturity the resource. 

Juvenile, male, female). stage. 

2) Uses VK to stu<ly the -The number

viability dornain and sustainable of fisherrnen. 

management strategies of the 

system. 

3) No NA.

# LB on fishing activity at any 

tirne. 

D No 

CX) 

C No 

CX) 
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[100] 1) Two fteets multispecies and -Abundauce of -Strategies for @ LB on spawning stock biornass D SA

2014 age structures fishery. each species at fishing rnortality level for all species. 

2) Uses VP to study, compare each age.

and rank some management 

reduction. $Positive economic profit for each 

fteet. 

scenarios. 

3) NA on the main western

Mediterranean Spanish fisheries. 

F 

[123] l)Single agent single species -Biornass -Exploitation @ LB on regional and glolJal D SA 

2014 fishcry with several fishing level of the strategies. 

regions. exploitcd 

2) Proposes a VT IJased resourcc

approach to the evaluation of each region. 

fisheries management strategies. 

3) NA on the Ningaloo mariue

park of western Australia. 

at 

spawning biomass level. 

$# LB on catches lcvel. 

F
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[98] 1) Single agent single species -Biornass

2014 age structured fishery. 

2) Uses VP to study and

stock of the 

resource at 

compare the effort based and each age class 

quota based fishing strategies. and spawning 

3) NA on the Chilean stock biornass 

Jack-rnackerel fishery. level. 

-Fishing effort. @ LB on the spawning stock D SA 

biornass indicator (SSB). 

$# LB on fishery yield. 

$# LB on fishing activity level. 

F 

[111] 1) Single agent two species -Biomass of -Harvesting @ LB on each species biornass. D RA 

2015 exploited ecosystern. 

2) Uses RVK to study the effect

of dif
f

erent types of uncertaiuty 

on the sustainability of the 

system. 

3) NA on the anchovy-hake

couple in the Peruvian upwelling 

ecosystem. 

species. effort for each $LB on catch level for both F 

species . species. 
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[77] 1) Single agent multispecies -Biornass stock -Harvesting @ LB on spawning stock for all D SA 

2015 sex-structure<l fishery iu an of each species. effort for each species (targete<l or not). 

ecosystern cornpose<l of 4 species 

(3 targete<l an<l one non fishe<l 

species). 

2) Uses SVK to compare

<lifferent management strategies 

an<l harvesting efforts 

allocations. 

targete<l species. $LB on annual net benefit frorn 

-Fishing fishing. 

management 

strategy. 

F 

3) NA on the Australian

northern prawn fishery. 
[51] 1) Multi-agent 111ultispecies -Biomass level -Fishing effort of @ LB on the Species richness D SA

2015 small scalc fishery. 

2) Uses VT rno<lelling 

framework 

sirnulatiou 

cornbiue<l with 

the to stu<ly 

sustainal>ility of the system 

un<ler three fishing sccnarios. 

3) NA on the coastal fishery of

Fre11d1 G uiana. 

of each spccies. the fleets. in<licator (SR) (L>io<liversity). 

@ LB on the trophic manne 

in<lex in<licator (MTI). 

$LB on harvest lcvcl (foo<l 

security). 

$Positive profit for each fleet. 

F 
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[40] 1) a-Multispecies population

2016 growth rnodel. 

b-Single agent rnulti-species by

catch fishery rnodel. 

2) Proposes a VK algorithrn and

applies it the rnodels. 

3)NA on chosen pararneters'

values. 

a-Size of 

each species 

population 

and their 

evolu tion rate. 

b-Biornass of

each species. 

a-None (RS) model a: 

The regulon is @ ULB on the populations sizes. 

the evolution rnodel b: 

rate velocity. @ LB on species biomass. 

b-Fishing effort $ULB on fishing ef
f

ort. 

of the targeted $LB on fishery profit. 

species. $# UB on fishing effort variation. 

Ecosystems and population biology 
[88] 1) Food web in an ecosystern -Biomass of -None (RS). @ Preservation of all species. 

1991 cornposed of n species. 

2) Proposes a VT rnodel of

population biology studies 

its sustainability using the 

G-projection method.

3) No NA.

each species. The regulons 

are the choice of 

resource used by 

each species to 

feed. 

D No 

F 

C No 

F 
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[31] 1) Bm,erupian system for -Population

1993 population growth. s1ze. 

2) Uses VK to stu<ly the -Level

properties of the system subject technological 

to the possible technological a<lvance. 

changes. (For different boun<ls 

011 the technological changes). 

3) No NA.

None (RS). -ULB on technological changes. 

The regulon 

of is the level of 

technological 

change (Velocity 

of tedrnological 

evolution). 

[89] 1) Prey pre<lator ecosystem -Abun<lance of - None (RS) @ Space limitation.

1995 compose<l of two areas where cach type of The regulons 

live one pre<lator an<l two pray population. 

spenes. 

2) shows how the viability

theory is usef ul to mode! 

the interactions between 

populatious competiug for space 

iu presence of uncertainties in 

au ecosystem. 

3) No NA.

are the fractions 

of pre<lator 

population lil 

each area of 

the system an<l 

strntegies of the 

populations. 

C No 

00 

C RA 

F 
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[35] 1) Prey predator system with

1997 one predator and one prey. 

2) Uses VK and associated

feedbacks to study the 

sustainability of the system 

according to the preservation 

objectives (Preservation of one 

or both species). 

3) NA on chosen data values.

-The density

of the prey 

and predator 

species. 

[90] 1) Single species extinction -Abundance

-None (RS) The @ LB on density of one or C No

regulons are the other species ( accordingly to the oo 

species' survival considered situation). 

strategies. 

None 

1998 pro blern. of the The 

(RS). @ Reaching the extinction C RA 

regulon threshol<l at the final tirne . F 

2) Uses VT rnodelling to stu<ly population.

the extinction possibilities of 

the population and estirnate its 

extinction tirne. 

3) NA on the grizzly-bear female

population in the Yellowstone 

National Park. 

is the growth ( en<langere<l species: those 

rate of the which will reach their extinction 

population (The threshold in finite tirne.) 

uncertainty). 
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[32] 1) Explains how sorne game Mo<lel a:

1999 theory rno<lels of population -Househol<ls'

Mo<lel a: Mo<lel a: C No 

-Se<lentarization @ Foo<l security of the oo 

growth an<l fishery can s1zes m the rate. population. 

be reinterprete<l through Bassouri 

application of viability theory. norna<l 

Mo<lel a) Bassori organisation.

population-cattle interaction. -Househol<ls'

Mo<lel b) Norwegian fishery: her<l sizes. 

Multiagent fishery. 

2) Uses VT rno<lelling an<l VK Mo<lel b:

to stu<ly the sustainability of -Agents'

the systems. capital. 

3) NA on pre<lefine<l pararneter -Agents'

values. possible 

catches. 

-Probability of

ba<l catching 

level. 

-Pre<lation rate. @ ULB on the pre<lation levels.

Mo<lel b: 

-Level

risk 

# ULB on the se<lentarisation 

of levels. 

taking Mo<lel b: 

(probability $UB on each agent's rum 

of acting probability. 

in<livi<lually and 

not following 

the group). 
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[33] 1) Prey predator ecosystern -Density of the -None

2003 with one predator and one prey predator and Looks 

(SS). @ Non-extinction of both C No 

for predator and prey species. 00 

species. 

2) Studies the effect of additive

and rnultipfü:ative viability 

rnultipliers on the viability of 

the system. 

3) No NA.

prey species. 

[37] 1) Multispecies ecosystem -Density

2005 cornposed of a 3-level food each species. 

chain (prey, predator and super 

predator species). 

2) Uses VK to study the

sustainability conditions of the 

system. 

3) NA with chosen parameters'

values. 

states ensuring 

sustainability 

through natural 

equilibriurn of 

the system. 

of -None (RS) the @ LB on each species density C No

regulons are (Non extinction of the species). 

the predation 

and cornpetition 

strategies of the 

different species. 

00 



--J 
� 

[10] 1) Malthus population growth -Population

2007 mo<lcl. SlZC. 

2) Explains l10w to use VT Populatiou's

and its tools to stu<ly rencwable growth rate. 

rcsoun.:es mallagement problems 

in gclleral with illustrations Oil 

population growth rno<lel. 

3) No NA.

-None (RS) the @ ULB on population size.

regulon is the -ULB Oil growth rate variatiou. 

growth 

variation. 

rate 

C No 

00 

[57] 1) Single agent single species age -Aoull<lance of -Harvesting @ LB on the population's D No 

2007 structure<l population growth the population level. 

system. 

2) Exploits the rnonotouicity

properties to estimate the VK 

an<l stu<ly the sustainability of 

the system. 

3) No NA.

at each age. 

abun<lance level at each age. 

$LB on harvest level. 

00



---:i 
Cil 

[11] 1) Verhulst rno<lel for population -Stock level of -None(RS). The @ ULB on the resource stock.

2007 <lynarnics. 

2) Illustrates the main concepts

of VT by revisiting the Verhulst 

type rno<lels for population 

<lynarnics. 

3) No NA.

the resource. regulon is the 

growth rate. 

C No 

00 

[23] 1) Ecosystem with multiple -Abun<lance of -Harvesting @ LB on the Shannon D SA 

2008 species cornpeting for one each species. 

resource. -Resource 

2) Uses VP to stu<ly the level.

sustainability of the system in 

case of non-exploitation (No 

harvesting and without the 

economic constraint) and in the 

case of exploitation. 

3) NA on chosen pararneter's

values. 

intensity 

each species. 

for biodiversity index. 

$LB on the utility derive<l from 

the exploitation activity. 

F 



--1 
0, 

[113] 1) Single spec1es population -Population -None(RS). @ ULB on population <lensity 

2014 growth rno<lel. <lensity. The regulon level. 

2) Uses SVK to stu<ly the -Growth IS the changes 

sustainability au<l resilieuce of coefficieut. ltl growth 

the system. coefficient. 

3) NA 011 chosen parameters'

values. 

[49] 1) Single species age structure<l -Abun<lance of -Harvesting @ LB on the total population 

2015 population. the population strategies abun<lance level. 

2) Explains how VK an<l CB at each age. (harvest for 

can be useful to stu<ly the each age class) . 

sustainability of the system an<l 

management strategies. 

3) No NA.

Renewable resources in general 

D SA 

F 

D No 

F 



[ll0] 1) Single 

2006 age-structured 

agent single -Available

renewable resoun.:e 

resource with one mature quantities at 

harvestable age. each age. 

2) Uses VK and associated

feedbacks to study the 

sustainability of the system 

and the harvesting strategies. 

3) NA on chosen pararneters'

values. 

[63] 1) Multi-agent single renewable -Resource

2012 resource harvest system in stock level. 

presence of cooperation between 

the agent. 

2) Uses VK to analyse the

conditions 

cooperation 

un<ler which 

promotes the 

sustainability of the system. 

3) No NA.

-Harvesting

quantity. 

-Harvesting 

$# LB on harvest at each time. 

@ LB on the resource stock. 

D No 

CX) 

D No 

effort for agents $Positive total rent for the F . 

inside 

outside 

coalition. 

and coalition. 

the 



-.:J 
CO 

[16] 

2013 

l) Siugle ageut 111ultispecies -Stock n·sou1u· -Nom' (RS) The

reuewable harvest system. of tlw species. regulou IS the 

2) Uses R\'K tu study the -The global sharc of eac:11 

sustaiuability of tltt' system. harvest. specws trl the 

3) NA with choseu data values. glol>al harvcst. 

@ LB on the stock resource of the C RA 

species. F

$Satisfy the total aud l>y species 

harvest demand. 

Farming and agro-ecological systems 
[124] l) Siugle agent mixed herd -Wealth of the -Breeds $LB 011 income and wealth level C RA 

2004 c.:omposed of two species (Ilarna owuers of the management 

and Sheep). 

2) Uses RVK to study the

sustaiual>ility of the system. 

3) NA ou the Bolivian higltlands

Ilarna-sheep mixed herd. 

herds. decisions: ( rate 

of fo111ale's 

offtakc aud herd 

c.:orn position) 

at any tirne. 00



[125] 1) Single agent grassland -Grass mass -Grazing @ Suitable sward state for the D No 

2007 ecosystem which is the breeding (live grass and intencity. reproduction of the birds during F

habitat of 3 wader spec1es standing dead their breeding period. 

and feeding resource 2 species grass). $# Satisfy the cattle feeding 

suckling cattle (cow /calves). requirernent. 

2) Uses VK to study the

sustainability of the system and 

the efficiency of different grazing 

strategies. 

3) NA on rneasured and

estirnated data frorn European 

grasslands. 

[17] 1) Single agent livestock grazing -Grass biomass -grazing @ LB on grass biomass level. C SA 

2009 management system in serni-arid (reserve management $LB on incarne. F 

rangelands. and green strategy. 

2) Uses VP to study the biomass).

sustainability of the system and -Herd size.

the management strategies. 

3) NA on chosen pararneters'

values. 



00 
0 

[114] 1) Single agt•11t grassla11d -Biutmtss

2010 t•cusystem with 2 wader spt'cit's grass 

a11d cattle. a11d 

2)Uses VK Lo study the grass).

s11sLai11ability of the system 

ami grazing practiccs as Wl'll 

as tlw effect of graziug 011 the 

co11servatio11 of wader species. 

3) NA ou the Ouest-du-Lay

Jt1arsh (Fra11cc). 

of -Crazing

(A.live i11te11sity 

dead ( caLtle 

ami 

rhythm). 

[94] 1) Rangelaud tna11age111cut -Grass biornass -grazmg 

2011 tno<lel. 

2) Uses VK, CB an<l associate<l

fce<lbacks Lo study the 

sustaiuability allll resilic11ce 

of Lhc system. 

3) NA using panuneters' values

from the literature. 

pressure. 

deusity 

graziug 

@ Suitablc swar<l state for tht• D RA 

reproduction of the bir<ls <luriug F 

their brl'cding period. 

@ Eggs survival (UB on cattlc 

density to fouit the tratnµliug 

itnµact 011 eggs). 

$# Satisfaction of cattle feediug 

requiremcut. 

@ LB 011 grnss biomass. 

$LB 011 grazing pressure. 

D No 

CX) 



CO 
,...... 

[115] 1) Single agent grasslan<l -Grass biornass -Timing

2012 ecosystern. (Live 

2) Uses VK an<l associate<l standing

fee<lbacks to stu<ly the grass). 

sustainability of the system -Bir<l

un<ler <lif
f

erent 

constraints an<l 

ecological population 

<leterrnine size. 

the sustainable management 

strategies. 

3) Application to the 

conservation of lapwing bir<ls in 

the wet grasslan<ls in France. 

an<l intensity 

grazmg. 

an<l @ Conservation of the bir<l D No 

of population (several constraints F 

stu<lie<l). 

$Satisfaction of cattle fee<ling 

requirernents. 

$LB on pro<luctivity level (LB on 

grazing time) 



00 
N 

[103] 1) Multispecies agro-ecological -Almndance -Incentives @ LB on 3 biodiversity D SA 

2013 ecosystem. of each bird (Subsidies indicators. 

2) Uses VP to identify species at each and taxes) $LB on in corne from the farrning 

sustainable 

scenarios. 

management region. 

3) NA on bird population m

srnall agricultural regions m 

metropolitan France. 

to encourage activities. 

specific crop or $LB on the budget allocated for 

grass activities farrning activities. 

in the different 

agricultural 

reg10ns. 

F

[116] 1) Single agent grassland agru -Grass -Stockiug rate @ Satisfy the cattle daily needs D RA

2015 system. biomass. and grazrng of grass. 

2) Uses RVK aud associated -Productiou of sequences. $LB on the system's production 

level. fcedbacks to study the the grassland 

sustainability of the system system. 

aud of 111a11agerne11t strategies 

3) NA on the cool-season

grassland of south-ceutral 

Wisconsin (USA). 

F 



00 
c.,.., 

[68] 1) Single agent single parcel agro -Soil quality -Agricultural

2015 ecological system. in<licator. strategy 

2) Uses CB to stu<ly the -Cash balance. (planting

possibility of restoring the soil 

quality within the time horizon 

while maintaining acceptable 

economic performance. 

3) NA on French West Indies. 

[93] 1) Single agent lake -Phosphorus

sequences, 

agricultural 

activity 

techniques). 

Others 
-Variation

@ Bring back the soil quality D No 

indicator to an acceptable level at F 

the end of the exploitation period. 

(Target) 

$Positive cash balance at any 

an<l tirne. 

of @ UB on phosphorus quantity in C No 

2004 eutrophication rno<lel. quantity m the annual water. F 

2) Uses VK an<l TCF to stu<ly water.

the sustainability of the system -Annual

and find the best management phosphorus 

strategies. input 

3) NA with pararneters' values hurnan

from the literature. activity. 

from 

phosphorus 

input. 

@ UB on the phosphorus total 

input frorn human activity. 

$LB on the total input level (LB 

on activity level). 



00 
""-

[129] 1) Single agent socio-ecological -Tourist -lnvestments in @ ULB ou the nature quality C No

2013 tourism base<l system. activity. tourism. level. 

of -A<lvertisement $ULB on the tourism activity 2) Uses VK to i<lentify the -Quality

sustainable situations, then uses nature. 

CB calculated for <lifferent time -Capital

cam paigns ( to level. 

contrai the effect $ULB on the capital value. 

horizons to estirnatc the rcquire<l (infrastructure) of competition). 

time to reach a sustainable state. 

3) NA on chosen parameters'

values. 

00 

[112] 1) Single agent Jake -Quantity of -Variation of @ UB on phosphorus quantity in C SA 

2013 eutruphication mode!. phosphorus in the annual water. 

2) Uses SVK to study the water.

sustainability an<l resilience of -Aunual

the system. phosphorus 

3) NA with panuneters' values input

from the literature .  human 

activity. 

from 

pl10sphorus 

input. 

@ UB on the phosphorus total 

input. 

$LB on the total input level (LB 

on activity level). 

F 



00 
C.Yl 

[1] 1) Single hydroelectric dam -Water storage -Dam turbined @ LB on the guaranteed gain D SA

2015 under uncertainty and tourism in the dam. 

constraints. -Dam inflow.

2) Uses VP to study the system's -Electricity

management strategies. 

3) NA on data provided by

the French electricity provider 

Electricité France. 

pnce 

flow. frorn the electricity production. 

$# LB on water storage level 

during the tourism season. 

Features of the retained papers in the survey 

F 
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Chapter 2 

Viability of Agroecological Systems 

U nder Climatic U ncertainty *

Abstract 

To cope with ever-increasing demand and ensure food security, agronomie systems 

have shifted over tirne from traditional agriculture, based on the organic fertilization 

of soils, to intensive and specialized farming that use chemical fertilization. This 

resulted in increased soil productivity in the short terrn, but caused serious ecological 

drawbacks over time ( degradation of soil quality, pollution of water and air, loss of 

biodiversity, erosion, etc.), and even reversed the trend of agricultural productivity. 

ln this paper , we propose a viability theory-based model to study the sustainability of 

an agricultural system subject to climate uncertainty. Our objective is to determine 

what farming practices and activity sequences restore soil quality to a desired level 

while ensuring an acceptable level of productivity in the presence of the risk of 

*. This paper is published in Sustainability 



major dirnatic disasters. The model is aµplied to Guadeloupe, au islaud iu the West 

Fre11d1 ladies. We fouud that the results are highly se11sitiYe to the direct ef
f

ect of 

hurricanes on the soil's quality, ,vhich, i11 turn, strougly affects the impact of the 

other pararneters and that the export oriented sector is more vuluerable and less 

resilieut to dimatic uncertainties thau the sector airned at the local market. 

Key Words: agriculture; \·iability theory; agriculture; farming: climatic uucertaiuty. 

Introduction 

It is self-eYideut to state that agricultural laud is essential to life and a valuable 

resource for rnost, if uot all, couutries. Still, its importance secrns to only be noticed 

wheu productivity dedines aud our food security is at stake. Soil has beeu poorly 

protected aud overexploited for decades, which lias resulted in its deterioration 

worldwide (see Figure 2.0.1). 

f\Iodern agriculture and farming are irnportaut human-induced factors in this 

degradatio11. \Vhereas traditional practices are based 011 organic fertilization aud 

diversified crop production, rrwdern agriculture relies 011 i11tensive single-crop production 

and chernical fertilizers, which together progressively degrade soil quality and reduce 

its procluctivity by changiug its physical, chemical, and biological composition. Iudeecl, 

fertilization aucl low-quality irrigation water alters the soil's chemical makeup. Further, 

plowing, tillage, rernoval of vegetative cover, and overgrazing make soil more vulnerable 

to wiud and water erosiou, ami i11te11sive and specialized cultivatiou exhausts some 

rniuerals aud water from the soil aud damages its microfauna (Blanco and Lai [61). 
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Figure 2.0.1: Global assessment of human-induced soil degradation. Source: https: 

//databasin.org/datasets/7254137cabb042298cae0b769cba589f. 

The shift from traditional practices to highly specialized agricultural systems was, 

in part, a result of population growth, which increased demand. This shift increased 

soil productivity in the short terrn, but generated serious ecological drawbacks in the 

long term ( degradation of soil quality, pollution of water and air, loss of biodiversity, 

erosion, etc.) and even reversed the trend of agricultural productivity. Modern 

agricultural systems have since fallen in a vicious cycle, where increasing chemical 

fertilizers are used to compensate for the loss of productivity, causing more damage 

to the soil and the environment (pollution of water and air) (Trautmann et· al. [22], 

Conway [8]). 

Implementiug eco-responsible agricultural practices, based on crop rotations and 

mixed crop-livestock associations that are less harmful for the soil, is one way to 
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achieve resource (soil) sustaiuability (Altieri [li, Kremen et al. [111). At a macro 

level, this transition is a long-term process that must take µopulatious' food nee<ls 

au<l farming µrofitability into accouut. Such a transition is particularly neede<l in 

island regious, given the importance of agriculture to their econornies (Angeon et al. [3]). 

A survey of farmers in the French \Vest Iu<lies revealed that the population is aware 

of the problern that farrners are makiug soil quality central to their concerns, an<l 

they are willing to make efforts an<l eveu to ::mcrifice some of their financial benefits 

to restore the quality of their land (Angeon et al. [21). 

In this paper, we adopt a micro point of view and consi<ler the problem of 

the long-tenn sustainable operntion of a single farrn, from both the physical (soi! 

quality) and economic (farrner's reveuues) perspectives. Our ernpirical terrain is 

Gua<leloupe, an islan<l tlrnt is part of the French \ Vest Imlies. In this regiou of 

the worl<l, the restorntion of soil quality depen<ls (as everywhere else) on the soil's 

inherent properties, the type of agricultural practice a<lopte<l by the fanner an<l ou 

recurrent climatic events such as hurricaues. 

Our research questions are as follows: 

1. Giveu some economic and soil quality coustrniuts, and takiug into accouut the

possible occurrence of clirnatic events, vvhat are the viable crop rotations to grow

over a pre<lefine<l planning horizon?

2. How sensitive are these solutions witli respect to parnrneter values?

3. \Vhich farmi11g systems or sectors are the most Yuluerable to climatic uncertainties?

Given our problem statemeut, we a<lopt viability theory (Aubin[--!]) as our rnethodological

frarnework. There is now a long tradition of applying this theory to ad<lress problems 

that are relate<l to the exploitation of renewable resources, e.g., fisheries and forests 
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(see Oubraham and Zaccour [14] for a literature review). A few have applied viability 

theory to farming; see, e.g., Tichit et al. [20], Sabatier et al. [15], Sabatier et al. [16], 

Mouysset et al. [13], Tichit et al. [21], Baumgartner and Quaas [5], Martin et al. [12], 

Sabatier et al. [17], and Durand et al. [9]; most of which have focused on herd and 

grassland management problems. 

To the best of our knowledge, Durand et al. [9] is the only study that looked at 

a soil-quality management problem. When considering a single plot of agricultural 

land, the authors proposed a viability theory-based deterministic model, and looked 

for agricultural strategies and crop rotations that would restore soil quality to an 

acceptable level while preserving the farm's economic profitability. In this paper, we 

extend their model to a stochastic setting to account for the impact of uncertainty 

from major climatic events, such as hurricanes, on the system's evolution. During one 

season of the year, it is almost a certainty that the West Indies region will be affected 

by dimatic events. The uncertainty relates to their force and the damage they will 

cause. Given this state of affairs, we believe our model adds a level of realism to what 

was done in Durand et al. [9]. 

The rest of the paper is organized, as follows: in Section 2.1, we extend the 

model in Durand et al. [9] by introducing climatic uncertainty. In Section 2.2, we 

define so-called emergency control, that is, what needs to be done after a climatic 

event. Section 2.3 is dedicated to the formai definition of all the elements related to 

climatic events. The solution method is introduced in Section 2.4, and the empirical 

application is presented in Section 2.5. Finally, we briefly conclude in Section 2.6. 
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2 .1 A Stochastic Bio-Economie Mo del 

lu this section, we extend the mode! in Durand et al. [9] to take into au:ount the 

uucertaiuty related to major climatic eveuts, e.g., cyclones and hurricanes. As in 

Durand et al. [9], we cousider a one-hectare parce! farm managed over time by a single 

agent. It is a commercial farm whose production is inteuded for sale. The planning 

horizon is T and the curreut tirne is deuoted by TET= {O, ... , T}. The state of the 

farrn is described by two variables: (i) the cash flow W E �, i.e., a continuous variable 

characteriziug the fiuaucial sitnatiou; aud, (ii) the soi! quality of the parce!, which 

is au agronomie metric. Evaluatiug the quality of a soil is a complex operation, as it 

involves a series of physical, ehemical, and biologieal characleristics. Here, we adopt 

the Geueral ludieator of Soil Quality (GISQ), which has rnlues in the iuterval [O. 1] 

and is based on 5.J variables 1I1easuri11g these characteristics (Velasquez et al. [231 

and Camacho et al. 171). Let I be the GISQ value of the µarcel, with I E f =

{ 0, .... Nr - 1}, which is, I eau take a fini te uurnber of values. 

The evolution of the soil quality depends 011 its current value I and on the 

followiug two contrai variables: (i) the crop a grown ou the parce!, with a E � =

{a1 . ... , a f\'0}; and. (ii) the agrirnltural µractice 1r E TI = { 1r1 . .... 7r NJ. To illustrate, iu 

the case studies to follow, the set of crops includes either all or sorne of the followiug: 

plantaiu, export bauaua, sugar cane, yam (yellow), yarn (Grosse Caille), tornato. 

eggplant, lettuce. earrot, green beau, eabbage, eassava, rnelou, eueumber, aud turban 

squash. The set of agrieultural praetices only includes two elelllents: (i) conventional 

practice, whieh is based 011 modern practices/tools and chemieal fertilization; and, 

(ii) agroecological praetice, i.e .. traditioual praetice based 011 organic fertilization of

the soil or other practices for irnproved management of agroecosysterns (\Vezel et al.

[2.JI).
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Let the evolution of the soil quality be described by the following fonction: 

<j) : f XI: X II --+ f, 

(I,a,1r) i---+ <J>(I.a,1r). 

Denote by 8( a, 1r) the duration of the whole agricultural cycle of a crop a using 

agricultural practice 1r. Subsequently, to each pair (a. 1r), we can associate production 

cycles 'l/J, defined as follows: 

'ljJ I: x II --+ [0, c5(a, 1r)],

(a. 1r) t---+ 'l/J(a, 1r). 

Moreover, to each crop and practice ( a, 1r), we associate its first harvest time 

le (a, 1r) and the tirne duration between two successive harvests Pe (a, 1r). The duration 

of the first production cycle is le (a, 1r), and the following cycles last Pe (a, 1r). If a 

crop has a single harvest, theu le (a, 1r) = 6(a, 1r) and Pe (a, 1r) = O. Additionally, we 

suppose that the produce is sold right away after it is harvested. 

The revenue from each harvest depends on the crop and the agricultural practice, 

as well as on the soil quality at the beginning of the cycle. Deuote by e the revenue 

fonction defined by 

e 

(I, a, 1r) i---+ C(I,a,1r). 

Denote by s ES= {1, ... , 12} the current month. This discrete variable is nee'ded 

to deal with the seasonality of some crops, which can be planted or sown only at 

specific times of the year. Let I:( s) C I: be the set of all crops that can be planted or 

sown during season s. In the deterministic model presented in Durand et al. [9], the 

only event that must be accounted for over time is the beginning/end of a production 

cycle. If we use n to refer to an event, and T(n) to its timing, then the next event 

will happen at 

T(n + 1) = T(n) + 'l/J(a (n) ,  1r (n)). 
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The aliove equation assumes that once an agricultural cycle starts, it will reach 

its e11d. Here, we suppose that a productio11 cycle may lie ra11dornly iuterrupted liy 

a clirnatic e,·e11t, which eau occur duri11g a specific period of the year, i.e., hurricaue 

seaso11. Co11seque11tly, (2.1) needs to lie rnodified to account for such au event. \.Ve 

introduce the followi11g additional varialiles: 

• e1: the remaini11g time liefore the next eml/start of a productio11 cycle,

• e0: the rernaining tirne liefore the next poteutial hurricaue strikes, and

• E = min { e0, e 1}: the rernaiuiug time before the next chauge iu the system's state, 

De110te liy c = (e0.c1,c) the vector of eveuts. 

De110te liy II(l) the intensity of a climatic eveut at time l. \\'e suppose that If(l) 

takes its values from a fiuite aud c.liscrete set 1{ = {O, 1, ... , N h},where O represents 

the alisence of a clirnatic eve11t aud Nh is the highest possilile inteusity. In the case 

studies, we assume that 1{ = {0.1, 2}, wherc O correspouds to no lwrricaue. 1 to 

a rninor hurricane, ·which is, a hurrica11e of iutensity 1 or 2 on the Saffir-Sirnpsou 

hurricauc wi11d scale. aud 2 to a major hurricaue, that is, a hurricaue of i11tensity 

3, 4. or 5 011 the Saffir-Sirnpsou scale. Iu liue with what is typically olisen-ed iu 

the \.Vest Iudies, which is the area targeted liy our case studies, we assume that a 

climatic event eau happeu at rnost once a year duri11g the hurricanes season, starting 

at ;3 ES and ending at 1 ES. De11ote by P(s, h) the prolialiility that a hurricane of 

intensity h E 1{ happens during seaso11 s E S. 

Depe11diug on its i11tensity, 011 the type and state of the pla11ted crops, and on the 

geological characteristics of a parcel, a hurricane happeni11g at step n eau i11terrupt 

a production cycle aud totally or partially destroy the crop growing 011 that parcel. 

Let 0( n) E [ü, 1] be the level of damage, with O and 1 correspouding to 110 damage 
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to crops and total destruction of crops, respectively. We specify 0( n), as follows: 

0(n) = G(b. o-(n), a(n), E), 

where E is a vector of fixed and known parameters de ·cribing the geological characteristics 

of the soil parcel, e.g., its slope and wind exposure; a(n) is the age of the crop 

occupying the parcel at step n; and, b is the intensity of the hurricane it was exposed 

to. 

If a hurricane strikes during a production cycle, then the revenues and the GISQ 

will be affected. The revenue loss will depend on the age of the crop at the time 

the hurricane hits and on the level of damage. Let a(n) be the age of the crop, and 

b the intensity of the hurricane, respectively. If no hurricane happens during the 

production cycle, then the parameter b is set equal to zero . The emergency control 

u ( n) on the parcel at step n will then be defined by

i:(n) = (a(n), 1r(n), a(n). b, c) E I: X II X [O, Ômax] X 1-l X [O, l]. 

where c E [O, l] is the GISQ of the soil at the beginning of the agronomie cycle of a 

(when planted or sown). The new parcel's GISQ value is given by 

I(n + 1) = Ç (H(n),I(n). v(n), 1:(n), E) . 

Further, deaning and rehabilitation work have to be carrie<l out on the farm 

before normal agricultural activities resume, which takes time and involves costs. 

The duration of the rehabilitation work after a hurricane that happened at step n is 

<lefined by 

T(v(n)) = J(H(n), a(n), a(n). 0(n)). 

The earnings generated by the emergency control v(n) are defined by 

I:,(I, v(n), 1:(n)) = g(H(n). a(n), a(n), 0(n), 1:(n)), 
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that is, it <lepeuds 011 the hurrirnne i11te11sity ll(n), the crop type CT(n) au<l age a(n), 

the level of <lamage 0(n), au<l the time elapsed siuce the last eveut E(n). 

2.1.1 Dynamical System 

\\'e let the hurricane inteusity 1-f(t) lie a state variable, wliich a<l<ls a new eveut, e.g., 

a poteutial hurricane strike. to the ouly one cousidered iu the <letermiuistic mo<lel, 

which is, the eu<l/start of a productiou cycle. The state of the fann (cash flow and 

soi! quality) is determiued liy the vector 

x = (I, W. H. e. s, T). 

\\'e recall that the coutrol variable is 

11 = ( 11, a, /J, c) E V, 

where u = ( CT, 1r) E U = � x Il is the coutrol applied to the parce!. 

To accouut for crop seasouality, we <lefine liy 

U(.s) CU, U(.s) = I:(.s) x Il, 

the set of possible controls 011 the parce! duriug a particular seasou s. 

(2.2) 

The evolutiou of the farm is theu governed liy the following discrete-time dyuamical 
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system Ç: 

9= 

r(n + 1) = r(n) + ,(n), 

s(n + 1) = (s(n) + ,(n)) mod 12, 

{ 
Generated following P, 

H(n+ 1) =
0, 

if e(n) = eo(n), 

otherwise, 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 

I(n+ 1) = ((I(n),v(n),,(n), E), (2.3d) 

v(n+ 1) E 

{(cr(n), 1r(n), a(n) + ,(n), H(n + 1), c(n))}, if ,(n) = eo(n),

{(cr(n). 1r(n), a(n) + ,(n), 0, c(n))} if ,(n) = ei (n) and O(n) < Omax 

and a(n) < ô(a(n), ,r(n)), 

{(a, ,r, 0, 0, I(n + l))l(c:r, ,r) E U(s(n + 1))} otherwise, 

W(n + 1) = W(n) + C(I(n),v(n),,(n)), 

e1(n+l)= 

12 - (s(n) - /3) 

eo(n) - ,(n) 

T(v(n)), 

Pc(cr(n), 1r(n)), 

If H(n) > 0 Or s(n) = -y. 

If H(n) = 0 And f3 '.,'. s(n) < -y, 

Otherwise 

if ,(n) = eo(n), 

if ,(n) = ei (n) and O(n) < Omn.x 

and a(n) < ô(a(n),1r(n)), 

fc(cr(n + 1 ), 1r(n + 1)) otherwise, 

(2.3e) 

(2.3f) 

(2.3g) 

(2.3h) 

c(n + 1) = min{eo(n + 1), e1(n + l)} (2.3i) 

The initial condition is x(0) = (I(0). W(0), H(0), e(0), s(0), T(0)), with T(0) = 0, 

s(0) = 1, e0 (0) = p - 1, H(0) = 0, ei (0) = 0, E(0) = min e;(0), 8(0) = 0, I(0) and 
i=O,l 

W(0) are given and c(0) = I(0). 

Equation (2.3i) serves to update the event vector at each step. Equation (2.3a) 

sets the dock on time at each step (n+l) by advancing it with E(n) (the time elapsed 

between steps n and n + l). Equation (2.3b) does the same thing with the season, 

while taking into account its cyclicity. The other variables are updated according 
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to the type of current eveut. At auy step n, if the rernaiuiug time uutil the uext 

eveut is equal to the remaiuiug tirne uutil the uext hurricaue strike ( E(n) = eo(n) 

), weauiug that the eYeut iu question (at step n + 1) is a hurricaue, and theu the 

hurricaue iutensity is generated followiug the prolmbility distribution P (see (2.3c)). 

The emergeucy coutrol {(o-(n). 1r(n), a(n) + E(n), H(n + 1), c(n))} has to be applied 

usiug (2.3e). The evolutiou of the GISQ is giYeu in (2.3d). The remaiuiug time uutil 

the uext hurricane is set to the hurricane period of next year, since only one hurricane 

eau occur per year (2.3g). Otherwise. a production cycle euds on the parcel, leading 

to the modification of the soi! quality followiug (2.3d). If the production cycle that 

just euded is not the last oue (a(n) < ô(Œ(n), 1r(n)), then the crop aud practice rernain 

the sarne. We merely update the age of the crop and reset the value of the parameter 

b ta O. \\·e supposed that a crop with multiple production cycles (harvests) eutirely 

recover after one production cycle. The effect of the hurricane is ouly felt ou the 

harvest followiug the hurricaue (see (2.3e)), aud a new productiou cycle starts right 

away. with the remaiuiug tirne uutil the next eYent ou the parce! beiug Pc (o-(n). 1r(n)) 

(see (2.3h)). Otherwise, if the whole agricultural cycle ends (interruption by total 

distruction from the hurricane or the end of the last production cycle of a( n)), theu a 

new crop aud agricultural practice P(n + 1) has to be choseu frorn the set l !(s(n + 1)) 

for this parcel, as expressed iu (2.3e). The new time uutil the uext event on the 

parce! ( e 1 ( n + l)) is equal to the leugth of the first production cycle of the new crop, 

which is, fc(Œ(n + 1), 1r(n + 1)): see (2.3h). 

Fiually, (2.3f) updates the ecouornic state of the fann by accumulatiug at each 

step the earnings generated by the parcel wheu a production cycle ends and any 

expenses resulting frorn a hurricane strike. 
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2.1.2 Viability Constraints and Capture Problem 

As in Durand et al. [9], we assume that the farmer airns at achieviug the following 

two main objectives: 

1. Ensuring an acceptable incarne throughout the whole planning horizon.

2. Restoring the quality of the soil to an acceptable level I* by the end of the

planning horizon.

The first objective is economic. Clearly, it can take different forms depending on

how one defines an "acceptable" income. One practical option is to retain a minimum 

threshold 11 �;n, below which cash flow should not fall at any step. Consequently, we 

have the following admissible set: 

K = {(I, W, H. e, SJ)IIT � T. W 
- Wmin 2 O}. (2.4) 

The second objective is bio-ecological and it can be translated into a target to 

reach, i.e., 

C = {(I, W,H.e,s,T)IIT 2 T,I 2 I*}. (2.5) 

An alternative to (2.5) could be to restore the soil quality to at least a certain 

level d% of the initial value I(O), which is, 

With the uncertainty that is related to dirnatic events, we end up with a stochastic 

capture problern, where we look for initial states of system Ç defined by (2.3a-2.3i), 

for which there exists at least one viable evolution in K (2.4) until it reaches the 

target C (2.5), or Cd (2.6), with a probability exceeding a certain threshold p (the 
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co11füleuce level). This set is callt·d the stochastic capture l>asiu a11<l it is <lefi11ed as 

follows: 

Caplç -p(l(,C) = {.\"o E A:lj:3.r(.) s.t. J·(O) = .\"o &: :li> 0 s.t. P(.r(I) E C &: Vn E [0.t] . .r(n) E 1() è:'. p}. (2.7) 

2.2 The Emergency Control 

The emerge11cy co11trol u = (a, 1r, a, b. c) i11cludes everythi11g that must Lie doue after 

a climatic ew11t. Tht• duratio11. cost, a11d earni11gs that rcsult fro111 the e111erge11cy 

coutrol <lepen<l ou the hurricaue's i11te11sity all(J the dalllage it cause<l. 111 principle, 

a large variety of cases coul<l occur, out, for trnctaoility, wc fucus 011 two of thelll: 

Total destruction of the crops. 111 this cast•, the climatic eve11t <lestroys the totality 

of the crops 011 the parce! (O(n) = 1). If this happe11s, theu the fanuer 

lias to carry out clea11i11g aml rehaoilitatio11 work 011 the farnt. a11d remove 

the damage<l crops iu ordcr to lie al.ile to fan11 the parce! agai11. \Ye suppose 

tl1at the clea11i11g au<l rchabilitatiou work directly <lcpe11<ls on the hurrica1w's 

i11te11sity. The correspo11di11g time ami cost are <lenotc<l lc(H(n)) au<l c"c(H(n)). 

re "JX'Ctively. Tite tillle ami cost <lepeml 011 the type of crop occupyi11g the 

parce! a(n) ami its age a(n). De11ote the time and cost o:v i,.(a(n), a(n)) 

ami c,.(a(n), a(11)), respectiwly. Co11seque11tly, the <luratio11 of the emerge11c_v 

coutrol t' = (a. 1r. a. b. c) is 

The associated earniugs correspo11c.l to the total füiaucial fiow geuerntec.1 c.luriug 

the tirne elapse<l si11ce the last up<late p(J(n), u(n), E(n)) miuus the total amou11t 

i11curred for the cleauing a11<l rehaoili tat iug of the parce! ( Cc ( H ( n)) a11<l c,. ( a( n), a ( n))). 
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The terrn p(J ( n), v( n), <:( n)) includes the fixed costs and the costs for maintenance, 

labour, etc., and any other nonrecoverable cost. Therefore, we have 

L(I. v, <:) = p(I, v, <:) - [cc(b) + Cr(cr, a)]. 

Partial degradation of the crops. In this case, the climatic event only destroys 

a portion of the crops on the parce! ( 0( n) < 1). Here, the farmer must 

decide, based on a given criterion, whether to bring the crop to maturity, or 

abandon it and start a new agricultural cycle instead. In practice, this decision 

will depend on the type of crop, its age, and the earnings it will potentially 

generate. To keep the rnodel parsimonious, we consider a threshold 0max above 

which degradation is considered to be total and the farmer decides to drop the 

crop. To be more realistic, one could let the threshold 0max be a fonction of all 

other pararneters. 

If crop degradation caused by the hurricane is sufficiently low ( 0(n) < 0max), 

then the ernergency control must last as long as necessary for the surviving 

crops to reach maturity and for the cleaning work to be cornpleted. Because 

these two processes evolve simultaneously, the duration of the ernergency control 

v = (a, 1r. a, b, c) is given by 

T(v(n)) = Max{1 { tc(b)2:6(0-(n),1r(n))-a(n)}tc(b) , e1(n) - <:(n)}. 

The earnings that are associated with v = (a, 1r, a, b, c) correspond to the gain 

from the surviving crops minus the total cost (cleaning cost, fixed and set-up 

costs). 'vVe suppose that the earnings frorn a production cycle are inversely 

proportional to its level of degradation 0. Knowing that a totally healthy 

production cycle ( 0 = 0) generates earnings 

€(I(n), a(n), 1r(n)) = m(I(n), a(n), n(n)) - hc(a(n), n(n)). 
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where m(I(n), a(n), 7r(n)) represents the income from selling the lrnrvest au<l 

hc(a(n). n(n)) the harvestiug cost, then the earnings frorn the surviving crop 

after a hurricane that cause<l a leYel 0 of degradation are equal to 

(1 - 0)m(I(n), a(n), 7r(n)) - hc(a(n), 7r(n)). 

Consequently, we have the following expression for the earnings frorn 1' 

(a, 7f. a, b): 

,C,(I, L', E) = (1 - 0)e(I, a, 7r) - 0hc(a, n) + p(I, V, 1:) - Cc(b). 

Subsequeutly, the general fon11 of the function T(v(n)) for v(n) = (a.H,a,b,c) is 

given by 

{ 
lc(b) + l r(a(n), o),

T(v(n)) = 
i\Jax{1l { tc(b)2'.6(r1(n),rr(n))-a(n)}lc(b) , e1(n) - E(n)},

au<l for ,C,(I, v, 1:) by 

if 0(n) 2': 0max 

othenvise 

if 0 2': 0max, 

otherwise. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

ote that this expression of revenues is al ·o Yali<l for any other control than the 

emergency control. In<lee<l, i11 the absence of a hurricane, b = 0 so 0(n) = 0 an<l 

cc(b) = 0, which lea<ls to ,C,(I, v, 1:) = C(I, a, 7r) + p(I, 1·. E), which is the earuings from 

a 11ormally cornplete<l production cy cle. 

2.3 The Climatic Events 

This section presents ail of the relevant information regar<ling the climatic events 

ami their relate<l uncertainties. 
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2.3.1 Types of Climatic Events 

A tropical cyclone is a rotating weather system that forms over the ocean when 

specific water ternperature and air hurnidity conditions arise simultaneously. A 

significant amount of ocean water then evaporates quickly, causing an atmospheric 

disturbance. This results in winds revolving around an axis, under the effect of the 

earth's rotation, ultimately causing very strong winds, spiral thunderstorrns, and 

heavy rain. vVhen the maximum sustained surface winds of such formations are less 

than 39 miles per hour (rnph), the cyclone is called a tropical depression, and between 

39 and 74 mph, it is called a tropical storm. Beyond 74 mph, the event is referred 

tu as a hurricane if it forms over the North Atlantic or ortheast Pacifie Ocean, 

a typhoon if it forms over the Northwest Pacifie Ocean, and simply a cyclone if it 

forms over the South Pacifie or Indian Ocean (Source: NOAA website, Wikipedia, 

and others.) 

The intensity of a hurricane is measured by the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind 

Scale (SSHWS). It has a 1 to 5 categorization based on the hurricane's intensity at an 

indicated tirne (see Table 2.3.1 Source: https: / /www. nhc. noaa. gov/aboutsshws. 

php.) We talk about a major hurricane for events of categories 3 to 5. 
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Table 2.3.1: Saffir-Simpsou Hurricane Win<l Scale (SSH\\'S). 

Category Winds Damage 

1 7--1-95 mph Iinimal 

119-153 Km/h
2 96-110 mph Moderate 

154-177 Km/h 

3 111-129 mph Intense 

t-.Iajor 178-208 Km/h

130:..._156 mph Extreme 
Major 209-251 Km/h

5 2157 mph Catastrophic 
Major 2252 Km/h

2.3.2 Climatic Uncertainty 

As the Caribbeau Basiu is one of the most hurricane-proue reg1011s m the ,rnrld, 

mauy 1ueteorological studies are available. Surprisiugly, howewr. the Fre11ch \\'est 

lu<lies scem to be au exception. ,vith relatively fe,v studies. 

Ouc of the few dedicate<l studics of titis region is Gamin et al. [101. The autl10rs 

obtaincd <lata from the French ardti,·es in France au<l the islauds of Guadeloupe ami 

.\Iartiniquc to survcy ail of the hurricanes that hit the French \\'est ludies bet,veen 

16:35 and 2007. They used the data to build a long-tenn d1rouology of hurricane 

severity au<l damage iu this area an<l to <lraw some statistical condusious from thesc 

eveuts, in particular _vearly probabilities of hurricanes by category, "·hich are of 

direct interest to our study. \\'e make use of the results of this work because of 

its geographical relevance au<l the reliability of its data sources. lu addition, the 

authors only iuclu<le<l hurricanes that actuallv hit the islands of Gua<leloupe aud 

.\Iartinique, which makes the results extremel_v relevant geographically. Table 2.3.2 

presents the yearly hurricane probabilities extracted from [101. whid1 will be used iu 
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our numerical illustrations. 

Table 2.3.2: Yearly probability of a hurricane strike in the French West Indies, by 
category. 

SSHWS Category Yearly Probability 

5 0.02 
4 0.05 
3 0.08 
2 0.12 

1 0.16 

2.3.3 Hurricane Effects 

The effects of a hurricane on soil and agriculture depend strongly on the type of 

agriculture and crops, and the soil's type, relief, etc. Strong winds may affect the 

physical characteristics of the soil itself. Strong rainfall may induce flooding that 

eau change the chemical composition of the soil and cause landslide:, in sloped 

areas. Ocean wind pressure rnay result in storm surges that can cause severe salt 

contamination of the :,oil in coastal areas. All of these factors may disturb the 

microfauna and ultimately change the biological characteristics of the soil ([191). 

There are currently no studies estimating the effect of hurricanes on the GISQ. 

Therefore, in our numerical applications, we will look at three arbitrary situations: 

no effect, moderate effect, and significant effect of a hurricane on the GISQ ( the 

precise meaning of these effects i:, given in Section 2.5.1). 

Strong winds can cause significant structural damage to or uproot crops, and 

flooding may cause certain crops ( especially those growing underground) to gorge 

with water or to rot, and changes to soil composition can compromise the normal 

growth of the crops. Spencer and Polachek [18] studied the effects of hurricanes on 

local crop production in Jamaica and found that crops grown above ground suffer 
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greater damage than those grown below ground. lu fact, the only below-ground crops 

that experience a drop of procluctivity are yarns and potatoes. The vast rnajority 

of hurricanes that were considered in this study were minor ( category 1 ancl 2) and 

their effects on crops are displayecl in the first row of Table 2.3.3. 

\Ve consicler, not unrealistically, that the lasses are total after a major hurricane 

strike. Accordingly, our choice to consicler a clegradation of more than 60% ( 0max = 

0.6) as a total Joss will have no impact on the results as studies indicate that 

hurricanes of category 3 or more cause at least an 80% Joss of production. 

Table 2.3.3 displays the percentage Joss in productivity causecl by certain types 

of dimatic events on three categories of crops: the above-ground category, which 

includes ail the crops growing above ground; the water-darnagecl category, which 

indudes above-ground crops that are vulnerable to flooding; and the below-grouncl 

category, which indudes crops growing underground that are floocl resistant. 

Table 2.3.3: Damage causecl by hurricanes to crops. (Damages based on [18] and 
probabilities aggregated from Table 2.3.2). 

Climatic Event Yearly Above Below Water 

Probability Ground Ground Damaged 

Minar 0.28 9.2 % 0% 60.6% 

Categories 1-2

Major 0.15 100 % 100% 100% 

Categories 3-5

2.4 Solution Method 

To compute the stochastic capture basin defined in (2. 7), we adopt a dynarnic 

programming approach. We exploit the following property established in Proposition 

11 ancl Corollary 12: if it is possible (not possible) to reach the target with a certain 
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initial treasury, then it is possible ( not possible) to reach it with a higher (lower) 

treasury. 

The stochastic capture basin defined in equatiou (2. 7) is the set of initial states 

Xo = (I(0), W(0), J-1(0), e(0), s(0). T(0)), 

satisfying the constraints stated in (2. 7), meaning that there exists an evolu tian 

starting frorn X0 that remains in the set K during the entire planning horizon and 

reaches the target C at the end of that time horizon with a probability greater than 

or equal to the confidence level. 

As T(O) = 0, s(0) = 1, J-1(0) = 0, and e(0) = 0 are given data, we can characterize 

any initial state X0 only by its I(0) and W(0) values, and write 

X0 = (I(0), W(0)). 

Proposition 11. Let (I. W) be an initial state frorn the stochastic capt'Ure basin 

Captç,p(K,, C); then any initial state (I, W') with W' 2'. W belongs ta Captç,p(K, C).

(I, W) E Captç,P(K,, C) ⇒ (I, W') E Caplç,P(K,, C) V W' 2: W. 

Proof. Let B(x, l,p) be the minimum budget needed for the evolution x(.) to be 

viable: 

B(x, I. p) = min{Wllx(0) = (I, W) & ::lt > 0 s.t. P(x(t) E C & \/n E [0, t], x(n) E K,) 2: p} 

\Ve have, 

(I, W) E Captç,p(K,C) � :3 x(.) s.t. B(x,I,p) '.S W. 
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Therefore, 

an<l consequently 

V W' � W. B(x. I. p) :S W'. 

(I. W') E Captç_p(/C, C).

□ 

Corollary 12. If il ù; nol possible tu 1"each the target fmrn an indial state (I, W). 

then il is nol possible tu reach it with less initial treas-ury. 

(I. W) (/. Captç_p(/C. C) ⇒ (I, W') (/. Captç_p(/C, C) V W' :S W 

The results preseute<l iu Proposition 11 au<l Corollary 12 imply that, iu order to 

completely charncterize the capture lmsiu, it is sufficieut to i<leutify its uor<ler or, iu 

other wor<ls, to fin<l for each initial GISQ the 111iuimurn initial treasury WinJ(I. p)

nee<le<l for the restoration, i.e., 

Winf(I, p) = iuf W = min B(x. I, p). 
(T,W)ECaplç_p(K,C) x 

Therefore. the problern amounts to fin<ling a viaule e\·olutiou of the syste111 

.r(·) with the minimum possible restoration bu<lget H(.r,I,11). This problem eau be 

fonnulate<l as a stoclrn ·tic shortest-path problern, whose oujecti\·e is to miuirnize the 

expecte<l restoratiou uu<lget, ami which can ue solved by <lynamic prograuuniug. 

A feedback solution takes the form of a deci ·iou tree that gi\·es a coutrol to apply 

for each state of the system from where it is possible to reach the target. Knü\-viug 

that each sequence of controls applied iu the past, comuiued wit h the realizatiou of 

the u11certai11ties (the climatic events that occurred) <luring that perio<l, leads the 

system to a specific state. the fee<lback solutiou gives a sequeuce of controls to apply 
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during the next periods. Each branch of the decision tree representing the solution 

describes the evolution of the system for one possible realization of the uncertainties 

during the exploitation period. 

2.5 Numerical Results 

ln this section, we consider some farming systems, to which we will refer as cases in 

a single-parcel setting. Table 2.5.1 lists the crops considered in these cases. Each 

crop can be used either with a conventional or agroecological practice. Additionally, 

farmers can choose to leave their land fallow. When coupled with the agroecological 

practice (short fallow and long fallow), the land is left in simple fallow. When coupled 

with the conventional practice (irnproved short fallow and irnproved long fallow), the 

fallow is irnproved with the use of chemical additives or fertilizers. 

Case 

Case 1 

Banana 

Case 2 

Banana & sugar 

cane 

Case 3 

Tomato and yam 

Case 4 

Multicrop 

Case 5 

Ali crops 

Table 2.5.1: Description of the different cases. 

Crops 

Plantain, Export banana 

Plantain, Export banana, Sugar cane 

Yam(Yellow), Yam(Grosse Caille), Tomato 

Yam (Yellow), Yam(Grosse Caille), Tomato, Eggplant, Lettuce, 

Carrot, Green bean, Cabbage, Cassava, Melon, Cucumber, 

Turban squash 

Plantain, Export banana, Sugar cane, Yam (Yellow), Yam(Grosse 

Caille), Tomato, Eggplant, Lettuce, Carrot, Green bean, 

Cabbage, Cassava, Melon, Cucumber, Turban squash 
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Each oue of the cases listed above represents a type of farrniug system practic:ed 

in the French \iVest Iudies: the export sector, specialized in banana and sugar cane 

(cases Cl and C2); the local market sector, based on diversified vegetable farming 

(C3 and C4); and, a theoretical case (C5) that combines al! of the crops. 

Computations were made for various hurricane impacts on the GISQ, initial GISQ 

levels, time horizons, confidence levels, and fixed costs iu order to be able to analyze 

the effect of each parameter. \Ve always require that the farrn rernain self-sufficient 

on average, i.e., we set the econornic coustraint to O ( fVmin = 0) and impose that the 

retaiued solution(s) allow for a positive rnean treasury. 

Ali of the case studies concern the Guadeloupe archipelago. For the cornrnon 

elernents, we use the sarne data and pararneter values, as in Durand et al. [9]. 

The other required data and pararneter values are estimated in Section 2.3 and/or 

displayed in Appendices 2.B and 2.C. 

The rest of the section is divided into two parts. In the first part (Section 2.5.1), 

we focus on the capture L>asins. In particular, we analyze the impact of hurricanes 

on the GISQ (in Section 2.5.1), the impact of the time horizon (in Section 2.5.1), 

the impact of crop diversification (in Section 2.5.1), the impact of fixed charges (in 

Section 2.5.1), and the impact of the initial GISQ (in Section 2.5.1). 

In the second part (Section 2.5.2), we look at viable evolutions. More specifically, 

we discuss the main characteristics of such evolutions and how they are affected by 

such features as direct hurricane impact, tirne horizon, fixed charges, and GISQ 

irnprovernent level. 
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2.5.1 Analysis of Capture Basins 

Denote by Captci ,r(I*, p) the capture basin of Case i for a time horizon T, where the 

GISQ target is I* with a confidence level p. Concretely, the capture basin is the set 

of all couples of initial GISQ 10 and budget (initial treasury) that make it possible 

to reach the target while respecting the irnposed constraints. 

Each panel in Figure 2.5.1 represents a superposition of capture basins of the same 

case for <lifferent confidence levels. For example, in the upper left panel of Figure 

2.5.1, the surface in • represents the capture basin Captc
1
,4o(0 .. 0.9), whereas • 

represents the capture basin Captct ,4o(0.8, 0.2). 

In all cases, as expected, the capture basins get srnaller when the confidence level 

is increased, which is, 

Indee<l, if it is possible to reach the target starting frorn a certain GISQ and 

using a certain budget with a confidence level PI. then it is possible to reach it with 

a confidence level P2 � PI 

The higher is the initial GISQ 10, the lower is the minimum budget neede<l to 

reach the target. However, the budget is always strictly positive, even when the 

initial GISQ 10 is larger than the target I*, due to the fixed costs and the money 

nee<led for planting the first crop. In fact, even if nothing is done (i.e., leaving the 

parce! in free fallow), the former nee<ls to caver the fixed cost that must be paid, 

regardless of activity. 
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Figure 2.5.1: Capture basins by confidente level (T = 40, f* = 0.8). 

Direct Effect of Hurricanes on the GISQ 

" 

The GISQ is a quite recent index describing the soi! quality and, thus, there are 

no studies establishing how its value is affe<.:ted by hurricanes. To work around this 

lack of information, our numerical simulations retained the following three arbitrary 

contexts: 
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1 - No effect: regardless of its intensity, a hurricane's impact on the GISQ is set 

equal to O. 

2 - Moderate effect: a minor hurricane decreases the GISQ value by 0.01, while 

a major hurricane reduces the GISQ by 0.02. This case is considered to be 

the default one, which is, when the effect is not specified in a figure or in the 

discussion, then it is a moderate effect. 

3 - Large effect: as above, a rninor hurricane decreases the GISQ by 0.01, but a 

major hurricane reduces the GISQ by 0.05. 

Figure 2.5.2 displays the capture basins for a senes of cases, where the tirne 

horizon is 40 years and the GISQ target I* = 0.8 for the three different hurricane 

effects introduced above. A first observation is that when a hurricane has no direct 

impact on the GISQ (see the first column of Figure 2.5.2), then it is always possible 

to reach the desired level of soil restoration with probability 1, provided that the 

time horizon is long enough (see Section 2.5.1) and a budget is available. Note that 

the confidence level only affects the minimum budget needed for restoration, due to 

the assumption that the dimatic event does not deteriorate the GISQ. 

Now, if a hurricane affects the GISQ, then we notice that the greater the impact, 

the more difficult it is to restore the soil to the desired level. In particular, for some 

realizations of the uncertain event, the cost of restoring the soil to the desired level 

is high, and restoration itself may become infeasible for certain confidence levels. 

To illustrate, for all displayed cases in Figure 2.5.2, it is possible to restore the soil 

with an initial GISQ of 0.2, with a confidence level of 0.6, when we suppose that the 

hurricane have no direct impact on the GISQ. Restoration is also possible when we 
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assume a moderate effect, but it would take a higher minimum budget. However, 

restoration is no longer possible if the hurricane has a large impact on the GISQ. 

Fiually, we uote that the capture basin for a large hurricane impact ou the GISQ 

1s induded in the capture basin with a moderate effect, which is, in turn, induded 

in the no-effect capture basin. 

Confidencelevel. _, -09 -0.8 -07 -06 -0.5 -04 -03 -02 -01 

Cl r:r, 

lnit1alGISO 
Case 2: Banana & Sugar cane 

ln,t1alGISO 
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Case 2: Banana & Sugar cane 

Initial GISO 
Case 3: Tomato & Yam 

ln,t,al GISO 

Case 1: Ba nana 

� 1 � 

Initial GISO 
Case 2: Banana & Sugar cane 

Initial GISO 

Figure 2.5.2: Capture basins for different hurricane impacts on the General Indicator 
of Soil Quality (GISQ) (T = 40, r• = 0.8). 
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Impact of the Time Horizon 

Confidence level: - 1 - 0.9 - 0.8 - O 7 - 0.6 - 05 - 0.4 - 0.3 - 0.2 - 0.1 
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Figure 2.5.4: Capture basins for different time horizons (/* = 0.8). 
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Figures 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 display the capture basins for cases with different planning 

horizons ( 40, 20, 10, and five years) and levels of hurricane impact on the GISQ. 

A first takeaway from these figures is that the capture basins shrink and slide 

to the right as the time horizon gets shorter in all cases, regardless of the level of 

hurricane impact on the GISQ. This indicates that the less time we have, the more 

diffi.cult it is to restore the poorest soils, which is quite intuitive. For exarnple, it is 

possible to bring a soil with a GISQ of 0.2 to a GISQ of 0.8 in 40 or 20 years, but 

not if we only have 10 or 5 years. 

Total budget for restoration from GISQ 0.6 to GISQ 0.8 with P0.8 (With moderate impact of hurricanes on GISQ) 
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Figure 2.5.5: Total restoration cost for different tirne horizons. 
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\Vlteu the improveme11t is feasible, the miuimum restoratiou budget, for different 

tirne ltorizo11s, varies across sce11arios. To better visualize titis beltavior. we display i11 

F igure 2.5.5 a sample of the total restoratio11 costs as a fu11ctio11 of the time horizo11 

for a soi! rcstoratiou from GISQ 0.6 to GISQ O. i11 the case of a moderate hurrica11e 

ef
f

ect 011 the GISQ witlt a probability of 0.8 (upper part) ami i11 the case of a bigger 

hurrica11e impact 011 the GISQ witlt a probability of 0.5 (lower part). 

As we would expect. for the same conditio11s (sarne i11itial GISQ and same 

confide11ce level). the total restoratio11 budget decreases witlt the time ltorizo11: see 

case C4 a11d its varia11ts (with fixed cost 400 aud 800) as well as C3 a11d C5. Indeed, 

the less time is available to restore the soi!. the 4uicker a11d more efficieut the work 

must l>e, a11d the higlœr is the cost. J\Ioreover. there is a threslwld time l10rizo11 

above wltich the 111i11i1uum budget stabilizes a11d becornes co11sta11t. lu particular, titis 

happe11s whe11 the fanu is profitable e11ough: wlie11 it just 11eeds a certaiu amount to 

start the first productio11 cycle aud tlte11 it becomes self-sufficie11t. Tite tiuH:' ltorizou 

at wlticlt the 111i11imum budget stabilizes is the mi11i111u111 tit1H' it takes for farmi11g to 

become tot ally self-sufficie11t. 

The 1u1111mum t ime horizon for self-sufficieucy depe11ds Ott the farm 's efficie11cy 

leYel. Tltat is. wlte11 the fann faces fewer charges and I or acltieves ltiglter i11co111es. 

tlten the tituespan for reaching self-sufficiency is sl10rter. For example. the 111inimu111 

budget itt C4 witlt a fixec.l cost of 100 stabilizes before tl10se witlt fixed costs of 

-100 a11d 800. HoweYer, for other cases. e.g .. Cl and C2. we observe the opposite.

whid1 is. globally. the l011ger the platming horizo11. the more expe11siw it becomes 

to restore the soi!, wltich seems to be pretty cou11terintuitive. ln fact, titis lrnppe11s 

wlten the farm is 11ot profitable e11ouglt, i.e .. it dues not ge11erate sufficiettt cash to 
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caver all of the operational expenses. Therefore, tautologically, the longer is the time 

horizon, the higher are the costs to be covered; as a result, the minimum restoration 

budget increases. This is confirmed by the treasury evolution in the different cases. 

In those cases with a decreasing restoration budget over time (the profitable cases), 

the treasury trend is increasing and ends up with a surplus. On the other hand, the 

cases with an increasing restoration budget over time exhibit a decreasing treasury 

trend and end up with an almost zero final treasury. To illustrate, we show in Figure 

2.5.6 the GISQ and treasury over the restoration time for two cases: a profitable one 

(C4) in the upper part of the figure and an unprofitable one (Cl) in the lower part. 

Note that the two chosen evolutions are computed with the same realization of the 

uncertainty. 

In terrns of confidence level, one would expect that, if it is possible to reach the 

target with a given probability in a certain time horizon, then it would be possible to 

reach this target with that same probability in a longer time horizon. This intuition 

is confirmed for no or moderate hurricane impact on the GISQ (see the relevant 

parts in Figures 2.5.3 and 2.5.4). However, this result does not hold when the impact 

of hurricanes on the GISQ is large. Indeed, the lower parts of Figures 2.5.3 and 

2.5.4 show that it is possible to reach the target from an initial GISQ of 0.8 with 

probability 0.8 when we have 5, 10, or 20 years available, but not when the planning 

horizon is 40 years. The reason is that when hurricanes' impact on the GISQ is large, 

then the damage is also large; having a longer planning horizon does not help, as 

the costs accumulate and eventually exceed the restoration capability of the feasible 

controls in this case. Consequently, it becomes impossible to reach the target with 

the desired level of confidence. 
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Figure 2.5.6: Examples of GISQ and treasury evolution over restoration period ( T = 
40, r = o.6, J* = o.8). 

Impact of Crop Diversification 

The comparison of cases Cl and C2 to C3 and C4 in Figures 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 reveals 

that the capture basins of scenarios with more crops are always at least as large as 

those with fewer crops, which is, 

In fact, adding a control (a degree of freedorn) can only help in meeting the 

objectives. The comparison of C5, a case with all crops, to the other cases confirrns 

this observation. \Ve can then condude that, if the set of possible controls Ui in case 
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C is included in the set UJ of controls in case CJ, then the capture basin of Ci 1s 

contained in that of CJ , i.e., 

Figure 2.5.5 shows that the restoration budget in a case with more crops (a larger 

set of possible controls) is at least as low as the restoration budget of a case with 

fewer crop choices, i.e., 

The above inclusion hol<ls for all planning horizons and hurricane impacts on the 

GISQ. 

It is true that crop diversification makes it easier to achieve the soil restoration 

objective, but adding new crops to the set of possible controls of a scenario does not 

necessarily decrease the restoration budget. If the initial set already contains the 

right mix of crops, adding uew crops will certainly not deteriorate the solution, but 

ueither will it improve it. For example, the performance of C5 is, in almost all cases, 

ideutical to the performance of C4, eveu if it has more crop choices. 
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Impact of Fixed Charges 

Figure 2.5. 7 displays the capture basi11s of C4 with different fixed costs (100, 400, 

a11d 800) and differe11t hurrica11e impacts 011 the GISQ. First, we note that these 

results are consistent with the conclusions reached in Section 2.5.1. Second, the 

overall shape of the capture basins remains the same whe11 the fixed cost cha11ges. 

This rneans that, if it is possible to reach the target from a certain initial GISQ 

with a certain probability, then it remains possible to reach it if the fixed cost is 

i11creased. However, the minimum budget for restoration sig11ificantly cha11ges, i.e., 

it gets higher for cases with higher fixed costs. Further, the differeuce i11 budget 

when considering two fixed-cost values is more prououuced when the initial GISQ is 

low. I11deed, if we compare the minimum restoratiou budgets for the same level of 

improverneut withiu the sarne tirne horizon and with the sarne probability (Figure 

2.5.8), we see that the budgets for cases with higher fixed costs are higher thau those 

with lower fixed costs, and also that the budget iucrerne11t is much larger when the 

initial GISQ is low. This difference eau be explained by the fact that the crops 

planted in a better quality soi! yield more and, therefore, generate more mcome, 

which eau be used to cover a larger portion of the fixed costs. 

Cornparing the minimum restoration budget of these three cases for different time 

horizons (Figure 2.5.5), we confirm that the minimum budget increases with the fixed 

cost. Additioually, we notice that the difference in budgets becomes srnaller as the 

time horizon gets longer. The budget difference gradually decreases and stabilizes 

after a certain value of tirne horizon. 
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Impact of the Initial GISQ 

F igure 2.5.8 displays the evolution of the minimum budget needed to raise the GISQ 

by 0.2 within 20 years and with a probability of 0.8, as a fonction of the initial 

GISQ, for different hurricane impact levels on the GISQ. In a nutshell, a soil quality 

irnprovernent of the sarne level does not necessarily require the same budget when 

the initial GISQ is low or high. 

The first two plots in Figure 2.5.8, corresponding to no and rnoderate hurricane 

impact on the GISQ, show that the higher the initial GISQ, the lower is the restoration 

cost. The reason is that a crop planted in better soil generates a higher incarne than 

a crop grown in poor-quality soil. Consequently, a lower minimum budget is needed, 

as the incarne covers a larger portion of the exploitation costs. Note that the budget 

may be roughly constant regardless of the initial GISQ value, as in C2. This occurs 

when the crop's yield is not very sensitive to the GISQ value. 

When the hurricane impact on the GISQ is large (lower part of Figure 2.5.8), the 

above result rernains valid for mid-interval initial GISQ levels. However, the opposite 

behavior is observed for values that are either close to O or 1. For instance, in C4 

and C2, the minimum budget curves are increasing near initial GISQ values of 0 

and 1. One explanation for this is that, when the GISQ is too low, the degradation 

caused by a hurricane, regardless of the storrn's severity, cannot be very high. On 

the other hand, starting with a soil of medium quality leaves room for irnprovernents 

that exceed the target, in anticipation of future hurricanes and compensating for 

their damage. However, if the initial GISQ is too high, then such an opportunity is 

not available, which increases the farm's sensitivity to hurricane strikes. 
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2.5.2 Viable Evolutions 

lu this section, we exhibit (viable) solutions with the minimum initial budget that 

lies on the Goundary of capture basins. These solutious are not the result of au 

optirnizatio11 of, e.g., incarne or another criterion, they are sirnply viable. In the case 

of multiple solutions, we chose the one with the highest final treasury. Further, we 

recall that the problem of determining viable evolutions is represented by a decision 

tree, with each branch corresponding to the evolution of the state for one possible 

realizatio11 of the uncertaiuties during the exploitatio11 period. 

Figure 2.5.9 displays one branch of the solutio11 for case C4 over 40 years (T = 480 

months), for a GISQ target /* = 0.8 with an initial GISQ of 0.6, and a confideuce 

level p = 0.8. The upper part of the figure shows the evolution of the GISQ and the 

· treasury over the time horizo11, while the lower part exhibits the sequence of controls

to apply. Finally, the red vertical liues indicate the instants of the hurricane's strikes

and their intensity ("m" stands for a rninor hurricane and "i\T' for a major one).

A first observation is that each increase in the treasury cornes with a decrease of 

the GISQ level and vice versa. This illustrates the conflict between the criteria of 

farrn profitability and resource preservation, which is at the mot of our problern. The 

. GISQ level goes from its initial value 1° at tirne 0 to reach JT 2'. !* at the terminal 

date. The treasury starts at the minimum restoration budget, goes up and down 

over tirne, and rernains positive throughout the planniug horizon. 
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Figure 2.5.9: Evolution of the system for a particular realization of the uncertainty 
(Case C4, T = 40, J0 = 0.6, I* = 0.8, p = 0.8). 

\Ve make the following remarks on the viable evolutions and the effect of some 

parameters: 

Crop recommendations: in all viable evolutions, there is a prevalence of fallow 

as a recommended control. This is due to the fact that the solutions lie on 

the boundary of the capture basin. Even if it were possible to obtain higher 

revenues by investing a bit more, the algorithrn returns the solution with the 

minimum budget. As the cheapest option is fallow, this is most likely to be 

chosen. 
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Direct hurricane impact on the GISQ: wheu the GISQ is more seusitive to hurricaue 

strikes, we ouce again notice t hat fallow coutrols are vcry prevalellt. This is 

iutuitiw as they offer the l>est GISQ impro,·eme11t to price ratio. \\'hen the 

imµact of hurricaues on the GISQ is low, the <legradatiou over tirne l>ecomes 

less sig11ificant aud thus we eau afford the use of more profital>le crops eve11 if 

they are less performant 011 the GISQ improvemeut sicle. 

Time horizon: the impact of the planning horizou depeuds 011 the hurricaue impact 

011 the GISQ. \\'heu this impact is low, fallows are less recomrneude<l wheu the 

horizou is longer. However, wheu the direct effect of hurricanes 011 the GISQ 

is high, then fallow coutrols are recommeuded more ofteu, due to the large 

accumulation of damage 011 the GISQ over louger perio<ls of time. as alluded 

to iu Sectiou 2.5.l. 

Fixed charges: highcr fixed cost · call for more profital>le crops. that is. other thau 

fallow. This is expected. as a liigher iuco1m• helps to cover this cost. lu fact, it 

is more appealiug to increase revcuues tha11 to keep l>uclget to cover fixe<l costs. 

However. this result uo louger hol<ls wlH:'n the hurricauc impact 011 the GISQ 

is too high. ludced, iu this case. achieviug the GISQ target l>ecomes harder, if 

eveu possil>le, usiug productive crops. Cousequently, there rna_v l>c no other 

choice thau fallow coutrols to improve the GISQ. which adds the fixed cost to 

the initial l>udget. 

Level of improvement: the comparison of Figures 2.5.9-2.5.11, which respectively 

show a l>rancl1 of the feedl>ack solution tree for an iuitial GISQ of 0.6. 0.1. au<l 

1, shows that a higher levcl of improverneut in the GISQ involves a fallow 

control. The intuitiou is ,·ery clear: a small level of improverneut iu the GISQ 
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requires less effort and time to achieve, which leaves more time to improve the 

treasury. 
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Figure 2.5.10: Evolution of the system for a particular realization of the uncertainty 
(Case C4, T = 40, !0 

= 0.1, l* = 0.8. p = 0.8). 
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2.6 Conclusions 

The main qualitative takeaways of our study are as follows: 

1. The results seem to be highly sensiti\·e to the direct effect of hurricanes on the

GISQ, which in turn strongly affects the impact of the other parameters.

2. Cases Cl and C2 are globally less efficient than the others, which suggests

that the export-oriented sector is more vulnerable and less resilieut to dimatic

uncertainties than the sector aimed at the local market. This result is quite
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worrisorne, given that the export-oriented sector represents a fairly large portion 

of the econorny of srnall tropical islands such as Guadeloupe and Martinique. 

3. Because it conflicts with profitability and food-security objectives, preserving

the soil is far frorn an easy task . This difficulty is accentuated by dirnatic

uncertainties, which are the most darnaging hazards to soil preservation, not

only in terms of cost, but also due to their direct impact on the soil itself.

Our results highlight that restoration possibilities and cost are very sensitive

to the direct impact of hurricanes on soil quality. Consequently, it is crucial to

have studies assessi11g the impact of hurricanes on the GISQ ( and hence on soil

quality).

Future developments include collecting additional data and refining the estimations

of hurricane-related parameters (impact on the GISQ, recovery time, cost, and 

occurrence probabilities). A second interesting extension would be to consider a 

rnulti-parcel setting to assess the potential advantages of multi-cropping, bath in 

terrns of efficiency and risk management. F inally some cropping systems, such as 

monocultures, often lead to gradual soil degradation, but this can be decreased or 

even reversed to a certain extent with no or minimum tillage, caver cropping and 

organic arnendrnent strategies. It would be then interesting to take into account, in 

future research, the ef
f

ect of successive use of the sarne crop or type of crop. 
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Appendix 

2.A Lexicon 

Capture basin: The set of all initial states of the system from which there exists 

at least one evolution that satisfies the viability constraints and reaches the 

target at the end of the time horizon with a certain probability. 

Agricultural practice / type of agriculture: The type of practices adopted for 

the agricultural activities. We considered two types: conventional and agroecological. 

Conventional practice: Agricultural practice based on modern practices/tools 

and on chernical fertilization. 

Agroecological practice: Traditional practice based on organic fertilization of 

the soil or other practices for irnproved management of agroecosysterns. Wezel 

et al. [24] 

Fallow: Leaving land fallow consists in leaving it unsown for a certain period of 

tirne. We considered two types of fallow: the one coupled with the conventional 

practice ( conventional fallow) and the one coupled with the agroecological 

practice ( agroecological fallow). 
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Agroecological fallow: (short fallow and free long fallow) the laud is left in simple 

fallow. 

Conventional fallow : (improved short fallow aud improYed long fallow) the fallow 

is irnproved with d1ernical additives and fertilizers. 

2.B Assurnptions 

\\'e made the followiug assurnptious in our study: 

Al: There can IJe at most oue hurricaue per year in SeptemlJer (i3 =, = 9). 

A2: The probabilities of yearly hurricane occurrence are given a!lll rnernoryless 

(iudependeut of the hurricane occurrence history). 

A3: Due to lack of information alJout hurricanes, we chose arlJitrnry values for some 

parameters, that is, 

• The rehalJilitation time after a hurricane is 2 mouths after a wiuor hurricane

and 6 months after a major one. (Since the resilieuce of crops is uot at the

center of our study, these parnrneters are choseu such that ouly the crops

with multiple harvest aud wbose degrndatiou is uot total eau recover allll

that the effects of a hurricane are only felt at the harvest followiug it)

• The rehalJilitatiou costs after a lmrricaue are set to O. i.e., these costs are

covered IJy insurnuce policies whose price is alrea<ly indude<l in the fixed

costs.

• The degradation cause<l IJy a hurricaue on a crop with a siugle barvest is

noureversilJle, while a crop witb multiple harvests recovers after the harvest

that follows the hurricaue strike.
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A4: When a production cycle is interrupted by a hurricane, the effect of the crop 

on the GISQ is proportional to the crop's age ( to the time the crop spent on 

the parcel). 

A5: The maximum degradation of all the crops is 0max = 60% (the one from which 

the farmer decides to replace the crop). With the data considered in the 

numerical applications, it corresponds to the degradation caused by a major 

hurricane. 

A6: The direct hurricane impact on the GISQ can have three levels: no effect, 

moderate effect, and large effect. 

2.C Parameter Values and Data 

2.C.l Agronomie Data and Parameters

For any control ( cr, 1r) E Z: x TI, we have listed the agronomie parameters and 

transition fonctions in this section. The values of all the parameters used in this 

section are displayed in the tables of Section 2.C.3. 

Crops Yield 

• RM = RM ( cr, 1r): Mean yield (tons/Ha). Corresponds to the mean yield of the

crop when the soil is of average quality (GISQ = 0.5).

• ri = ri (cr, 1r): The control's sensitivity to the quality of the soil.

• R(I, cr, 1r): The yield of the control in the absence of hurricanes.
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If r; =/= 0.5 the yield is giveu IJy

{ ?R [
/(l-2r,)-r,-J(r,)2 -2/(1-2r,)

] If/< Ü -� J\/ 2r,-l _
___

_
_

_ 
- .O, R(I, O'. n) =

[ 
✓ 

]
R 1 2 . (l-2r,)(/-0.-5)-(l-r,)- (l-r,)2-2(/-0.-5)(1-2r,) 

!II + r, 2r,-l Otlterwise
(2.10)

If r; = 0.5 the yield is giveu IJy

R(J, a, n) ~ { 2! RM 

R1,1U + 0.5)

• RE(!, O'. n): The effectiYe yield of the coutrol.

{ ü RE(O'. n) = 
(1 - 0)R(J, (}'. n)

GISQ Transition Functions 

If/ :S 0.5.

Otherwise

If 0 2'.'. 0mar•

Otherwise

• rd: The se11siti\·ity of the soi! to the loss of orgauic mat ter IJy crop.

(2.11) 

(2.12)

• r
p

: The damage or improveme11t to the soi! rnused IJy the agricultural practice

(effocts that are dcpe11deut ou the initial soi! quality).

• f'ap: The damage or improwme11t to the soi! caused by the agricultural practice

( effects that arc i11depende11t of the initial soil quality).

• 6.h(J. O'. n) : The cha11ge iu GISQ iuduced by the crop O'

• 6.J
P
(J, O'. 7f) : The change in G ISQ ind uced IJy the agricult ural pract ice r.
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• </>(I, a, 1r): The transition fonction of the GISQ in the absence of hurricanes.

</>(l, a, 1r) = min{ max{! - 6.h(J, a. 1r) + 6.Ip
(I, a, 1r), O}, 1} (2.15) 

• ô( a, 1r): The cycle leugth of control ( a, 1r) ( the normal cycle duration when not

interrupted).

• D(h): The direct impact of a hurricane of intensity h on the GISQ.

• ((J, v. E, E): The transition fonction of the GISQ if a hurricane of intensity b

hits a parcel on which the control ( a, 1r) is applied when the time elapsed since

the last change in the GISQ is E ( v = ( a, 1r, a, b, c)).

. E 
((J. v, E. E) = rnm{rnax{I +

ô(a, 1r) 
</>(c, a, 1r) - D(b). O}, 1} 

2.C.2 Economie Data and Parameters 

(2.16) 

The pararneters values used in this section are displayed in the tables of Section 

2.C.3.

For any control ( a, 1r) E B x II, we have the following econornic pararneters and

transition fonctions: 

• Sa : Subsidy for the crop (€/rnonth). 

• S
P
: Subsidy for the quantity produced (€/ton). 

• C( Monthly labor cost (€/ton).

• C;: Installation input cost (seeds, fertilizer, pesticides) (€/Ha).

• Ce : Other expenses (€/Ha). 
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• Cc : Harvesting cost (€/Ha).

• Cm : Maintenance cost (€/Ha/rnonth).

• Cr Fixed cost that are not related to a particular crop (€/Ha/rnonth).

• P: Selling price (€/tou).

• Je : Date of the first sale.

• Pc : The time between successive sales.

• pa: The rnonthly recurring payoff.

(2.17) 

• p(I, v, E): The cash flow geuerated ùuriug the time that elapsed siuce the last

event.

{ -ci , if a = 0, 
p(I,v,E) = 

EPo, otherwise, 

• €( I, a. 1r): The earning generated by each harvest sale.

where, 

• m(I, a. E): The incorne frorn selling the harvest.

-{ 
RE(I, a.n)(P+Sp)

m(I, a. E) -
0 

• h
c
(/,v,E): The harvesting cost. 

if a = J
e 

or ( a - Je)

otherwise, 
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(2.19) 

mod Fe= 0, 
(2.20) 



! C 
RE(I,u ,n) 

,c RM(u ,n) hc (J, V, E) = OC RE(I,u ,n) + C 
c RM(u ,n) e 

2.C.3 Crop Data

if a = fc 
or ( a - .fc) 

if Cl 2". ô(CT, n), 

otherwise, 

mod Pc = 0, 

(2.21) 

All the parameters are normalized for one parcel of unit are a ( 1 ha); production data 

are in tons per ha; economic data are provided by experts in euros per ha or per tons 

produced (fixed and variable input costs, depreciations, subsidies, labor, sale prices) 

or per month (labor). Data are extracted frorn Durand et al. [9] and displayed in 

the tables below. 

Table 2.C.1 displays the planting/sowing seasons of the seasonal crops. 

Table 2.C.2 displays the values of the agronomie parameters and Table 2.C.3 

those of the econornic parameters. 

Table 2.C.1: Planting rnonths of crops. 

Crop 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 

Plantain X X X X X 

Export Banana X X X X X 

Eggplant X X 

Tomato X X 
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Table 2.C.2: Agro1w111ic µarnmeter values. 

Crop and Practice ô(a, rr) r· i rd Tp Tap fc Pc RM 

Export banana Agro 60 U.75 U.2 U.12 U.02 12 12 2--.l 

Export banana Conv 60 U.3 0.5 -U.08 u 12 12 30.6 

Plantain Agro 60 U.7 0.19 0.15 0 6 3 5 

Plantain Conv 2--.l U.25 0.--15 -0.02 -0.01 6 3 7.85 

Cabbage Agro 3 U.5 0.21 0.15 u 3 u 13

Cabbage Com· 3 U.25 U.3 -U.02 u 3 0 18

Carrot Agro --.l U.65 U.1--.l U.07 u 4 u 11

Carrot Conv --.l U.05 U.15 -U.03 -U.005 --.l 0 14

Cassava Agro 12 U.5 U.15 U.07 u 12 0 22

Cassava Conv 12 0.1 U.2 -U.01 -0.Ul 12 u 25

Cucumber Agro 2 U.8 U.28 U.15 u 2 u 13

Cucumber Conv 2 U.U-5 U.25 -U.05 -0.025 2 u 18

Eggplant Agro 7 0.8 U.2 U.12 0 7 u 12

Eggplant Conv 7 U.15 U.2 -0.02 -U.075 7 u 20

Green beans Agro q U.6 U.09 0.01 0.002 --.l u 10 

Green beans Com· 3 U.05 U.l -0.Ul u 3 u 13

Lettuce Agro 2 U.6 0.18 U.12 0 2 0 7

Lettuce Com: 2 0.3 0.25 -U.01 0 2 0 13

:slelon Agro 3 U.7 0.17 U.l u 3 0 9

i\Ielon Com: 2 U.2 0.35 -U.02 -U.015 2 0 16

Sugar cane Agro 60 U.3 U.08 U.08 U.035 12 12 60.5

Sugar cane Conv GU U.l U.05 -U.Ul -U.Ul 12 12 63.75

Tomato Agro 5 U.8 U.2 0.13 0.002 ù u 11

Tomato Conv 4 U.l U.4 -U.05 -U.06 4 u 1-5

Turban squash Agro 3 U.7 U.17 U.099 0 3 0 1--.l

Turban squash Conv 3 0.1 U.15 -U.05 -0.02 3 0 22

Yam (yellow) Agro 8 0.6 0.18 0.11 U.002 8 u 11. 7

Yam (yellow) Conv 8 U.15 0.--.l -0.01 0 8 0 15

Yam (Grosse Caille) Agro 9 U 7 U.13 U.08 U.UU--.l 9 u 11

Yam (Grosse Caille) Com· 8 U 14 U.25 -U.02 -U.02 8 u 1--.l

Short fallow 1 u u u u 1 u u 

Free long fallow 12 u 0 0 U.025 12 u u 

Improved short fallow 3 U.l 0 U.Ul 0.01 3 u 0

Improvecl long fallow 6 u 0 0 U.025 6 u 0
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Table 2.C.3: Economie pararneter values. 

Crop and Practice Sa Sp Ct ci Crn p Cc Ce 

Export banana Agro 0 400 400 15,143 250 600 8680.7 1840 

Export banana Conv 0 400 392.9 17,143 366.83 550 8680.7 1840 

Plantain Agro 0 0 270 5000 465 800 452 120 

Plantain Conv 0 0 260 5500 465 600 452 160 

Cabbage Agro 0 0 1000 2500 0 1300 1200 500 

Cabbage Conv 0 0 850 2200 50 1200 1200 500 

Carrot Agro 0 0 550 1000 24 1300 2800 503 

Carrot Conv 0 0 500 150 54 1200 28,500 503 

Cassava Agro 0 0 220 530 10 650 3390 0 

Cassava Conv 0 0 221.5 528 14 610 3393 0 

Cucumber Agro 0 0 1800 2800 200 850 1800 0 

Cucumber Conv 0 0 1300 2500 650 790 1832 0 

Eggplant Agro 0 0 600 3500 0 1300 1900 500 

Eggplant Conv 0 0 300 3500 50 1100 1600 500 

Green beans Agro 0 0 900 3000 0 2000 3000 500 

Green beans Conv 0 0 700 2500 50 1800 6000 500 

Lettuce Agro 0 0 1700 4000 0 2200 1000 500 

Lettuce Conv 0 0 1700 3200 50 2000 1000 500 

Melon Agro 0 0 600 5600 200 1200 387 0 

Melon Conv 0 0 450 5600 750 1000 397 0 

Sugar cane Agro 0 13.23 40 1928 30 60 1464 150 

Sugar cane Conv 0 14.76 40 1872 50 55 1362.5 200 

Tomato Agro 0 0 1800 5300 0 1600 2200 0 

Tomato Conv 0 0 1100 5300 400 1300 2200 0 

Turban squash Agro 0 0 850 6000 70 1000 876 0 

Turban squash Conv 0 0 800 6500 130 900 876 0 

Yam (yellow) Agro 0 0 1500 14,000 10 2700 2500 0 

Yam (yellow) Conv 0 0 900 13,200 100 2500 2500 0 

Yam (Grosse Caille) Agro 0 0 1406 11,550 0 2100 3192 0 

Yam (Grosse Caille) Conv 0 0 1000 7815 82 2000 2400 0 

Short fallow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Free fallow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Improved short fallow 0 0 150 400 50 0 0 0 

Improved long fallow 0 0 100 800 50 0 0 0 
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Chapter 3 

Viability of a Multi-Parcel 

Agroecological System 

Abstract 

To satisfy an ever-rising dernand, agriculture practices shifted over time from organic 

fertilization of soils to intensive and highly specialized farming that use chernical 

fertilization. The resulting short-terrn increase in soil productivity lead to sorne 

serious ecological drawbacks over tirne, e.g., degradation of soil quality, pollution 

of water and air and loss of biodiversity. Given this state of affairs, it is urgent 

to find alternative practices that preserve soil quality and at the same tirne ensure 

acceptable revenues to farrners. In this work, we rely on viability theory to deterrnine 

a set of policies that allow to reach this dual objective. The proposed rnulti-parcel 

land rnodel is applied to data from the archipelago of Guadeloupe, located in the 

French West lndies. 

Key Words: Viability theory; Agriculture; Farrning; Multi-parcel. 



Introduction 

This paper deals with long-tenn rnanageme11t of fanns ami their ability to mai11tai11 

or restore the quality of their soi!. The evolutio11 over time of this quality <lepen<ls Oil 

nurnerous factors, with sorne of them beillg controllable for by the farrner, e.g., the 

choice of crops all<l farming metho<l, while others are 11ot, e.g., clirnatic events. Our 

rnaill research questio11 can be framed as follows: givell a farrn of a pre<leterrni11e<l 

size a11<l a planni11g horizon, what choices should the farrner make in or<ler to achieve 

sirnulta11eously some ecological a11<l ecouomic sustai11ability objectives. Roughly 

speakiug, the ecological objective correspou<l · to the soil's quality, while the economic 

011e refers to reve11ues. 

To auswer our question, we rely on the mathematical theory of viability (Aubin 

[3]). ln a uutshell, a viability problem involves a <lyuamical system whose evolutiou 

<lepe11<ls on state a11<l control variables, a11<l possibly Oil some ra11<lom eve11ts. Giveu 

a set of co11strai11ts a11<l i11itial state of the system, oue looks for viable solutio11s. 

that is, evolu tions ( or trajectories) of these variables that satisfy these constraiuts. 

Viability theory (VT) has bee11 successf ully used to <letenniue sustainable policies 

in the ma11agerne11t of ecosysterns a11<l reuewable resources, e.g., fisheries a11d forest ·; 

see Oubraharn au<l Zaccour [111 for a literature review. In the specific context 

of farrning and agroecological systems, most applicatious of VT <lealt with her<ls 

an<l grasslau<l management problerns (see, e.g., Tichit et al. [16], Sabatier et al. 

[131, Sabatier et al. [14], Mouysset et al. [101, Tichit et al. [17], Baurngiirtner an<l 

Quaas [41, Martin et al. [9], Sabatier et al. [151 au<l Durau<l et al. [81), an<l very few 

with soi! quality managerne11t problerns. Dura11<l et al. [81 propose<l a <leterrninistic 

viability theory based rno<lel <lescribing the evolution of a singleparcel la11<l and looke<l 

for agricultural strategies ami crop pla11ti11g sequences allowing to restore the soi\ 
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quality to an acceptable level, while preserving the economic profitability of the farm. 

Oubraham et al. [12] extended the setup to a stochastic environment to account for 

major climatic events that affect the evolution of the dynamical system describing the 

state of the farm. In this paper, we extend the deterministic model in Durand et al. [8] 

to a multi-parcel case to assess the potential advantages offered by a multi-cropping 

strategy. Our empirical study concerns the archipelago of Guadeloupe, located in 

the French \Vest Indies. 

Â t ---;;;...1510 n (Me 11.iJ.uJ 

l-

legend 

-Water/1-!oderate 
-Water/Sl:ranQ 
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-S.tlfl•ts 

Figure 3.0.1: Global assessment of human-induced soil degradation. Source: https: 
//databasin.org/datasets/7254137cabb042298cae0b769cba589f. 

It is well-established that soil has been poorly protected and overexploited for 

decades, which has resulted in its deterioration worldwide (see Figure 3.0.1). 

One of the most important hurnan-induced factor of soil's deterioration is modern 
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agriculture an<l farrning. lndeed, to meet an ever growmg <lemand, agronomH..: 

systems have ha<l to drastically change <luring the last decades and have migrate<l 

to agricultural practices base<l on chemical fertilization of soil and intensive an<l 

specialized farming practices. This has increased soil pro<luctivity in the short terrn, 

but in the long terrn has cause<l serions ecological drawbacks (degra<lation of soil 

quality, pollution of water an<l air, loss of biodiversity, erosion, etc.) and even 

reverse<l the tren<l of the agricultural pro<luctivity. In contrast with the traditional 

agricultural systems based on natural fertilization and diversified crops production, 

the mo<lern agriculture relies on inteusive single crop production that progressively 

degrades the soil quality and reduces its productivity by changing its physical, 

chernical and biological composition. Fertilization an<l irrigation with low quality 

water imbalances the chemical composition of the soil; plowing, tillage, rernoval 

of vegetative cover and over-grazing rnakes it more vulnerable to win<l and water 

erosion; intensive and specialized cultivation exhausts some minerais and water from 

it an<l damages its rnicrofauna (Blanco and Lal [5]). lu fact, the modern agricultural 

systems has then fallen in a vicions cycle in which more and more chemical fertilizers 

are used to compensate this loss of productivity causing more <larnages on the soil 

aud more water an<l air pollution. 

Given the state of affairs we just describe<l, it becornes urgent to take actions 

to replace actual agricultural practices by more eco-responsible ones based 011 crop 

rotations and mixed crop-livestock associations that are healthier for the soil. \Ve 

nee<l to establish an agroecological transition that would, in the medium terrn, allow 

to return to more environmentally friendly agricultural practices and to restore soil 

quality to an acceptable level, while taking into account the socio-econornic aspects 

relate<l to the sector. This is particularly true for islan<l regions given the importance 

of agriculture in their economies (Angeon et al. [21). A survey of farrners in French 
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West lndies revealed that the population is aware of the problem and that farmers 

are now placing the soil quality at the center of concerns and are willing to make 

efforts, and even sacrifice some of their financial benefits, to restore the quality of 

their land (Angeon et al. [li). 

In our study, we consider a series of cases representing different farming systems 

practiced in French West Indies, and analyze their impact on soil quality and economic 

well-being of the farmer. Also, we conduct an extensive sensitivity analysis to 

assess the impact of main parameters on the results, namely, initial soil quality, 

planning horizon and different costs. Our contribution is at three levels. First, we 

develop a new multi-parcel model that provides additional flexibility in the search for 

sustainable solutions. Second, we design a novel algorithmic approach for computing 

viable solutions. F inally, we contribute empirically by answering questions that are 

on the agenda of farmers and decision makers in French West Indies. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 3.1, we extend the 

single-parcel model in Durand et al. [8] to multiple parcels. In Section 3.2, we 

present the approach for obtaining viable solutions. In Section 3.3, we present our 

ernpirical results, and we briefly conclude in Section 3.4. 

3.1 A multi-parcel bio-economic model 

In this section, we extend the model in Durand et al. [8] to a multi-parcel land. 

Consider a farm with Np land parcels managed over tirne by a single agent. The 

planning horizon is T and the current tirne is denoted by T E T = {O, ... , T + T6 } 

where T6 is an extra time period by which the planning horizon can be extended to 

complete an ongoing agricultural cycle. 
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Each parcel p E {1, . . .  ,Np } is charncterized by its area o:
P 

(in Ha) and its soil 

quality which is an agronomie rneasure. Evaluating the quality of a soil is a cornplex 

operation, as it invoh-es a series of physical, chernical, and biological characteristics. 

Here, we adopt the General Indicator of Soû Q'Uality (GISQ), which has values in the 

interval [ü, 1] and is based on 54 variables rneasuring these characteristics (Velasquez 

et al. [18] and Carnacho et al. [61). Let I
P 

be the GISQ value of parcel p, with 

I
p 

E f = { 0, ... , Nr - 1}, that is, I can take a fini te nurnber of values. 

The main variables describiug the farrn 's state are: (i) the cash flow W E IR, 

i.e., a continuous variable characterizing the financial situation; and (ii) the soil

quality of all its parcels I = (I1 , ... ,INp
)- The evolution of the soil quality of 

parcel p E { 1. ... , Np } depends on its current quality I
P 

and the following two 

control variables: (i) the crop a
p 

grown on the parcel, with a
p 

E I::
p
; and (ii) the 

agricultural practice Jïp E II
P
. In the rest of the paper, we consider that the crop 

and practice choices are the sarne for all parcels that is I:
P 

= I: = { a1, ... , a N
,,
} 

aud II
P 

=II= {n1, ... ,7rN,J \/p E {l. ... ,Np}.1 To fix ideas, in the case studies to

follow, the set of crops include either all or sorne of the following crops: plantain, 

export banana, sugar cane, yarn (yellow), yarn (grosse Caille), tornato, eggplant, 

lettuce, carrot, green beau, cabbage, cassava, melon, cucurnber, and turban squash. 

The set of agricultural practices only includes two elerneuts, i.e., conventional and 

agroecological practices. 

Let the evolution of the soil quality be described by the following functi011: 

1 Differences in choice sets can be due to geographical or physical differences between the parcels. 

For instance, the slope or exposure to wind can make it impossible to grow some crops, and parce! 

accessibility can make it impossible to use some equipment. 
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(I,a,1r) r--t cp(I, a, 1r). 

Denote by 6(a, 1r) the duration of the whole agricultural cycle of a crop a usmg 

agricultural practice 1r. Then, to each pair (a, 1r), we can associate production cycles 

'lf; defined as follows: 

'ljJ Z: x II ---+ [0, J(a, 1r)], 

(a, 1r) H 'lj;(a, 1r). 

Moreover, to each crop and practice ( a, 1r), we associa te its first harvest time le 
( a, 1r) 

and the tirne duration between two successive harvests P
e 

( a, 1r). The duration of the 

first production cycle is le ( a, 1r) and the following cycles last P
e 

( a, 1r). If a crop has 

a single harvest, then le (a,1r) = J(a,1r) and P
e

(a,1r) = O. Also, we suppose that 

the produce is sold right away after it is harvested. 

The revenue from each harvest depends on the crop and the agricultural practice, 

as well as on the soil quality at the beginning of the cycle. Formally, the revenue 

fonction € is defined by 

e ..Y x z:: x II ---+ IR, 

(I, a, 1r) H €(1, a, 1r). 

Denote by s E S = { 1, ... , 12} the current month. This discrete variable is needed 

to deal with the seasonality of some crops, which can be planted or sown only at 

specific tirnes of the year. Let I: ( s) C I: be the set of all crops that can be planted 
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or ::;ow11 <luring ::;ea::;on .s. 

ln the si11gle-parcel case ::;tudied i11 Durand et al. [8], the ouly event that mu::;t be 

accounted for over tirne i::; the beginning or end of a production cycle. If we refer by 

n an event and by T( n) it::; timing, then the next event will happeu at 

(3.1) 

Thi::; forrnulatio11 doe::; not hol<l when we have multiple parceb as each one of thern 

ha:; it::; own crop ::;equence a11d agricultural practice. This irnplies that at any tirne, 

there are as rnauy production cycle:; (iudepeudent, ::;irnulta11eous and pote11tially of 

differe11t duratio11) a:; parceb in the farrn, ami the next evolutio11 of the ::;ystern 

should coincide with the ueare::;t event on the parceb. Con::;equently, (3.1) nee<ls to 

be rno<lifie<l to account for ::;uch event::;. To do ::;o, we intro<luce the following 11ew 

variables: 

• e
p
. 'fJ E {1, . . .  ,Np }: the rernaiuing tirne before the uext eve11t ou parce! p E 

{l, ... ,Np }. 

• E = min e
µ

: The remaining tirne before the next change iu the sy::;tem's 
pE{l, ... ,Np} 

::;tate. (The rernaining tirne before the nearest event on the parceb). 

Denote bye the vector of events e = (e1, ... , eN
p

, t:). 

Let a
µ
( n) be the age of the crop 011 parcel p at step n and b

p
( n) the state of the 

:;oil at the beginniug of the agricultural cycle of a(n). The coutrol variable on parce! 

p at that step is 
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The new parcel's GISQ value is given by 

and the earnings generated by control v(n) on a parcel during the time lapse c(n) is 

defined by 

[,(I, v(n), c(n)) = g(a(n), n(n), a(n), b(n). c(n)), 

that is, the earnings de pend on the type of crop a( n), its age a ( n), the state of the 

soil when it was planted b(n), the agricultural practice n(n), and the tirne elapsed 

sin ce the last event c( n). 

3.1.1 Dynamical system 

Denote by v = (v1, .... VN
p

) E VNp the control vector, where the control variable is

given by 

with u
P 

= (a
p
, n

p
) E U = � x II. To account for crop seasonality, we define by 

U(s) C U, U(s) = �(s) x II, 

the set of possible controls on parcels during a particular season s.

Denote by x = (I, W, e, s, T) the state vector. The evolution of the farm is then 

governed by the following discrete-time dynamical system F: 
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T(n + 1) = T(n) + E(n) 

s(n + 1) = (s(n) + E(n)) mocl 12 

_ {
((Ip(n). vp(n). E(n)) 

Ip(n + 1) -
Ip(n) 

J\
°

p 

Otherwise 

W(n + 1) = W(n) + L I,(Ip(n). L'p(n), E(n)) 
p=l 

{(IJ. 7ï, O,I(n + 1))1(/J. 1r) E U(s(n + l))} if r(n) = <'p(n) au<l 

up(n) = 6(1Jp(n), 1rp(11)). 

otherwise, 

If E(n) = ep(n) and 

ap(n) < 5(/jµ(n), 1rp(n)) 

ep(n + 1) = Ic(ap(n + l).1rp(n + 1)) If c(n) = ep(n) an<l 

op(n) = 6(1Jp(n).1ïµ(11)) 

ep(n) - c(n.) Otherwise 

1:(n + 1) = min ep(n + 1) 
pE{I... .. Np } 

The initial state is given by :c(O) = (I1 (0) . ... ,INp (O), W(0), e(0), s(0), T(0)) ,where 

(Ip(0))pE{l... .. Np }, W(0) and s(0)are give11 µarariteters, 1:(0) = min. ep(ü). T(0) =
pE{l... .. 1\ P} 

ep(O) = 0 and bp(O) = Ip(O) for all p E {1, ... , Np}.

Equatio11 (3.2a) sets the dock 011 tirne at each steµ (n + 1) by a<lva11ci11g it with 

E(n) (the tirne that elaµsed between steps n a11d n + 1). Equatio11 (3.2b) <loes the 

same thing with the season while taking into account its cyclicality. Equation (3.2g) 

serves to update the event vector at each step. 
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The update of the other variables depends on the places where current events take 

place. At any step n, if the remaining time until the next event on a certain parcel p is 

equal to the remaining time until the next event on the whole system (e
p
(n) = E(n)), 

then it means that the event in question (at step n+l) will occur on that parcel, which 

indicates the end of a production cycle on it and leads to the modification of the soil 

quality at that place (see 3.2c). If the production cycle thatjust ended on the parcel is 

not the last one (a
p
(n) < 6(CT

p
(n), 1r

p
(n))), then the crop and practice applied on that 

parcel rernain the sarne. We only update the age of the crop in the control variable 

(see 3.2e) and a new production cycle starts right away, with the rernaining tirne 

until the next event on that sarne parcel being Pc(CT
p
(n), 1r

p
(n)) (see 3.2f). Otherwise, 

if it is the whole agricultural cycle that ended (a
p
(n) = ô(CT

p
(n), 1r

p
(n))), then a new 

crop and agricultural practice v(n + 1) have to be chosen frorn the set U(s(n + 1)) 

for this parcel as expressed in ( 3. 2e). The new tirne until the next event on that 

parcel is equal to the length of the first production cycle of the new crop, that is, 

fc(CT
p
(n + 1), 1r

p
(n + 1)); (see 3.2f). 

Now, if the event does not occur on that parcel (e
p
(n) =/= E(n)), then the cycle 

already in progress cannot be interrupted. Consequently, the control and the soil 

quality of this parcel rernain the sarne and only the age of the crop is updated (see 

3.2c and 3.2e). The rernaining tirne until the next event just has to be reduced by 

the tirne that elapsed between steps n and n + 1 (see 3.2f). 

Finally, equation (3.2d) updates the econornic state of the farrn by accurnulating 

at each step the earnings generated by the parcels where a production cycle ends. 
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3.1.2 A viability problem 

\\'heu 111aki11g the d10ice of crops aucl agriculture practices 011 the differcut parcels. 

the former aims at achieviug the followiug two oujectiYes: 

l. Eusuring au acceptable iucornc throughout the whole plauuing horizou.

2. Restoriug the quality of the soi! to a desired level by the tenniual date of the

pla1111ing horizo11.

The first objectin� is eco11omic. aucl it eau clcarly take different forms <lepeudiug 

ou l10w ouc clefines "acceptable" iucome. One practical option is to <lefi11c a rni11irnum 

threshold 11'min uelow whid1 cash flow shoul<l not fall at ê:Ul)' step. Couscqueutly, wc 

have t !te followiug admissible set: 

K = {(I. W. e. -5. T)[IT::; T, W - Wmin 2'. O}. (3.3) 

lu the nuu1crical applicatious, \\'l' set \\·min = 0 aud theu require to have a 1101rnegative 

treasury W over timc. 

The scrn11d objcct ive is uio-ecological a11<l emueds a loug-tern1 concern of mai11tai11iug 

the resource (laud) iu au acceptable state. For iustance, the objectiw may cousist 

iu restori11g the quality of ail the farrn·s parcels to a certaiu desire<l le\·el I* uy the 

eud of the tirue horizon. This eau theu be trauslate<l iuto a target to rcach. i.e., 

Restoriug the quality of ail parcels to a clesired level rnay be too ambitious in some 

situations, especially wheu the initial qualities of some parcels are Yery low aucl the 
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tirne horizon is not long enough. In such case, one can adopt a less dernanding target 

that requires irnproving the quality of all parcels by a certain level (percentage) d.

The target set is then defined as follows: 

Finding the controls that satisfy sorne constraints taking into account the evolution 

of the dynarnical system can be frarned as a viability problern. More specifically, we 

airn at deterrnining the initial states 

of system F for which there exists at least one viable evolution , i.e., that rernains 

in K, (3.3) during the entire planning horizon, and reaches the target C (3.4) or Cd 

(3.5) at the end of that tirne horizon. This set is the viability kernel, and is formally 

defined as follows: 

f< PrF(K, C) = { X0 E Kjj:3.r( .) s.t . .1:(0) = Xo & :3t > 0 s.t. :r:(t) E C & \ln E [O. t], :r:( n) E K}. 

(3.6) 

3.2 Solution method 

To compute the viability kernel defined in (3.6), we exploit the following property 

established in Proposition 13 and Corollary 14: if it is possible (not possible) to reach 

the target with a certain initial treasury, then it is possible (not possible) to reach it 

with a higher (lower) treasury. 
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As T(O) = 0, s(O) = 1, aud e(ü) = 0 are giveu data, wc c:an drnrac:terize auy 

iuitial state Xo only lJy I(O) = (I1 (0) . .... I
1

y
P

(O)) aud W(O) values, ami write 

Xo = (I(O), W(O)). 

Proposition 13. Let (I. W) be an indial state from the viabildy kernel J< erF(JC. C),

then any ùl'il'ial statc (I. W') wdh W' � W belongs ta K erF(K,, C). Fonnally, 

Prnof. Let B(x, 1) lJc the mi11irm1tt1 lJudget ueeded for the evolutiou x (-) to lJe vialJle, 

i.e.'

B(x.I) = rnin{Wllx(O) = (I. W) & =3t > 0 s.t. x(l) E C & 'ï/n E [O. t], .r(n) E K,} 

Therefore, 

and c:ousequeutly 

'ï/ W' � W. B(x.I) S W'. 

□ 

Corollary 14. If it i · not possible ta Teach the laTget from an initial slale (I, W). 

then it is not possible la ·1-each it wûh less initial tTeas'Ury. 
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The results in Proposition 13 and Corollary 14 imply that in order to completely 

characterize the viability kernel, it is sufficient to identify its border or, in other 

words, to find for each initial GISQ vector I the minimum initial treasury WinJ(I) 

needed for the restoration, i.e., 

WinJ(I) = inf W = min B(x,I). 
(I,W)EKerF(IC,C) x 

Therefore, the problem amounts at finding a viable evolution of the system 

x(-) with the minimum possible restoration budget B(x, I). This problem can 

be formulated as a shortest path problern, where the objective is to minimize the 

restoration budget, and which can be solved by mixed-integer programming (MIP). 

Now, we introduce the network describing the system and the MIP modelling. We 

use Cplex software with a column generation approach to solve the MIP. 

3.2.1 The network 

The network representing the possible viable evolutions of a parcel p E { 1, ... , N
P
} is 

an oriented graph GP = (VP, AP) where: 

VP is the set of vertices. Each vertex vP = (t, i, u, e) E VP is identified by: 

• its tirne : T( vP) = t.

• its GISQ: I(vP) = i.

• its type: E(vP) = e E {a,/3,'Y,SN, TN}, where

- ex : start of an agricultural cycle ( the start of the first production

cycle).
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- ;3 : interme<liate harvest (start/eu<l of au iuterruediate pro<luctiou

cycle).

--y: fiual harvest (eu<l of the agriculturnl cycle, i.e., the last pro<luctiou

cycle).

SN : source no<le.

T N : siuk uode.

Remark 15. There 'is no need ta 'idenl'ify the --y vert'ices by theù- contrai. 

They are cormnon la all cycles end'iny at the sarne t'irne w'ith the sarne 

GISQ. The so-urce and s'inl,; nodes are pmùcular verl'ices that do not have 

any of the chamcter'ist'ics of the other vert'ices. 

AP is the set of arcs. Each arc aL E AP liuks the vertex v:' E VP to L'j E VP and bas 

the following characteristics: 

• mf)t 1 . / 2): wealtb geuernte<l by arc af
J 

E AP over the tirne perio<l [t 1 ,l2].

• dL(t 1 , / 2): cbm1ge iu the GISQ iu<luce<l by arc aL E AP over the tirue

perio<l [l1,t2]

The network CP = ( VP, AP) is coustructe<l as follows: 

Step 1. luitialize VP = { v = (0, Ip(0). u. 0:) such that u = (cr, 1r) E E(l) x II}. 

Step 2. For each vertex i E VP, create its outgoiug arcs a;_J· Au arc a;.J is create<l ,  

i f  i t  satisfies oue of the followiug cou<litions: 

Cl. i E V" with E(i) = n an<l pc(U(i)) = 0, an<l E(j) = --y, T(j) = T(i) +

fc(U(-i)), au<l I(j) = min{ma.�{f(i) + d;_)T(i), T(j)) : 0} : l}. 
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C2. i E VP with E(i) = o: and Pc(U(i)) =/= 0, and E(j) = /3, T(j) = T(i) +

fc(U(i)), I(j) = min{max{I(i) + di ,j(T(i), T(j)) ; O} ; l}, and U(j) = 

U(i). 

C3. i E VP with E(i) = /3 and a(i) = <5(U(i)-Pc(U(i))), and E(j) = ,, T(j) =

T(i) + Pc(U(i)), and I(j) = min{max{I(i) + di,j(T(i), T(j)) ; O} ; l}. 

C4. i E VP with E(i) = J3 and a(i) < ô(U(i) - Pc(U(i))), and E(j) = /3,

T(j) = T(i) + Pc(U(i)), I(j) = min{max{I(i) + di,j(T(i), T(j)) ; O} ; l}, 

and U(j) = U(i). 

C5. i E VP with B(i) = , and T(i.) < T, and E(j) = a, T(j) = T(-i), 

J(j) = J(i), U(j) E E(s(T(-i))) x Il and T(i) + ô(U(j)) ::; T + T6. 

Step 3. For each new arc ai,j added to AP, if j Ft VP then add it to VP and go to 

Step 2. 

Step 4. The source and sink nodes are added to VP. The source node is linked 

with arcs to all the initial vertices (v E VP s.t T(v) = O,I(v) = Ip
(O) and 

E(v) = a). All the terminal vertices that reach the target are linked with arcs 

to the sink node (v E VP s.t. T(v) 2'. T, I(v) 2'. 1; and E(v) = ,). 

Step 5. Delete from the network all the vertices frorn which there exist no path to 

the sink node and also their incoming and outgoing arcs. 

Step 1 ensures that the evolution of a parcel starts at the beginning of an 

agricultural cycle at tirne t = 0 with initial GISQ Ip(O). Steps 2 and 3 build the 

network forward to include all the possible evolutions of the parcel (viable and 

non viable). Conditions (Cl-C3) ensures the proper functioning of the process: a 

transition frorn an agricultural cycle-start vertex (of type o:) goes to an interrnediate 
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harvest vertex ( of type /3) if the noµ has multiple harvests or to a cycle-ernl vertex 

( of type "I) if the cout roi have a siugle harTest ( see cou dit ious Cl au<l C2). If i t is the 

last harwst. the trausitiou from au iutenuediate han-est uo<le goes to au eud of cycle; 

otherwise, the transitiou is to auotber iutermediate harvest uode (see couditious C3 

au<l C4). Fiually. at the eud of a prod uctiou cycle, if the t irne ltorizou is reaclte<l. tbeu 

the process stops: otlterwise, there will be a tra11sitio11 to auy cycle start prm·ided 

tltat the crop can be plauted at that momeut au<l tbat the remai11i11g time (i11clu<li11g 

the exte11sio11 tirne T:::. ) is sufficient to complete the new productiou cycle. 

To illustrate the 11etwork buildiug process, we consider a simple example of a 

parce! with initial GISQ 0.5 aud a time horizou of oue year (T = 12 1uo11tlts) au<l 

Ti::. = 1 111011th. Suppose that we haw the choicc betweeu two µossible cotttrols: 

• v1: eau be plauted at auy tiwc except .s = 7 and .s = 8, c5(u1) = 3, J�(1t1) = 2,

Pc(u1) = 1, aud it iwproYes the GISQ by 0.2 (0.1 after the first ltï::uTest au<l 0.1

aft er the secoml oue).

• 1L2: eau be plaute<l at auy tiute, 6( u2) 

<leteriorates the GISQ by 0.1. 
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In the illustrative figures below, the graphs are represented on a grid where the 

colurnns represent tirne and rows the GISQ. Thus, representing a vertex v at the 

intersection of colurnn t and row i rneans that I ( v) = i and T( v) = t. Vertices 

of type a (start of an agricultural cycle) are represented by circles, those of type 

i3 (intermediate harvests) are represented by triangles, and finally those of type , 

(end of agricultural cycle) are represented by squares (orange if the time horizon is 

reached, and grey otherwise). We use the red color to represent the control u1 and 

green color to represeut the control u2. 

Figure 3.2.1 displays the result of applying Steps 1 to 3 of the network building 

process. The first vertices ( one for control u1 and one for control tt2) are located 

at t = 0 and GISQ I(0) = 0.5, and they represent agricultural cycle-starts (type 

a). The node of u 1 goes to an interrnediate harvest node located 2 units of tirne 

later (J
e 

= 2) and 1 unit of GISQ up ( tt1 irnproves the GISQ by 0.1 after the first 

harvest). Then, the interrnediate harvest transits to a cycle end one unit of tirne 

later (Pc = 1) and improves the GISQ by 0.1. The sarne thing is repeated for all the 

agricultural cycle-start vertices of control tt1. Vertices of control u2 transit directly 

to a cycle-end vertex 2 tirne units later, and deteriorate the GISQ by 0.1. AU the 

cycle-end vertices that did not reach the time horizon transit to cycle-start vertices 

of both controls u1 and u2 with no tirne or GISQ change. The only exceptions are 

for tirnes t = 6, 7 and t = 11, because u1 cannot be planted in seasons s(6) = 7 and 

s(7) = 8; and the remaining time horizon at t = 11 is not sufficient to grow control 

u1 (t + ô(u1) = 11 + 3 = 14 > 13 = T +Tt:. = 12 + 1). 
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Figure 3.2.1: Steps 1 to 3 

Figure 3.2.2 displays the result of applying Step 4. The source node is linked 

to the rnrtices of t = 0, and the end nodes that reached the target ( t � T and 

G I SQ � J* = 0.6) were linked to the sink uode. 

Finally, Figure 3.2.3 displays the actual uetwork GP = (VP, AP) resultiug from 

the application of Step 5 and ouly keeping the viable paths. 
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Figure 3.2.2: Step 4 

Figure 3.2.3: Step 5 
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3.2.2 The mixed-integer program 

Let CP = ( VP, AP) be the network representiug parcel p E { 1, .... J\' p}. Let A be the 

set of ail arcs, au<l V the set of all vertices, that is, 

A= u au<l F= u 
pE{l... .. Np} pE{l, ... ,Np} 

Let /\' be the set of steps au<l T(n) the timing of step n E N 

au<l T(n + 1) = min T(v). 
t>EV s.t T(v)>T(n) 

Recall that in the <lynamic system F (3.2a - 3.2g), each step n E N coiuci<les with 

the uearest eveut ou the parcels. 

Iutroduce the following variables: 

{ 
1 if arc aP . is chosen 

p 
' i,J 

' • xi.J =
0, otherwise. 

• J\111 : treasury available between steps n - 1 au<l n, an<l defiue<l by

i\l" = i\111 -1 - Sn-1 + L L xf.
J
m f)T(n - 1), T(n)). \ln E Naud i\lo = O.

P (i.j)EA� 

• S11 : expenses <luring the period betwcen steps n - 1 an<l n, with the constraint

• C11 : extra budget nee<le<l to cover the expenses <luriug the perio<l between steps

n - 1 a11<l n (C
11 

2". 0, \ln EN), whid1 is given by

Cn = L L xf)/()T(n - 1), T(n)) - Sn , ·vn EN. 
P (i.j)EA� 
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• AP(t 1 , t2): The set of arc::; of CP that are active between t1 and t2. Forrnally,

• A�: The set of arcs of CP that are active between T(n -1) and T(n), i.e.,

A� = AP( T(n - 1), T(n)). 

The rnixed-integer prograrn consi::;ting in minirnizing the total restoration budget 

over the entire planning horizon is given by 

mm L Cn 
nEN 

-1 if j = SN.

I: xfj - I: xj, - l 1 if j = TN, Vp and Vj E VP 

l\lIP 

iJ(i,j)EAP kJ(j,k)EAP 
otherwise, 

Cn = L L xf,
1
[{

1
(T(n -1),T(n)) -Sn 

P (i,j)EA� 
VnE N

s.t. Mn= Mn-l - Sn-l + L L xLmf,
1
(T(n -1), T(n)) 

P (i,j)EA� 
Sn ::; /\ln VnE N

Sn 2: O Vn EN 

Cn 2: O VnE N

Mn 2: 0 VnE N

xL E {O, 1} Vp and Vaf,
1 
E AP 

The first constraint repre::;ents the flow conservation over the network. 
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3.2.3 Column generation approach to salve the MIP 

To solve the MIP defined in the previous subsection, we use Cµlex with a colurnn 

generation approach (Desaulniers et al. [7]). The columu generation problem (CGP) 

is as follows: 

CCP 

mm l3o 

s.l.

Np 

Mo= Bo - L pjcJ(O. 1)
i=O 

Np Np 

!'vft = Mt-1 -
L p1cj(t, t + l) + I.: pjmj(I - l, t)
i=O i=O 

A/1 2 0 Vt E {O, 1, 2, ... T} 

L Pj = l Vi E { 1, 2, ... Np} 
jEP(i) 

Pj E {0,1} Vi E {1, .... Np} and Vj E P(i) 

Vt E {1,2, ... T} 

(3.8) 

Here, we generate paths j E P( i) that respect the fiow conservation constraiuts 

from the source node to the sink node in each parcel i. aud miuimize the initial 

budget required to reach the sink on all parcels. Note that p1 is a binary variable,

which is equal to 1 if the path j on parcel i is chosen, aud O otherwise. 

M(t) represeuts the state of the treasury at time t. Its evolution depeuds on the 

cost and revenue contributious ( cj and mJ, respectively) on the active arcs at any 

time. \Ve waut this treasury to be nonnegative at any time t.
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3.3 N umerical results and discussion 

ln this section, we illustrate our rnodel and the solution approach with a series of 

farrning systems to which we will refer as cases. Table 3.3.1 lists the crops considered 

in these cases. Each crop can be used either with a conventional or agroecological 

practice. Also, farmers can choose to leave their land in fallow coupled with an 

agroecological practice ( short fallow and free-long fallow) or a conventional practice 

(irnproved-short fallow and irnproved-long fallow). Each one of the listed cases 

represents a type of farrning system practiced in French \Vest lndies: the export 

sector is specialized in bauana and sugar cane ( cases Cl and C2); the local market 

oriented sector is based on di versified vegetable farrning ( C3 and C4); fiually, C5 is 

a theoretical case that gathers all the crops. 

Case 

Case 1 

Banana 

Case 2 

Banana & sugar 

cane 

Case 3 

Tomato and yam 

Case 4 

Multicrop 

Case 5 

Ali crops 

Table 3.3.1: Description of the <liffereut cases. 

Crops 

Plantain, Export banana 

Plantain, Export banana, Sugar cane 

Yam(Yellow), Yam(Grosse Caille), Tomato 

Yam (Yellow), Yam(Grosse Caille), Tomato, Eggplant, Lettuce, 

Carrot, Green bean, Cabbage, Cassava, Melon, Cucumber, 

Turban squash 

Plantain, Export banana, Sugar cane, Yam (Yellow), Yam(Grosse 

Caille), Tomato, Eggplant, Lettuce, Carrot, Green bean, 

Cabbage, Cassava, Melon, Cucumber, Turban squash 

ln order to analyze the effect of each pararneter, the computations have been 
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ma<le for <liffereut parcels sizes, initial GISQ levels and tirne horizons. We always 

require that the form rernains self-suffi.cient, i.e., we set the economic constraint to 

0 ( W min = 0) and we impose that the retained solution(s) allows a positive treasury. 

All the case studies corn.:ern the an.:hipelago of Guadeloupe. For the comrnon 

elernents, we use the sarne data and parameter values in Durand et al. [8] an<l 

Oubraham et al. [12]. The other require<l data and pararneter values have been 

estirnate<l and displayed in Appendices 3.B and 3.C. 

For the executions we considered two cases regarding the nurnber of parcels: the 

single-parce! case where the whole land is considered as one parcel iu which the 

former should apply one control at the tirne, and the multi-parcel case where the 

land is divided into two independent parcels on which the former can apply different 

controls. To have cornprehensive comparisons, we impose that the total area in the 

multi-parcel case is equal the area in the single-parcel one. ln the executions, we 

cousidered a 3Ha parcel in the single-parce! case aud two parcels of lHa and 2Ha, 

respectively, iu the multi-parcel case. 

The rest of the section is <livi<led into two parts. ln the first part (Section 3.3.1), 

we focus on the viability keruel and the minimum restoration budgets. lu particular, 

we aualyze the impact of the tirne horizon (in Section 3.3.1), the impact of the initial 

GJSQ (in Section 3.3.1) and the impact of crop diversification (in Sectiou 3.3.1). ln 

the second part (Section 3.3.2), we look at viable evolutions. More specifically, we 

discuss the main characteristics of such evolutions and how they are affected by such 

features as time horizon, and GISQ improvement level. 
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3.3.1 The viability kernels 

Denote by K erc
i
,r(I*, N) the viability kernel of case i for a tirne horizon T (in years), 

with I* being the GISQ target and N the nurnber of parcels. It represents the set 

of all pairs of initial GISQ !0 and budget (initial treasury) that rnake it possible to 

reach the target while respecting the irnposed constraints. 

300000 

250000 

200000 

! 150000 

!00000 

5GOOO 

30GOOO 

,soooo 

,00000 

J 15COOO 

100000 

50000 

C1 Banana 

T480 T240 T120 T60 

2Parœls- - - -

!Pan:el __ _ 

300000 
C2 Banana & &.tea,r cane 

01 02 03 04 0.5 06 0.1 08 09 10 0 0 1 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 1 0 

ln•t1al BISQ lnitial81SQ 

C3 Tomato & Yam 

0 1 0 2 0 3 0 � 0 5 0 6 0 7 08 09 1 0 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 0.9 10 

ln,MIBISQ lmttal B:SO 

Figure 3.3.1: Viability kernels by scenario tirne horiwns and nurnber of parcels( I* = 
0.8) 

In Figure 3.3:1, each panel represents a superposition of viability kernels of the 

sarne problern case for different tirne horizons with one or two parcels. Each color 
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represents a particular time horizon. The lightest and darkest shade of ead1 color 

represents the single-parce! case and the two-parcel case, respectively. 

lu all cases, and for all time horizons, the viability kemel with a single parcel is 

always i11duded in the two-parcel case, that is . 

I
< 

erc,.r(/*, 1) Ç !( erc,.r(l*, 2). 

This result can be generalized to any nurnber of parcels. Fonnally, we have 

The reason for the above inclusion is as follows: splitti11g the land i11to multiple 

parcels does not involve any additional costs; further, it is always feasible to apply 

to these parcels the sarne controls irnplemented in the single-parce! case at the same 

cost. Therefore, the minimum restoratio11 budget in the multi-parcel case will be at 

must equal the 011e i11 the single-parce! case. 

Impact of time horizon 

Figure 3.3.1 shows the viability kernels for different planning horizo11s ( 40, 20. 10. 

and 5 years). In all cases and for any number of parcels, the viability kernels shrink 

a11d slide to the right as the time horizon gets shorter. This in<licates that the 

shorter the tirne, the more difficult and expensive it gets to restore the soil quality. 

Further, restoring a soil with a very low initial quality to a given desired level, may 

be impossible to achieve. 

Iutuitively. one expects the cost of soil restoration to be higher when the horizon 

is shorter. This is observed in the results, but not when the initial GISQ is very dose 

to the target ( or higher than the target). Iudeed. in case Cl the kernel's border for 
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T = 5 is lower than that for T = 10. Similarly, in cases C2 and C4, the borders of 

the kernels for T = 5 and T = 10 are below that at T = 20 with a single parcel, 

and in case C3 the frontier of the kernel for T = 5 is lower than those for T = 10 

and T = 20. One explanation is that when the difference in initial and target values 

of the GISQ is large, it requires a significant effort to improve the GISQ, and it is 

more difficult and pricey when the time horizon is short. However, when we start 

from a GISQ that is sufficiently close to or greater than the target, the effort is not 

to improve the GISQ but rather to maintain it over time. Maintaining the GISQ at 

a certain level over a short period of time is easier and cheaper than doing it over a 

long period. 

lwoo.:1rcels 
-tBar>ana -2-8anana5ugarcane -3-Torrnito&Yarn -4•Mu11,oop -S-A!lcrops 

70000 

60000 

5000() 

,oooc 

3000() 

20000 

60 240 30C 360 4?0 

T1me hOl'lzon 1months1 

Figure 3.3.2: Total restoration cost for different time horizons 

Further, we notice that the gap between the viability kernel of the single-parcel 

case and the rnulti-parcel case gets bigger as the time horizon is longer. To obtain 

sorne insight into this result, consider Figure 3.3.2 that represents the minimum 

budget needed for the restoration of a soil with initial GISQ of 0.6 to a GISQ target 

of 0.8 for different planning horizons. The solid lines represent the budgets for the 
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multi-parcel case whereas the dotted lines those for the single-parce! case. 

ln ail cases and auy nurnber of parcels, Figure 3.3.2 shows that the restoration 

budget first decreases with T and next stabilizes wben the time horizon reaches a 

certain value. Moreover, the restoration budget in the multi-parcel case is always less 

or equal to the budget in the single-parce! case, which confirrns the result established 

before, with the gap widening with the tirne horizou, until it stabilizes after a certain 

value of tirne horizon. This result indicates that having multiple parcels is never 

iucreasing the restoration costs, with the benefits being larger when the time horizon 

is longer. 

To warp up, for each iuitial data set (problern case, initial aud target GISQ), we 

eau deterrnine a threshold terminal date after which the benefits of multiple parcels 

are siguificaut. Note that we assurned away any additioual costs (e.g., management 

fees) induced by dividing a parce! iuto pieces. If such costs have to be paid, theu the 

threshold will be more distaut. ln terrns of cornputatiou effort, finding a solutiou in 

a single-parce! setting is much easier and faster than in the multi-parcel scenario. 

Impact of ini_tial GISQ 

Figure 3.3.3 displays the evolution of the total cost of GISQ irnprovernent by 0.2 for 

various initial GISQ values, for ail cases in a single-parce! setting (dotted lines) and 

in a rnulti-parcel setting (solid lines), with T = 40 years. 

The cost of irnproving the soi! quality by a given level depends on the initial 

GISQ value. Figure 3.3.3 shows that, in general, the cost is lower when the initial 

GISQ is higher. The reason is that a crop planted i11 higher quality soi! generates 

a higher income. Consequently, a lower minimum budget is needed, as the income 

covers a larger portion of the exploitation costs. However, we observe a different 
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Figure 3.3.3: Total cost for GISQ improvement of 0.2 for different initial GISQ values 

and T = 40 

behavior for GISQ values that are close to 0 and 1. For instance, in cases Cl and 

C4, the restoration cost curve is increasing near initial GISQ values of O and 1 for a 

single parcel. This result is even more visible in the representations of the viability 

kernels of cases Cl and C3 in F igure 3.3.1, where we observe that the costs increase a 

little for certain values of initial GISQ close to O before decreasing. One explanation 

is that, when the GISQ is too low, the degradation caused by a crop or a harming 

agricultural practice cannot be too high. On the other hand, starting with a soil of 

medium quality leaves roorn for improvernents that exceed the target, in anticipation 

of future damage caused by more profitable crops. However, if the initial GISQ is 

too high, then such an opportunity is not available, which increases the restoration 

cost in some cases. 
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Figure 3.3.--l: GISQ ernlutious iuclucecl by the same c.;outrol sequeuct' for cliffereut 

initial GISQ 

To illustrate the aboYe findings, we report in Figure 3.3.--l the GISQ ernlution 

induced by the samc contrai scqucnce starting from differcnt initial GlSQ va,lues ( 0.0 

in orange, 0.3 in blu<', 0.5 in gr<'." and 0.7 in green) over 180 months. \\'e can see that 

this strategy leads to a,u irnpro\'Cllleut of 0.3 of the GISQ (frou1 0.3 to 0.6 and from 

0.5 to 0.8) when starting from au ct\'erage initial GISQ level (0.3 and 0.5). However, 

if we start frorn a higher initial GISQ le,·el ( O. 7) the irnprovement is only 0.23 units 

(from 0.7 to 9.3). Ou the other haud. the saute strntegy is more t'ffideut wheu the 

initial GISQ is the lowest. lndeed, here the irnprovement is equal to 0.37 uuits (frorn 

0.0 to 0.37). Fiuall,v, we uote that when the initial GISQ is low, the GISQ values OH'r 

tiine eau exc..:eed the target, ,,·hich proüdes a buffer for possible future degradatious. 

Finall_v, we note that the results are inclependent of the number of parcels, as no 

significaut differeuce is observecl between siugle aucl multiple parcels. J\Ioreover, the 

cost gap betweeu the siugle parce! and multi-parc..:el settiugs is more or less the sanH:' 

regardless of the initial GISQ. Therefore, the beuefits of haviug multiple parcels are 

inYariable with respect to the initial GISQ len�l. 
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Impact of crop diversification 

From Figum, 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 we observe that the viability kernel of a case 

with less crop options is always induded in any viability kernel corresponding to a 

scenario with more crops. That is, if the set of possible controls Ui in case Ci is 

induded in the set Ui 
in case Ci , then the viability kernel of Ci in contained in that 

of Ci for any planning horizon, i.e., 

Ui C Ui => Kerc,,r(I*, N) Ç Kerc
1
,r(I*, N), \:/ T and N. 

Furthermore, Figure 3.3.3 indicates that the restoration budget in a case with a 

larger number of crops is at most equal the budget with a lower number of crops. 

Formally, 

In fact, adding a control can only help in meeting the objective. However, adding 

new crops to the set of possible controls does not necessarily enlarge the viability 

kernel or decrease the restoration budget. Indeed, if the initial set already contains 

the right rnix of crops, adding new crops will certainly not deteriorate the solution, 

but not improve it either. For example, in almost all instances, the performance of 

C5 is identical to that of C4, even if it has more crop choices. 

Finally, Figures 3.3.3 and 3.3.2 reveal that, the lower the number of crops, the 

more beneficial is the use of multiple parcels. Indeed, if we define by GA Pi the gap 

between the solid and dotted lines in case Ci , then we dearly have 

Ui c Ui => GAPi > GAPi. 
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For instance, the gap Letween the red sol id aml dot te<l liues iu these figures ( C 1) is 

larger thau the gap Letweeu the Llue soli<l aud dotte<l lines (C2 : more crops). 

3.3.2 Viable evolutions 

In this section, we present the vial>le solutious with the mrn1rnum initial l>u<lget 

that lie 011 the l>ouu<lary of the viaLility kernels. Figures 3.3.5, 3.3.6, 3.3.7 au<l 3.3.8 

display the solutious for cases Cl, C2. C3 au<l C-1, respectiwly. for siugle au<l multiple 

parcels. The time horizon is T = 40 ( 480 months), initial GISQ is I O = 0.6 au<l the 

GISQ target is I* = 0.8. The upper part of each figure shows the treasury au<l GISQ 

eYolutious oYer time au<l the lower part displays the crop recomrnemlatious. 
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Ev°"-'tion of GISQ and trNswy over- time 
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Figure 3.3.5: GISQ and treasury evolutions and crop recommandations for case Cl 

A first result is that, in almost all cases, the initial treasury (i.e., the restoration 

budget) is lower, and the final treasury significantly higher, for multiple parcels than 

the corresponding values for a single parcel. Also, in most cases, the GISQ evolution 

of one of the multiple parcels cases is quite similar to the one obtained for a single 

parcel. In terrns of GISQ trajectories, we often observe that the GISQ of at least 

one of the parcels, in a rnultiple-parcel scenario, exceeds the target value at sorne 

interrnediate dates before decreasing towards the target value at terminal date T. In 
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Figure 3.3.6: GISQ and treasury cvolutions and crop recommandations for case C2 

the single-parce! case, we see the opposite behavior, that is, in most cases the GISQ 

level first drops and next increases towards the target value at T. \\'hen the farm 

is a single parce!, then the whole land is initially used to boost the treasury needed 

for the restoration of the soi!, before iuvesting the aœumulated amount to reach 

the GISQ target. Iu the multi-parcel setting, the former eau dedicate one parce! to 

generate revenues, while the other parce! is restored. A portfolio of assets (parcels) 
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Figure 3.3.7: GISQ and treasury evolutions and crop recommandations for case C3 

allows more flexibility than a single asset. 

Finally, we make the following remarks on the viable evolutions and the effect of 

some parameters: 

Crop recommendations: in all viable evolutions, there is a prevalence of fallow 

as a recomrnended control. This is due to the fact that the solutions lie on 

the boundary of the viability kernel. Even if investing a bit more could give 
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Figure 3.3.8: GISQ and treasury evolutions and crop recommandations for case C4 

a higher rewnue. the returned solution remarns the one with the mrn1mum 

budget. As the cheapest option is fallow, this is most likely to be dwsen. 

However, we notice that in the multi-parcel setting, other controls than fallow 

are recommended. This result is due to the abo"·e-mentioned fiexibility of 

parcelization. 

Time horizon: when the time horizon is short, fallow becomes the µrevalent recommended 
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control ( except when the initial GISQ is very close or higher than the target 

GISQ). Further, the recommended control · for both parcels in the multi-parcel 

setting are almost the same as the ones for a single parcel. As the time horizon 

gets longer, more non-fallow controls are recommended and the differences 

between the two scenarios (multiple parcels and one parcel) more pronounced. 

Level of improvement: increasing the level of irnprovement in the GISQ has two 

main effects. First, it calls upon more frequent implementation of fallow 

controls. Second, the differences between the two scenarios ( one and multiple 

parcels) are less visible. The reason is that a small level of improvement in the 

GISQ requires less effort and time to achieve, which leaves more possible paths 

to achieve and more time to improve the treasury. However, a higher level of 

improvernent considerably reduces the number of possible paths to achieve it 

(generally only paths involving man y fallow periods are left), which rnakes the 

recommeudations in both settings quite similar, the initial budget high and 

final treasury low. 

3.4 Conclusion 

The main qualitative results obtained in our study are as follows: 

1. The export-oriented sector ( cases Cl and C2) is globally more sensitive to

the nurnber of parcels. The local-rnarket-oriented sector also benefits from

parcelization, but the gap between the results in one and two parcels is larger

in the export-oriented sector.

2. Having multiple parcels leads to better results than one parcel in all cases.

However, the benefit is only noticeable when the tirne horizon is long enough.
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3. Parcelization's benefits are higher wheu the nurnu ·r of crop choices is lower.

--L If we take into consi<leration the final treasury generate<l. the multi-µarcel 

settiug is gloually 1uucl1 Getter titan the siugle-parcel oue. Although we are uot 

oµtimiziug a specific µerfonuauce index iu this study (and iu Yiauility theory 

iu genernl), this rcsult eau ue used as a guideline for makiug a choice. 

Future develoµrneuts iuclude collectiug additioual data au<l refi11i11g the cstimatious 

u1 µarticular t !te addit ioual costs geuerated by parcelizatiou (1ua11ageme11t fees for 

example) ami other agriculturnl aspects like the effects of wouocultures. A secou<l 

exteusion would be tu run executions 011 <liffereut cutouts of the lan<l (ntrywg the 

numbcr of parcels ami t heir an�as). F iually, it would uc iuterestiug ( ami challeugiug) 

tu takc iuto co11sideratio11 uucertaiuties related tu warket parametcrs, climatic eveuts. 

crop diseases, ... 
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Appendix 

3.A Lexicon 

Viability kernel: the set of all initial states of the system from which there exists 

at least one evolution that satisfies the viability constraints and reaches the 

target at the end of the tirne horizon. 

Agricultural practice / type of agriculture: the type of prac.:tices adopted for 

the agricultural ac.:tivities. We considered two types: conventional and agroecological. 

Conventional practice: agricultural practice based on modern practices/tools and 

on chernic.:al fertilization. 

Agroecological practice: traditional practice based on organic fertilization of the 

soil or other practices for improved management of agro-ecosystems. \,Vezel 

et al. [19] 

Fallow: leaving land fallow consists in leaving it unsown for a certain period of 

time. We considered two types of fallow: the one coupled with the conventional 

practice ( conventional fallow) and the one coupled with the agroecologic.:al 

practice ( agroecological fallow). 
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Agroecological fallow: (short fallow aucl free long fallow) the laucl is lcft in simµlc 

fallow. 

Conventional fallow: (imµrovecl short fallow aucl irnµrovecl loug fallow) the fallow 

is iruµrovecl with cbernical additives and fortilizers. 

3.B Assumptions 

\\'e rnade the followiug assurnptious i11 our study: 

Al: the sum of the parcels areas iu the multi-parcel settiug is equal to the area of 

the single parce!. 

A2: parcelizatiou dues uot a<l<l a11y costs (mauagemeut fees or others) 

A3: tlic differe11t parcels in (lie multi-parcel settiug arc cornpletely i11deµemle11t. 

The mtly thiug iu coum1011 is the treasLtr�· that coucerns the wl10lc fann. 

3.C Parameter values and data

3.C.l Agronomie data and parameters

For auy coutrol (a, 1r) E I: x n, we haw listed the agro11orr11c µararneters aud

trausitiou fuuctio11s i11 this scctiou. The ntlues of ail the parameters used iu this 

sectiou an· displaycd iu the tables of sectiou 3.CA

Crops yield 

• RAI = R/\f(a, 1r): mean yiel<l (tous/Ha). Corresponds to the u1ea11 yield of the 

crop when the soil is of average quality (GISQ = 0.5). 
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• ri= ri(CT, 1r): the control's sensitivity to the quality of the soil.

• R(I, CT, 1r): the yield of the control.

If ri =/= 0 .5 the yield is given by 

IV 2 1 l 
if / � 0. 5. 

R(I ) = r,- -----{ 
2R'/ [/(l-2r,)+ri-V(r,)2+21(1-2r,)] 

' CT, 7r 
R [i + 2 . (l-2r;)(/ -0.5)-(1-ri)+✓(l-ri)2 -2(J-0.5)(1-2r,)] M r, 2r,-l , otherwise. 

If ri = 0.5 the yield is given by 

{ 
2/ HM, 

R(I, CT, n) = 
RM(J + 0.5), 

GISQ transition fonctions 

if/ � 0.5, 

otherwise. 

• rd: the sensitivity of the soi! to the Joss of orgauic matter by crop.

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

• r P: the damage or irnprovernent to the soi! caused by the agricultural practice

(effects that are dependent on the initial soil quality).

• Tap: the damage or irnprovernent to the soil caused by the agricultural practice

( effects that are independent of the initial soil quality).

• t:::.h(!. CT, n) : the change in GISQ induced by the crop CT

(3.11) 

• t:::.Ip(I. CT, n) : the change in GISQ induced by agricultural practice 1r
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(3.12) 

• 9(!. a. 1ï): the tra11sitio11 fu11ction of GISQ (for the wl10le agricultural cycle)

(3.13) 

• c5(a, 1ï): the cycle length of co11trol (a, 1ï) (for the whole agricultural cycle).

• ((/. l'. t): thl' tra11sitio11 fu11ctio11 of GISQ at a stq.> whert' the cout roi u

(a,7ï,a,b) is applie<l.

((!, 1·. E) = 111in{max{f + ,�(u). ü}. l}, 

[ 

fc(a.1r) ,,i,(b ) ·1· /' S(a.1r) Y '
a

, 7ï . L a+ E = . c, 

,-,.(1·)= P;/;;/6(b.a,1ï). ifa+t:>fc
a11cl(a+E-fc) 

O. otherwise.

3.C.2 Economie data and parameters

(3.1-1) 

mod Pc = O. 

Tite ntlues of ail the parameters used i11 this sectimt are displaye<l i11 the tables of 

sectio11 3.C.4. 

For a11y cout roi (a. 7ï) E I: x n. we haYe the followiug ccououtic parameters ami 

tra11sitiot1 fuuctious: 

• S
a
: subsi<l? for the crop (€ Ha /mouth). 
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• Sp: subsidy for the quantity produced (€/ton).

• Ce: rnonthly labour cost (€/Ha).

• C: installation input cost (seeds, fertilizer, pesticides) (€/Ha).

• Ce: other expenses (€/Ha).

• Cc: harvesting cost (€/Ha).

• Cm : maintenance cost (€/Ha/rnonth).

• Cf: fixed cost that are not related to a particular crop (€/Ha/month).

• P: selling price (€/ton).

• Je: date of the first sale.

• Pc: the time laps l>etween successive sales.

• po: the rnonthly rec.:urring payoff, i.e.,

where C0 is the rnonthly recurring cost 

• l(I, Œ, n): the earnings generated by each harvest sale and given by

eu, v) = Rh(!, u) - Ch(!, u), 
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where R1,(I, u) is the reveuue generated Ly the harvest and C,,(I, u) is the harvesting 

wst, that is, 

• I,(I, v, E) the earnings genernted Ly 1· d uring the tirne lapse E.

( 

Ctp (EPo - C), if a= 0 and a+ E < Je, 

I,(I, v, E) = O'p(Epo + f(T. r)), if a= fc or (a - .fc) rnod Pc = 0, 

O'pCPo- otherwise. 

3.C.3 MIP related data 

(3.17) 

Let p+ Le the rnonthly recurring incorne and p- the rnonthly recurriug cost of a 

co11trol 1t = (a. 7ï) i11 a lHa parcel: 

For auy arc af.J E AP, we have the followiug quautities: 

• of)t 1 ,l 2): the cost of arc af.J E AP over the tirne period [t1, t2], i.e.,

if E(i) E b, SN} 
(3.18) 

otherwise, 
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where Ca( u) is the additional costs related to the following events:

if E(i) = a and E(j) = /3: 

Ci(U(i)) + Ch(I(i), U(i)), if t1 = T(i) and t2 = T(j), 

Ci(U(i)), if t1 = T(i) and t2 < T(j), 
if t1 > T(i) and t2 = T(j), 

0, otherwise.

if E(-i) = a and E(j) = 1: 

Ci(U(i)) + Ch(I(i), U(i)) + Ce(U(i)), if t1 = T(i) and t2 = T(j), 

Ci(U(i)), if t1 = T(i) and t2 < T(j), 

if t1 > T(i) and t2 = T(j), 

0, otherwise.

if E(i) = (J: 1 Ch(J(i), U(i)), if E(j) = ;3 and t2 = T(j), 

Ca(u) = Ch(J(i), U(i)) + Ce(U(i)), if E(j) = 1 and l2 = T(j), 
0, otherwise.

• mL(t1 , t2): the wealth generated by arc af
j 

E AP over the time period [t1 , t2],
Le.,

l 
0, if E(i) E b, SN}, 

mL(t1 , t2) = ap ((t2 -l1)p+(U(i)) + Rh(J(i),U(i))), if E(j) E {;3,1} and t2 = T(j),

ap(t2 - t 1)p+(U(i)), otherwise. 
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• df,;(t 1 ,l2): the change 011 the GISQ inùuced oy arc a;_
J 

E AP over the tirne

period [t1, t2]

3. C .4 Crops data

if E(i) = 0: ami !2 = T(j), 

if E(i) = (3 and 1 2 = T(j). 

otherwise. 

(3.20) 

Ali the parnrneters are uormalizeù for one parcel of unit area (1 Ha); proùuctio1t 

data are iu to1ts per Ha; ecouomic ùata are proviùeù oy experts iu Euros per ha or 

per tous proùuceù (fixed and variables input costs, depreciatious. subsidies, laoor. 

sale prices) or per 111011th (laoor). Data are extrncteù frorn Durand et al. [8J. 

Taule 3.C.l ùisplays the pla11ti11g/sowing seasous of the seasoual crops. 

Taule 3.C.2 displays the Yalues of the agronomie parnrneters a1tù Taule 3.C.3 

those of the ecouomic parameters. 

Crop 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 

Plantain X X X X X 

Export banana X X X X X 

Eggplant X X 

Tomato X X 

Taule 3.C.l: Planti1tg rnonths of crops 
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Crop and practice ô(a-, 1r) ri rd rp Tap fc Pc RM 

Export banana Agro 60 0.75 0.2 0.12 0.02 12 12 24 

Export banana Conv 60 0.3 0.5 -0.08 0 12 12 30.6 

Plantain Agro 60 0.7 0.19 0.15 0 6 3 5 

Plantain Conv 24 0.25 0.45 -0.02 -0.01 6 3 7.85 

Cabbage Agro 3 0.5 0.21 0.15 0 3 0 13 

Cabbage Conv 3 0.25 0.3 -0.02 0 3 0 18 

Carrot Agro 4 0.65 0.14 0.07 0 4 0 11 

Carrot Conv 4 0.05 0.15 -0.03 -0.005 4 0 14 

Cassava Agro 12 0.5 0.15 0.07 0 12 0 22 

Cassava Conv 12 0.1 0.2 -0.01 -0.01 12 0 25 

Cucumber Agro 2 0.8 0.28 0.15 0 2 0 13 

Cucumber Conv 2 0.05 0.25 -0.05 -0.025 2 0 18 

Eggplant Agro 7 0.8 0.2 0.12 0 7 0 12 

Eggplant Conv 7 0.15 0.2 -0.02 -0.075 7 0 20 

Green beans Agro 4 0.6 0.09 0.01 0.002 4 0 10 

Green beans Conv 3 0.05 0.1 -0.01 0 3 0 13 

Lettuce Agro 2 0.6 0.18 0.12 0 2 0 7 

Lettuce Conv 2 0.3 0.25 -0.01 0 2 0 13 

Melon Agro 3 0.7 0.17 0.1 0 3 0 9 

Melon Conv 2 0.2 0.35 -0.02 -0.015 2 0 16 

Sugar cane Agro 60 0.3 0.08 0.08 0.035 12 12 60.5 

Sugar cane Conv 60 0.1 0.05 -0.01 -0.01 12 12 63.75 

Tomato Agro 5 0.8 0.2 0.13 0.002 5 0 11 

Tomato Conv 4 0.1 0.4 -0.05 -0.06 4 0 15 

Turban squash Agro 3 0.7 0.17 0.099 0 3 0 14 

Turban squash Conv 3 0.1 0.15 -0.05 -0.02 3 0 22 

Yam (yellow) Agro 8 0.6 0.18 0.11 0.002 8 0 11.7 

Yam (yellow) Conv 8 0.15 0.4 -0.01 0 8 0 15 

Yam (Grosse Caille) Agro 9 0.7 0.13 0.08 0.004 9 0 11 

Yam (Grosse Caille) Conv 8 0.14 0.25 -0.02 -0.02 8 0 14 

Short fallow 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Free long fallow 12 0 0 0 0.025 12 0 0 

lmproved short fallow 3 0.1 0 0.01 0.01 3 0 0 

lmproved long fallow 6 0 0 0 0.025 6 0 0 

Table 3.C.2: Agronomie parameter values 
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Crop and practice Sa Sp Ct C; Cm p Cc Ce 
Export banana Agro 0 400 400 15143 250 600 8680.7 1840 

Export banana Conv 0 400 392.9 17143 366.83 550 8680. 7 18-!0 

Plantain Agro 0 0 270 5000 465 800 452 120 

Plantain Conv 0 0 260 5500 465 600 452 160 

Cabbage Agro 0 0 1000 2500 0 1300 1200 500 

Cabbage Conv 0 0 850 2200 50 1200 1200 500 

Carrot Agro 0 0 550 1000 24 1300 2800 503 

Carrot Conv 0 0 500 150 54 1200 28500 503 

Cassava Agro 0 0 220 530 10 650 3390 0 

Cassava Conv 0 0 221.5 528 14 610 3393 0 

Cucumber Agro 0 0 1800 2800 200 850 1800 0 

Cucumber Conv 0 0 1300 2500 650 790 1832 0 

Eggplant Agro 0 0 600 3500 0 1300 1900 500 

Eggplant Conv 0 0 300 3500 50 1100 1600 500 

Green beans Agro 0 0 900 3000 0 2000 3000 500 

Green beans Conv 0 0 700 2500 50 1800 6000 500 

Lettuce Agro 0 0 1700 4000 0 2200 1000 500 

Lettuce Conv 0 0 1700 3200 50 2000 1000 500 

l\Ielon Agro 0 0 600 5600 200 1200 387 0 

l\Ielon Conv 0 0 450 5600 750 1000 397 0 

Sugar cane Agro 0 13.23 40 1928 30 60 1464 150 

Sugar cane Conv 0 14.76 40 1872 50 55 1362.5 200 

Tomato Agro 0 0 1800 5300 0 1600 2200 0 

Tomato Conv 0 0 1100 5300 400 1300 2200 0 

Turban squash Agro 0 0 850 6000 70 1000 876 0 

Turban squash Conv 0 0 800 6500 130 900 876 0 

Yam (yellow) Agro 0 0 1500 14000 10 2700 2500 0 

Yam (yellow) Conv 0 0 900 13200 100 2500 2500 0 

Yam (Grosse Caille) Agro 0 0 1406 11550 0 2100 3192 0 

Yam (Grosse Caille) Conv 0 0 1000 7815 82 2000 2400 0 

Short fallow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Free long fallow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Improved short fallow 0 0 150 400 50 0 0 0 

Improved long fallow 0 0 100 800 50 0 0 0 

Table 3.C.3: Economie parameter values 
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General Conclusion 

In this three-essay thesis, we were interested in soil restoration problems and we used 

viability theory to address them while takiug into accouut some environrnental and 

socio-econornic constraints such as reaching an environrnentally acceptable quality 

of the soil and ensuring acceptable incarnes for the farrners. Oure objective was to 

gain insight on how agronomie systems react and to which extent they are sensitive 

to sorne of the must influencing factors such as uncertainties (climatic uncertainties) 

and farrn practices (parcellation) in different frarneworks in order to have a more 

precise idea of the strategies that can be put in place to achieve the objectives of soil 

restoration and preservation. 

In the first essay titled "A Survey of Applications of Viability Theory 

to the Sustainable Exploitation of Renewable Resources II we provide a 

comprehensive review of the literature ou applications of viabûity theory to the 

sustainable management of renewable resources. After a refresher on the main 

concepts of viability theory, we provide a geueral rnap of the contributions and next 

discuss them by area of application. We conclude by painting out issues that deserve 

more attention and should be part of a research agenda. 

What popped out frorn this review is that viability theory is very suitable for 



addressing uatural resources management problems and that there is nmv a loug 

traditiou of applyiug it to address reuewable ressources exploitation related problems, 

e.g., fisheries and forests. However among the few that have applied it to farrniug, the

overwhehning majority have focused on herd and grassland management problems; 

see, e.g., Tichit et al. [20], Sabatier et al. [16], Sabatier et al. [17], Mouysset et al. [13], 

Ticltit et al. [21], Baumgiirtuer and Quaas [2], Martin et al. [121, Sabatier et al. [18], 

and Durand et al. 181. To the best of our knowledge, Durand et al. [81 is the ouly 

study that looked at a soil-quality mauagemeut problem. Thi · observation confirms 

our choice of theme for the next articles as we are faced with a problem and a 

metlwdology that are very compatible but yet not sufficiently explored. 

ln the second essay titled "Viability of Agroecological Systems Under 

Climatic U ncertainty", we extend the model proposed in Durand et al. [81 by 

adding a level of realism through the introduction of climatic uncertaiuties. \Vhen 

cousidering a single plot of agricultural land, we use a stochastic viability theory-based 

model tu look for agricultural strategies and crop rotations that would restore soil 

quality tu an acceptable level while preserviug the farm's ecouomic profitability iu 

presence of u11certai11ties resulting from major climatic events, such as hurricanes. 

And at the same time, we try tu get sorne insight about the effect of these uucertainties 

on the performance of the agricultural systems both on the environmental and 

socio-econornic sides. 

Our empirical study concerns the archipelago of Guadeloupe, located in the 

French West Indies. Our analysis first reveals a high sensitivity of the results to 

the direct impact of hurricanes on the soil's quality indicator GISQ, which in turn 

strongly af
f

ects the impact of the other parameters. Then, that the export-orieuted 

sector in Guadeloupe is more vulnerable and less resilient tu clirnatic uncertainties 
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than the local market oriented sector which is quite wornsome, g1ven that this 

latter represents a fairly large portion of the economy of small tropical islands 

such as Guadeloupe and Martinique. Finally, we find out that the difficulty of 

sustainably rnanaging soil, mainly because of the conflict between profitability and 

food-security objectives, is highly accentuated by climatic uncertainties, which are 

the most damaging hazards to soil preservation, not only in terms of cost, but also due 

to their direct impact on the soil itself. In fact, our results highlight that restoration 

possibilities and cost are very sensitive to the direct impact of hurricanes on soil 

quality. Consequently, it is crucial to have studies assessing the impact of hurricanes 

on the soil's quality indicators. 

Given the high sensitivity of the results to the different parameter values, future 

developments to this paper include collecting additional data and refining the estimations 

of hurricane-related parameters (impact on the GISQ, recovery time, cost, and 

occurrence probabilities). A second interesting extension would be to develop more 

efficient resolution methods and algorithms for solving this type of problem. Indeed, 

introducing uncertainty to this type of problem inevitably leads to an explosion in 

the algorithrn's rnernory consumption and execution tirne which greatly limits the 

range of possibilities for the frarneworks that can be studied as well as the values 

of certain pararneters such as the tirne horizon, the nurnber of crops that can be 

taken at a tirne, etc. Finally some cropping systems, such as monocultures, often 

lead to gradual soil degradation, but this can be decreased or even reversed to a 

certain extent with no or minimum tillage, caver cropping and organic amendrnent 

strategies. It would be then interesting to take into account, in future research, the 

effect of successive use of the sarne crop or type of crop. 

In the third essay, titled 11 Viability of a Multi-Parcel Agroecological System 11, 
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we further exteud the model of the second essay to examine the potential advantages 

that could Le offered Ly parcellatiou. Given a farm of a precletermined size aud a 

plauning horizon, our oLjective was to get an idea aLout the effect of sorne pararneters 

and especially parcellation on the ecologic and ecouornic well-being of the farm and to 

determine the clwices that could lead to simultaneously achieve the ecological (soil's 

quality) and economic (revenue) sustainaLility oLjectives. \Ve rely on au extensive 

analysis on data and cases representiug some farrning systems practiced iu the French 

\Vest Indies to assess the impact of the main parameters ou the results, namely, 

initial soi! quality, planning horizon and dif
f

erent costs. These analysis reveal that 

parcellation is at least as good as non-parcellation in all cases. However, the Lenefit 

is ouly uoticeaLle ,.vhen the tirne l10rizo11 is long enough and these Lenefits are higher 

wheu the numLer of crop choices is lower. Furtherrnore, the export-oriented sector in 

Guadeloupe globally benefits more from parcellation than the local-market-orieuted 

sector. F inally, in tenns of final treasury, parcellation is gloLally rnuch Letter thau 

non-parcellation. Altlwugh vve were not optirnizing a specific performance index in 

tbis study ( and in viability theory in general), this result can be used as a guideline 

for rnaking a choice. 

Again, the results Leiug quite sensitive to the pararneter values it would be 

very interesting for future developmeuts to collect additional data and refine the 

estimations of the parameter values iu order to get more precise and reliable results. 

In particular would Le very interesting to use better estimatious of the additional 

costs generated by parcellatio11 (management fees for example) and other agricultural 

aspects like the effects of monocultures on the soil's quality. A second extension would 

be to run executions on different cutouts of the land (varying the nurnLer of parcels 

and their areas). However, this extension would Le very complex and challenging 

due to the the curse of dimensionality to which resolution algorithms are undergoing. 
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More globally, it would be very interesting (yet challenging) to study a mix of 

what we have done in the second and third essay::; by taking into consideration 

uncertainties ( those related to market parameters, climatic events, crop diseases, 

. . .  ) in a multi-parcel framework. But once again the absence of faster and more 

efficient algorithms in terms of memory management represents a major obstacle to 

this. Overall, a series of algorithms for solving viability problems are available ( e.g., 

Saint-Pierre [19], Bonneuil [4], Deffuant et al. [6], Aubin et al. [l], Krawczyk and 

Pharo [10] and Maidens et al. [11].) but, except in some particular cases, they are 

all ::;ubject to the curse of dimensionality. Facing this problem, the strategy in the 

applied literature was to limit the number of state variables to less than three or 

four. Besicles, we are not an exception to this as it is, in a way, what we also did 

in the second and third e::;say::; by limiting the number of hurricane categories or the 

number of parcels or even by avoiding dealing with uncertainty and parcellation at 

the same time in our numerical applications. Thus, we always corne back to the 

question of algorithrrn and resolution methods which confirms the importance of 

looking into this aspect and making efforts in developing more efficient algorithms 

for example using machine learning techniques, see, e.g., Deffuant et al. [6], Chapel 

et al. [5], and approximate dynamic programming, see, e.g., Bertsekas [3], Powell [15], 

that will allow dealing with practical problems in higher dimensions and improving 

cornputational tirne. 

Finally, viability theory offers a frarnework that accornrnodates the presence of 

more than one stakeholder and more than one objectives as long as these stakeholders 

can "coordinate" in some sense when drawing the list of viability constraints and 

they are not playing strategically. In a farrning rnodel, strategic interactions between 

farmers are usually at the heart of the problern as prices on the market are influenced 
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by offer and clernaud. Thus au other interesting further development woulcl be to 

attempt to accouut for both viability and strategic issues somewhat in the style 

of what has been clone in Doyeu ancl Péreau [7] where a renewable resource harvest 

system involviug multiple ageuts was studiecl using a model that combines coalitional 

garnes and a viability approach, or what has been clone in Hardy et al. [9] iu the 

context of srnall scale fisheries management, or even iu Péreau et al. [141 where a 

forrn of strategic choice is considered in a trnnsferable quota system, iu the presence 

of an authority deciding on the initial allocation of harvesting quotas. 
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